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ABSTRACT 

This dissertation is divided into two chapters.  The first deals with new 

discoveries and analyses pertaining to Thomas Watson’s birth year, education, parents, 

and ancestry.  Based on various records I discovered for his parents, William and Anne 

Watson, I endeavor to establish that Watson was born in 1555.  William Watson, 

according to his will, was a London draper-merchant.  Watson had three half sisters, a 

half brother, a brother, and four sisters, for his father married at least two women before 

he married Anne.  On his father’s side, Watson had two aunts and a grandfather named 

John Watson.   On his mother’s side, he had an uncle, Thomas Lee, and a grandmother, 

Elizabeth Lee.  Elizabeth married four husbands, the second of whom, a Lee, was 

Watson’s maternal grandfather. He died after a brief, two-year marriage to Elizabeth, 

during which they had Anne Watson and Thomas Lee.  The latter raised, nurtured, and 

educated Watson, after the death of his parents when he was around three and a half years 

of age.   Lee was a very wealthy man. He left Watson and his older brother, William, 

plenty of real estate, lands, and other assets on which they lived prosperously, and 

through which Watson was able to have a distinguished education in England and 

Europe.  

The second chapter deals with Watson’s translation of Antigoné.  Watson’s choice 

in rewriting and expanding Thomas Naogeorgus’s Latin translation of Sophocles’s 

Antigoné, which I am translating into English for the first time, is unique in many 

respects.  Not only does Watson add to Sophocles’s play, which he became familiar with 

through Thomas Naogeorgus’s Latin translation of it, an introduction, a “pompa,” and a 

“themata,” but he gives himself liberty to make many textual and structural changes to 



Naogeorgus’s original.  As his first published work, and one in which the most 

autobiographical information is provided, the play is important in furthering our 

knowledge of Watson’s mindset, and in providing clues about his early life and education 

on the continent.  Other than its autobiographical merit, what makes Watson’s Antigoné 

unique is its prosodic, processional quality.  Watson opted to make Antigoné’s addenda a 

sort of a musical march, in which the personae reveal their various motifs and advocacies.  



CHAPTER ONE: WATSON’S BIOGRAPHY 
 

1.1. Introduction  

Taking Edward Arber to task for his “remarkable” inaccuracies, and blaming 

generations of Watson scholars for their rather unquestioning acceptance of Arber’s 

hypotheses, Mark Eccles writes:  

Experience shows… that a date once attached to an event, however light-

heartedly or at random, sticks like a burr.  Because Arber happened to 

specify the year 1557, it has been unanimously agreed that 1557 was 

probably the year of Watson’s birth.  Sir Sidney Lee says so in the D.N.B., 

so does Sir Edmund Gosse in the Encyclopedia Britannica, so do 

Courthope and Chambers and every succeeding authority.  Someone has 

blundered, but none of the critics stopped to inquire on what grounds they 

were naming 1557 rather than any other year; theirs not to reason why. 

(“Marlowe and Watson” 114-5) 

    

This quote succinctly describes a chronic state of affairs that has defined the 

nature of the biographical data available on Watson as a whole and his birth date in 

particular, and it lingers to the present day.  Eccles points it out, yet throughout his long 

years of scholarship on Watson, he fails to provide a satisfying, cogent answer to the 

problem he diagnoses. In fact, because he provides two totally discrepant accounts of 

Watson’s birth date in his early and late career, and because he does not provide a 

conciliation between, nor give advice on, his earlier and later findings and evaluations, he 

deepens the quandary.  In his published dissertation, Eccles surmises that Watson was 



born in “1562 or later” and that “he was considerably younger than biographers have 

supposed, probably not yet of age when he published his Antigoné ” (“Marlowe and 

Watson” 125).  Well over half a century later, in 1987, Eccles changes his stance on 

Watson’s birth date.  In a brief paragraph he wrote while annotating scores of 

Renaissance writers in Brief Lives (“Thomas Watson” 130), Eccles notes that Watson’s 

birth date should be pushed back to 1556, in agreement with the records of Winchester 

College.  He states, “Watson, I find, was born about 1556, for Winchester College 

admitted as a scholar in 1567 Thomas Watson, aged eleven, born in St. Helen’s London.” 

Yet despite this clear disparity in the research of a prominent Watson scholar, 

despite the fact that Eccles himself recognized the inconclusive nature of his new 

findings in 1932,1 and despite his revocation of his earlier analysis regarding Watson's 

birth date, nearly all Watson scholars accepted Eccles's shifting judgments without much 

scrutiny.  When Eccles in 1932 first proposed 1562 as the year of Watson’s birth, many 

followed suit; hence, in 1966 Harry Boyle comments that Watson “probably was not yet 

of age when he published Sophoclis Antigoné  in 1581 and The Hekatompathia in 1582” 

(5).  When Eccles discovered Watson’s Winchester College admission record of 1567, 

the earlier date of 1562 became untenable, and the vast majority of critics were convinced 

that he was born in 1556.  Of course there are still dissenters among later Watson 

scholars like Wendy Phillips, who put Watson’s birth year at 1551 (3), but even to her, as 

well as for all Watson scholars, Eccles’s influence on one aspect or another of Watson 

biography dominates.  Today, there is virtual consensus among critics that Watson was 

born in 1556, among whom are Dana Sutton and Charles Nicholl (1: 8; 180). 

                                                 
1 See my discussion of Agnes Berden and Eccles’s admission of helplessness to determine the dates of 
Agnes’s marriage to John Berden and William Watson, pages 40-41. 



Eccles’s scholarship is pervasive and deep-rooted.  He was the first Watson 

scholar to suggest birth years that were based on, and backed by, documented evidence.  

Prior to him, Watson biography was rife with speculation, as when F.T. Palgrave, for 

instance, maintained that Watson was born in 1557 (89).  Edward Arber expresses the 

same opinion when he says, “we may guess him to have been born . . . in 1557” (4), and 

confuses 1557 with Queen Elizabeth’s accession, for which Eccles criticizes him.  Sir 

Phillip Sidney in the DNB also maintains that Watson “seems to have been born in 

London in 1557” (945), for which he provides no evidence whatsoever.  Sidney as well 

as all scholars who believe in the 1557 date seem to follow the earlier authority of 

Edward Arber, who set that random date, as Eccles rightly remarks above. 

Although, to his credit, Eccles did establish a new, documented birth date of 1562, 

yet it is far too late to be plausible.  The 1562 birth date raised serious questions about the 

ability of a pre-pubescent boy like Watson to seek education in a tumultuous, warring 

Europe, about the identity of his caretaker in the different cities he visited on the 

continent, and about his ability to translate and extrapolate on an acclaimed play like 

Antigoné, whose main theme is heavily steeped in morality and religion, while he was not 

yet of legal age.  Eccles’s later proposed Winchester-College-based birth date of 1556 is 

certainly more reasonable, but he does not discuss the far-reaching ramifications of such 

a substantial six-year addition to Watson’s age.  

After proposing the 1557 birth date in 1987, Eccles leaves the issue of Watson’s 

supposed parents, whom he believed in 1932 to be William and Agnes Watson of 

Westminster, untreated (“Marlowe and Watson” 125).  In his defense, though, after over 

fifty years of Watson scholarship, it is doubtful that Eccles, or any other scholar around 



his age, could have thoroughly examined the countless implications and ramifications of 

this new 1556 birth date on Watson’s biography. 

Eccles elaborates more in his dissertation (1932), than in his book, Christopher 

Marlowe in London (1934), on Watson’s parents.2  Upon reading Eccles’s dissertation, 

one notices from the outset Eccles’s apologetic undertone as he struggles to find meaning 

in a bewildering, intractable maze of details.  In tracking down Watson’s mother, whom 

he believed was Agnes Berden, Eccles finds that she was married to at least four 

husbands—an Aldred, William Abotte, John Berden, and at some unknown time between 

Abotte and Berden, William Watson (Eccles, “Marlowe and Watson” 105, 111).  But in 

trying to establish that Agnes was Aldred’s wife, Eccles resorts to suggesting that her 

name could either be Agnes or Anne, citing Anne Hathaway as a corroborating example 

(“Marlowe and Watson” 108).  The apparent gaps in Eccles’s records cast doubt on 

Agnes's identity and on her matrimonial relationship to some of her supposed husbands, 

especially to William Watson.  The most serious gap in Eccles’s research on Watson’s 

parents is that he fails to find a record of Anne’s marriage to William, which makes him 

unable to specify the approximate year in which they married.3  Given these uncertainties 

and unresolved issues, doubts on whether this couple are our poet’s parents multiply.  

While elaborating on this Westminster couple, Eccles asserts that according to his 

will, William Watson was a poulterer, and cites his bequest to his son, Thomas: “item I 

                                                 
2  Noteworthy of mentioning is that in his dissertation “Marlowe and Watson,” Eccles mentions that 
Watson’s parents were from Westminster (p. 108), but only a year later in his book Christopher Marlowe in 
London (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1934), he contends that they hail from Worcestershire (see 
page 158).  In the latter, he offers no elaboration on his assumption, but in the former he does; 
consequently, I focus on Eccles’s dissertation and his discussion of Watson’s Westminster parents, William 
and Agnes Watson. 
3  Actually, it is on this issue that Eccles is least cogent. He cannot provide a marriage record for the 
Watsons.  Even more unsettling is that he bases the marriage of Anne Watson to John Berden on a very 
cryptic entry which provides no last name, and which Eccles assumes must refer to John Berden. See 
“Marlowe and Watson,” p. 110-11. I will discuss this again later in the chapter. 



give unto my sonne Thomas five powndes in money to be payed unto him when he 

commeth to xxjty [sic.] years of age” (“Marlowe and Watson” 109).  Needless to say, 

such an inheritance would hardly have provided for Watson’s lavish lifestyle, as he 

traveled from London to Douai, to Paris, and certainly many other cities in Italy and 

France as well.4  It is apparent, therefore, that the socio-economic status of this couple 

makes them unable to provide for the costly education that Watson apparently had in his 

early boyhood and adolescence, including going to Oxford, and in his youth while 

studying law and languages at the best colleges of Europe. 

Sutton also mentions the probability that Watson may have been the son of a 

lawyer.  Such an account is based on the report of an anonymous informer who, on April 

27, 1581, reported the presence of a Watson in Paris among the Papists living there (1: 

General Introduction, vii).  But without giving a first name, there are literally hundreds of 

other, allegedly Papist, Watsons who may have been in Paris at that time, and whose only 

identification is a London-based lawyer-father.   

 

1.2. Watson’s Birth date and Privileged Ancestry  

Bearing in mind these weaknesses in Eccles’s arguments, I began my search on 

the Public Record Office's website looking for a Watson couple who lived in London,5 

who had a son named Thomas, and who were financially more apt to be Thomas’s 

parents.  Before outlining in detail the many wills and documents upon which I base my 

                                                 
4  Thomas Watson’s Sophoclis Antigoné . Interprete Thoma VVatsono I.V. studioso. Huic adduntur pompæ 
quædam, ex singulis tragœdiæ actis deriuatæ; & post eas, totidem themata sententijs refertissima; eodem 
Thoma Watsono authore.  [Microform] (Londini : Excudebat Iohannes Wolfius, 1581) STC (2nd ed.), 
22929.  According to his own account in Antigoné , Watson mentions Italy before France as a destination 
of his travels in Europe.  Pagination is inconsistent and irregular for the play.  I discuss his travels at length 
under the “Education” section, on pages 28-38 below. 
5 http://www.documentsonline.nationalarchives.gov.uk.



argument, I would like to summarize some of my findings.  On the basis of documentary 

evidence, which I will describe in detail later,6 I found that Thomas Watson was born in 

or around May 1555.  He was the son of William Watson, draper and merchant of 

London, originally from Shropshire (or Suffolk) county, and Anne Watson.  William and 

Anne lived in St. Olave parish, Hart Street, near the tower ward.7  William died in 

November of 1559, and Anne died in March of 1560.  Thomas was approximately four 

and a half years old when his father died in November 1559.  He had one older brother, 

William, who was about two years his senior; a half brother, John; four sisters, Elizabeth, 

Mandelin, Marie, and Elizabeth the younger; and three half sisters, Blanche, Anne, and 

Barbara.   

On his father’s side, I was only able to find Watson’s grandfather, John Watson, 

who was probably born in the 1470’s.  Since John Watson was even a more common 

name than Thomas Watson in Renaissance England, and since also there is a severe lack 

of parish record-keeping prior to the second half of the sixteenth century, John may or 

may not have married Johanna Garland in June 1528 in the Parish of St. Martin, Ludgate 

(Foster 1423).  He may also have married Agnes Nycholls, although with considerably 

less likelihood, on 20 April 1551 (the British Record Society, The Parish Registers of St. 

Michael Cornhill 6).  Whether he married both or either, certainly neither was his first 

wife, because his son, William, was born, as I will clarify later, around the turn of the 

century.  John lived a long life, possibly well into his eighties.  He was still alive when 

                                                 
6  See page 15-16 below. 
7  In four other post-mortem inquisition documents in the British Record Society’s Abstracts of 
Inquisitiones Post Mortem Relating to the City of London, Returned into the Court of Chancery, I Henry 
VII to 3 Elizabeth 1485-1561, George S. Fry, ed., vol. XV (London: British Record Society, 1896), 
William’s occupation is described as a mercer, clothier and “pannario,” grocer, and a cloth-worker, 
respectively.  See pages, 86, 100, 175, and 203. 



William died, and when William’s wife, his daughter-in-law Anne, died. 

On Watson’s mother’s side, I was more fortunate.  Thomas Watson’s 

grandmother was a wealthy woman by the name of Elizabeth Onley, who remained 

widowed for over two decades after the death of her fourth and last husband, John Onley, 

in 1538 (the British Record Society, Wills Proved in Court of Canterbury 2: 395), (see 

appendix B for a comprehensive account of all Elizabeth Onley’s husbands).   

Her first husband, William Whitlok, died in 1520 (the British Record Society, 

Wills Proved in Court of Canterbury 2: 570);8 her second was a Lee, who presumably 

died in 1522;9 her third, Robert Wade, whom she married in 1522, died in 1529;10 and her 

last husband, John Onley, whom she married on January 14, 1529,11 died in 1538 (the 

British Record Society, Index of Wills Proved in Court of Canterbury 2: 395).  The only 

children Elizabeth Onley had by Lee, and indeed by all her husbands, were Thomas 

Watson’s mother, Anne, and his uncle and nurturer, Thomas Lee.  It follows that Anne 

was born some time between 1520 and 1522, depending on who was the older sibling of 

                                                 
8  His will is available on the National Archives website <http://www.nationalarchives.gov.uk>.  It is dated 
August 2, 1520. 
9  See the British Record Society’s Wills at Chelmsford, Essex and East Hertfordshire 1400-1619, F.G. 
Emmison, ed., vol. I (London: J. H. Clarke, 1958), page 570, for a record of the will of Elizabeth Onley’s 
first husband, William Whitlok, which is dated August 2, 1520.  Although there is no record of the 
marriage of Elizabeth and her second husband, Lee, by whom she had Thomas and Anne, there is a record 
for an Elizabeth Lys or Lee in 1522.  See the British Record Society’s Index of Wills Proved in Court of 
Canterbury, page 255.  Notwithstanding that this record is entered in a wills’ register, there is no precise 
information on whether it could be the will of Elizabeth’s husband or another Elizabeth who has similar 
first and last names.  What is significant about the record, though, is that it specifies the year, 1522.  
Knowing that Elizabeth’s first husband, William Whitlok, died in 1520, Elizabeth must have married Lee 
in the same year.  During this brief two-year matrimony with Lee, she had given birth to Anne and 
conceived Thomas, or vice versa.  Lee’s death came possibly suddenly, and it is more likely than not that 
he died intestate.  He also must have been wealthy, judging from Elizabeth’s invariable preference for 
marrying rich husbands. For a chronological order of Elizabeth Onley’s husbands, look in the same page of 
this record, where all of Elizabeth’s four husbands are listed: Whitlok, Lee, Wade, and Onley. 
10  Apparently after the death of Lee in 1522, Elizabeth married Robert Wade.  Although I could not find a 
marriage record for the two, I did find Robert Wade’s will.  It is dated June 2, 1529, and is available on the 
National Archives website. 
11  John Onley’s will is dated November 11, 1537. 



her and her brother;12 hence, Anne may have been anywhere between thirty-seven and 

forty years old when she died in March 1560.13  Arguably, Elizabeth Onley died some 

time in 1556.14  She lived in or around the parish of St. John Zachary, and she was 

extremely wealthy, as the inheritance she bestows upon her children makes clear (see her 

will in appendix K). 

I have also found four marriage records of a Thomas Watson in different London 

parishes.  In light of his probable birth date in 1555, and in the absence of evidence to the 

contrary, at least theoretically Watson may have married any or all of the following 

wives: Mary Byles, whom Watson may have married on August 21, 1580 (the Harleian 

Society, the Registers of St. Mary the Virgin, Aldermanbury 1: 44); Jone Gillam, whom 

Watson may have married on Sep. 1, 1583 (the Harleian Society, The Register of St. 

Mary Somerset 187); the well-known, and admittedly the likeliest prospective wife, Ann 

Swift, whom Watson may have married on Sep. 6, 1585 (the Harleian Society, The 

Parish Registers of St. Antholin 31); and lastly, Margery Boyer, whom Watson may have 

married on Nov. 1, 1589 (the Harleian Society, A True Register of all Christeninges, 

Mariages, and Burialles in the Parishe of St. James, Clarkenwell 2).  All of these 

marriages are conceivable in that they all fall within the time-frame when Watson had the 

financial capability, if not the ripeness of age, to marry.  For the earliest of these probable 

matches, Watson was a little over twenty-five years old.  As for his financial status, he 

                                                 
12  Considering that Anne is mentioned first in John’s will, she may have been the older sibling.  See the 
latter’s will in Appendix L.   
13  See appendices A and B for complete diagrams of Watson’s ancestry and of Elizabeth Onley’s 
husbands. 
14  The National Archives has two wills for Elizabeth Onley, the first is dated June 28, 1554, and the second 
dated July 18, 1554.  Apparently, she seemed to have struggled with death for a long time before she finally 
died, which is evident from writing two different wills that are nearly a month apart, and from her 
confirmed death date two years later in 1556.  See the British Record Society’s Index of Wills Proved in 
Court of Canterbury, p. 546. 



was extremely wealthy when he turned twenty one, and was well-provided for in his 

earlier years, as will be shown later.  

However, none of these wives are as plausible as Ann Swift.  Renaissance men 

commonly married at around thirty, which makes Mary Byles’s marriage to Watson less 

likely.  The other two, Jone Gillam and Margery Boyer, are least likely.  Jone Gillam 

lived in St. Mary Somerset, a London area that is distant from the theater district in 

Shoreditch, where our poet resided when he matured.  Margery Boyer is also unlikely, 

since there is no indication that Watson divorced Ann or that Ann died in 1589.   

If we accept the general assumption that Watson married Ann Swift, then he may 

well have stayed with her until his death, for his relationship with her brothers Thomas 

and Hugh (especially the latter), continued as late as 1589, when William Bradley is seen 

petitioning that Watson, Hugh Swift, and John Allen be bound to keep the peace.15  These 

men, including John Allen’s brother, Edward Allen, the famous actor of Christopher 

Marlowe’s plays, were part of a group that included Marlowe when he came to London in 

1587.  Constance Kuriyama points out that as a playwright, Watson must have known 

John Allen through his involvement with the theater and through his brother-in-law, 

Hugh Swift, who was Allen’s attorney (82).  It would be reasonable to assume that 

Watson would have consorted with the brothers of his wife if he remained married to her.   

Eccles elaborates on the strong relationship Watson had with the Swifts, which is 

evidenced by William Bradley’s petition, binding them to keep the peace, and also by the 

fact that Watson assisted his brother-in-law, Hugh Swift, by helping to formulate a 

document and have Frances Cornwallis, whom Watson tutored, sign it.  This document 

was supposed to be a bill in which Frances acknowledges her indebtedness to Hugh for a 
                                                 
15 Quoted in Eccles’s Marlowe in London, p. 57-8.  Eccles estimates that the time of the record is in 1589. 



loan of an unspecified amount he lent her earlier.16  In reality, however, the bill was a 

marriage contract between Frances and Hugh.  It proves that Watson, whether out of poor 

judgment or out of pressure from his in-laws, did perform morally questionable actions 

for the sake of appeasing Hugh, who must have remained his brother-in-law then.  From 

a different perspective, Watson would not have participated in the plot to hoodwink 

Frances and her father had he really depended on the income that he earned from tutoring 

Frances’s father, Lord William Cornwallis.  Watson’s indifference towards a man who 

should otherwise be a benefactor and a prospective patron suggests that Watson did not 

really need Cornwallis’s money, and that he tutored Frances either for amusement or out 

of fondness.  It is also possible that Watson’s callous attitude in dealing with Frances and 

her father may be attributed to his working as a spy in Cornwallis’s Catholic household.  

Furthermore, review of the details of the incident in the Star Chamber records, which 

Eccles cites, reveals that Watson was a lender, not a borrower.  He lent Hugh Swift “ten 

angels” to lend to Frances, which is another hint at Watson’s economic status, for 

throughout his life, he never showed any signs of want (Burn 71).    

I will now discuss the documents that identify Watson’s parents, his brothers and 

sisters, and his uncle.  The first document I found was a two-page, fairly detailed will of 

an Anne Watson, dated March 8, 1560 (see appendix D).17  Upon reading it, I discovered 

that Anne had a son named Thomas, and a husband, William, who had died a year earlier.  

In the first few lines, Anne says that she currently resides in “Sainte Toolys in the tower 

warde” on the Bankside, and mentions a mansion she has in St. Olave, Hart street, parish 

“by the tower warde.” She specifies the name and the profession of her late spouse: “my 

                                                 
16 See Eccles’s Marlowe in London, p. 60.  The bill is dated, as Eccles notes, in 1593/4, but, undoubtedly, 
the reference to Watson’s actions in it must predate September 26, 1592, when he died.  
17 For a transcript of Anne Watson’s will, see appendix V. 



last husbande William Watson draper.”  With respect to her six children, she mentions 

her eldest son William first, to whom she bequeaths her “mansion” in Mark Lane, given 

to him and to the heirs of his body lawfully begotten.  Should William die, then the 

mansion would by default revert to her second male son Thomas, and to the heirs of his 

body lawfully begotten.  Anne elaborates that if Thomas should die, the mansion is to be 

“solde” and “the money thereof to be reparted equally between my children then lyvinge 

too saye Elizaabeth Mandlen Mary and Elizabeth.”  One might think that Thomas was 

perhaps the second child in seniority in the family, but upon comparison of Anne’s will 

with her husband’s (which I easily found following Anne’s clear reference to him as a 

“draper” of London),18 one  immediately observes that the principle of male 

primogeniture is in effect.  In his will dated November 10, 1559,19 her husband William 

Watson, draper and merchant of London, lists the sequence of his children as follows:  

one other third parte therof I doe give and bequeath to and amongest my 

children that is to saye my daughter Barbara now the wyef of Thomas 

Hassellfoote Blanche Watson, John Watsonn Anne Watson Elizabeth 

Watson, Mandelin Watson Willm Watson Thomas Watson, Marie Watson 

the younger Elizabeth Watson.   

In this excerpt, we see more sons and daughters than Anne mentions in her will.  

Upon reading further into his will, William tells us that he had a previous wife named 

                                                 
18 This couple is dismissed by Sutton on the ground that they did not have a pedigree. Also, under the 
conviction that Watson’s parents resided in Bishopsgate, he elaborates “that there is no visible reason for 
associating this family with the Watsons of Bishopgate.”  See Sutton’s Complete Works of Thomas Watson, 
vol. I, p. viii-ixn. 
19 See appendix E for William’s will.  For a transcript of his will, see appendix W.  



Jane (or Joan),20 “by whom I had issues, the saide John Watson my son and my saide ij 

daughters Blanche and Anne.”  William leaves his children from Jane the house in 

“thapperteme sett and beinge besides the stocks,” which he is to inherit from his sister, 

Dame Blanche Forman, after she dies.  It is safe to infer that he had at least one more 

wife before Jane, with whom he had Barbara, the first daughter mentioned in the will.   

Although there is no mention of the identity of Barbara’s mother, Barbara must 

have been William’s own biological daughter, due to how he refers to her.  Barbara, her 

husband, Thomas Haselfote, and her children were all well-liked by both William and his 

wife, Anne.  Other than the gown that Anne gives to Barbara in her will, she sets aside 

“xls,” or forty shillings, for each of her four children: “ffor the money of Baraberaes 

children putting in suerties to have hit her sellf otherwise not till they come to age.”  As 

for William, not only does he include Barbara in the portion reserved to his own children, 

but he also includes her four children in the third part as default inheritors in the event of 

the decease of all of his other children. In point of fact, William treats Barbara’s children 

on equal footing with his wife Anne by making them default inheritors of his possessions: 

And yf this happen or fortune all my saide children to die or decease oute 

of this present worlde before they shalbe married or before their full age of 

xxj yeres then I will and doe devise by this my laste will that all theire 

parts and porcons by me to them given and bequeathed shall fullye 

remayne to the saide Ann Watson my wife and to the children of my saide 

doughter Barbara equally betwene them to be devided. 

 

                                                 
20 In Blanche Foreman’s post-mortem inquisition, among other references, William’s wife is referred to as 
Jane, but in Richard Reynolds’s inquisition, she is referred to as Joan (see the British Record Society’s 
Abstracts of Inquisitiones Post Mortem, George S. Fry, ed., vol. XV, p. 86, 100). 



Anne Watson’s favoring of Barbara becomes clearer when one parallels her 

treatment of Barbara and her treatment of William’s children from Jane, especially John 

and Anne.  Her resentment towards John and Anne is clearly conveyed by her impatient, 

angry tone when, in her will, she gives them a “gift” to silence them and to keep them 

from harassing her children in the future, rather than to reward them for their graces.  The 

marked contrast in treating Barbara is apparent: “To the fouer children of Barbara 

Watson xl.s  a pece.  To John Watson x₤ and to Anne Watson x₤.  so that after this tyme 

they nor none for them doe troble me nor my executors any more and yf they doe, this 

my bequest to them to be voide and no gift.”   

Since Barbara had already had four children when all of William’s other children 

were still either minors or too young to get married, her age suggests her father’s.  It 

implies that William Watson was much older than his wife, Anne, when he married her 

around 1547 or 1548.21  Since there is no indication that Anne had any children from a 

previous marriage, it is likely that she was a young maiden when William married her. 

William may have been around sixty years of age when he died in November 1559, for if 

Barbara had already had four successful pregnancies by the time of his death in 

November 1559, she may well have been in her mid thirties then, born in the mid 1520’s.  

Her father, consequently, would have been born around the turn of the century.  If 

William was born around 1500, he must have been in his late forties when he married 

                                                 
21 The first record Jane Watson appears is dated October 8, 1547.  See the British Record Society’s 
Abstracts of Inquisitiones Post Mortem, George S. Fry, ed., p. 99.  In this record, in which an inquisition is 
undertaken to assess the possessions of Richard Reynolds—Blanche Watson’s first husband, William and 
Jane were still alive, and are mentioned as default inheritors of Reynold’s possessions.  This is the last 
record in which Jane is seen surviving.  The last record she is mentioned in is William’s will as “Jane 
sometimes my wife.”  Jane must have died shortly after October 1547, because if William’s next wife, 
Anne, begot six children, she would have needed twelve years, under normal, subsequent-births 
circumstances, to do so; hence, Jane must have died either in late 1547 or in early 1548, and almost 
immediately after her death, William must have married Anne.  



Anne, which would make the age gap between him and his wife possibly as high as 

twenty years.22  

William must have met Anne for the first time when both were living in 

Shropshire (Suffolk) county.  In his will, William mentions that he is originally from 

Shropshire and requests that some of his charity money be delivered to the poor maidens 

living there.  Anne was also living in Shropshire, because in his will William expresses 

his desire for Thomas Lee, Anne’s brother, along with a person named Robert Rose, to be 

overseers of his will, and mentions that before being a resident of the “parishe of 

Hadleighe” in Oxfordshire, Lee was living in Shropshire.  William also elaborates that 

Lee was a “cloth maker” like himself, which explains how they became friends, and how 

William met Anne.   

If it were not for the order in which William lists all of his children from his two 

known wives, we would not have been able to determine where to place our poet, 

Thomas, among all of William and Anne’s children.  Luckily, however, according to 

William’s sequence, Thomas is clearly the fourth child Anne gave birth to, born 

immediately after William junior.  Further evidence that corroborates the age hierarchy 

that William sets while naming all of his children is inferred from his listing of his 

children by Jane first—Blanche, John, and Anne—followed by Anne’s children.  In 

addition, with the exception of Thomas and William being the male inheritors who had 

precedence according to Anne’s will, the order by which the daughters are mentioned—

Elizabeth, Mandelin, Marie, and Elizabeth—is maintained in both William’s and Anne’s 

wills, buttressing the supposition that William mentioned all of his children from all 

                                                 
22 Anne was born between 1520-1522, depending on who was the younger sibling among her and her 
brother Thomas Lee. Considering that Anne is mentioned first in John Onley’s will, she may have been the 
older sibling.  See the latter’s will in Appendix L. 



wives according to their age. 

Having established that Thomas was the fourth child by Anne and the immediate 

younger sibling of William, I looked for other records on an extremely useful website, 

http://www.ancestry.com.  The site led me to an invaluable record among the 

Inquisitiones Post Mortem of London, which enabled me to conclude with some accuracy 

the year and the approximate month of Thomas Watson’s birth.  The document in 

question discusses William Watson, senior, and William Watson, junior, and is dated 

March 15, 1560, a little less than four months after William senior’s death (the British 

Record Society, Abstracts of Inquisitiones Post Mortem 15: 203).  After detailing the 

reversion of a messuage and a garden in Mark Lane at Saint Olave Parish to the 

ownership of William and Anne Watson from John Jacque and Roger Coyes in 1551, the 

record specifies that William Watson died on November 20, 1559, only ten days after the 

date of his will.  More importantly, the record also mentions the age of his son, William, 

as follows: “William Watson is his son and next heir, and was then aged 6 years and 6 

months and more” (the British Record Society, Abstracts of Inquisitiones Post Mortem 

15: 203).  Since “more” could only mean anywhere between 1-29 days and not a month, 

the average would be approximately fifteen days; hence, if one is to subtract six years, six 

months and fifteen days from William Watson’s death date, one would end up with May 

5, 1553 as a median, and, consequently, William junior must have been born anywhere 

between April 20 and May 20, 1553. 

To know the approximate age of our poet, we must look into the marriage years of 

his parents.  If Anne married William in early 1548, then the entire period of their 

marriage amounted to almost twelve years.  Since in those twelve years she gave birth to 



six children, it is likely that she was generally consistent in conceiving once every two 

years.  This would put Thomas’s age at around two years younger than his older brother, 

William, and the month of his birth possibly a few months before or after May 1555.  

In her will of March 8, 1560, Anne Watson entrusts her brother, Thomas Lee, 

with raising her two sons, William and Thomas.  She takes particular care to make it 

plain to her brother that she is concerned about her sons acquiring a good education, and 

sets aside a hundred marks and other funds for their upbringing and education: 

I give to my brother Thomas Lee a hundred marks and to have the 

bringinge uppe of my sonns Willm and Thomas Watson with their 

porcions putting in suerties and to have more the rents of my house in 

Marke Lane during the tyme of the vantage of the saide Willm towards the 

findinge of them both lerninge and bringinge uppe. 

 

Thomas Lee raised Thomas Watson and his brother William from the time 

Thomas was around four and a half until Lee died, presumably days after the date of his 

will on April 12, 1572 (see appendix F for his will).  At the time of his uncle's death, 

Thomas may have been in his late sixteenth or early seventeenth year of age, and his 

older brother, William, had just turned nineteen.  Both were old enough to take care of 

themselves, but not yet old enough to be considered “of age” and to manage their 

inheritance from their uncle.  It is certain, though, that during their adolescence, Thomas 

and his brother continued to have access to the best tutors and schools in England, and, if 

they were so inclined, in Europe as well.  Other than the hundreds of marks and the 

Mark-lane house that Anne left her sons, the boys’ uncle was a wealthy, well-educated 



man who had no issue from his own body, and who would have been more than happy to 

provide for the needs of his only nephews from his own funds.  He must have financed 

young Thomas’s costly education and supported William with the knowledge and capital 

needed to succeed in business, as William apparently elected to do.  Given the 

exceedingly close relationship Thomas Lee and his sister Anne had as the only siblings 

Elizabeth Onley gave birth to, Lee must have been very generous to his nephews.  His 

generosity is indeed apparent in his will, as he lavishly bestows entire estates, lands, 

meadows, etc., on his beloved nephews. 

From his will, one instantly notices that Lee has lived up to the trust his sister 

placed in him.  He did exactly what Anne asked him to do with regard to putting the 

funds for her sons in “suerties,” or in “the stocks,” as Lee mentions that he has done in 

his will.  He also seems to have kept the rents of the house in Mark Lane devoted to their 

education.   

Upon reading Thomas Lee’s will, one observes that he takes extreme care to 

ensure that his nephews would get the possessions and inheritance he left them.  Among 

the many actions he undertakes is to employ a large number of witnesses to, and 

executers of, his will.  The five witnesses include Edmond Onley, George Daves, Richard 

Slithurst, John Palmer, and Alice Knide.  To assure diversity, Lee appoints a wide range 

of kinsmen and intimate friends as executors, only two of whom, Peter Temple and his 

wife Mary, are repeated among the witnesses.  

And of this my present last will and testa[ment] I do vouchsafe make and 

ordeine my executors my brother in lawe Edmond Onley of Catesbie in 

the countie of Northampton esquire, Peter Temple of Dorst in the countie 



of Warwick esquire, George Daves of Cothrope by Banburie in the countie 

of oxon esquire, and the aforementioned Marye my wellbeloved wife. . . . 

 

On a more practical financial level, Lee, the highly successful businessman who 

managed to increase by many folds the estates and assets he inherited from his mother, 

Elizabeth Onley, further diversifies the parties and persons whom he entrusts with the 

financial future of his nephews.  For instance, he keeps lands and estates in the 

safekeeping of the city of London and under the legal protection of the “Quenes maiestie 

duringe the mynoritie of this my aforesaied heirs.”  He also secures two hundred and fifty 

pounds for them with the Chamber of London.  He puts in the trust of John Quarles, a 

long-time family friend and one of the executors appearing in his sister Anne’s will, 

“fouerscore pounds and all” for which John must sign a bill of indebtedness which holds 

him legally bound to pay the money back to his nephews when they come of age.  These 

“fouerscore pounds” are money that Lee collected from “the sale of certaine my saide 

sister Anne Watson’s goods.”  He returns to the possession of his nephews the “house” or 

mansion in Mark Lane which they inherited from their parents and all rents that have 

accrued from it, and allows them to “have use of it” with immediate effect.  

Over and beyond Lee’s bequests and his meticulous care to return to William and 

Thomas their parents’ inheritance, Lee bestows on his nephews vast estates and 

possessions.  To William, he assigns the estate of “Cropperdie in the countie of Oxon,” 

which, as was the custom, reverts to Thomas by default in case William dies.  To 

Thomas, he leaves estates, lands, and assets, by default and after the death of Mary, in 

four “several townes or villages of Nethercote Sawbrig, Fflecknoll, and Rugbie” in the 



county of Worcester.  A quick glance over the following excerpt from Lee’s will reveals 

the extravagant size of his assets and properties, and his care that his nephews do receive 

his bequests: 

I will give bequeath all that my said manor of Cropredie whole and 

singular my lands tents meadows pastures waters, woods, underwoods 

rents revercons and service and other my heredetements whatsoever with 

their apprtinence in Croperdie aforesaid and to my saied mannor 

belonginge to the said Willm Watson my nephew and to the heirs males of 

his bodie lawfullie begotten and for defaulte of suche Yssue male of the 

bodie of the saied Willim laufullie begotten.  I do will my saied mannor of 

Croperdie withal and singular my lands tenements meadows pastures and 

other the premises with their appertenence in Croperdie aforesaid and to 

my saied mannor belonginge to remain unto Thomas Watson brother to 

the said Willm and to the heirs males of his bodie lawfullie begotten/ and 

for default of suche yssue made [sic] of the bodie of the saied Thomas 

lawfullie begotten . . . .  I do will my saide mannor of Cropredie with all 

and singular my lands tenements meadows pastures and other the premisss 

[sic] with their aprtunince to remaine to the right heirs of me the saied 

Thomas Lee for ever reservinge allwaies by this my gifte and bequest to 

the Quenes maiestie duringe the mynoritie of this my aforesaied heirs 

suche right title, claime & interest as the lawes of this value and statute in 

suche case have provided and given unto her. . . . (See appendix F) 

 



In his will, Lee reveals his high level of education through his mastery of legal 

parlance.  Whether he himself actually wrote the will or was assisted by one of the 

witnesses or executors like George Daves,23 for instance, to whom he gives “all my 

books,” Lee was a well-educated, witty man.  What is of particular interest about Lee’s 

will is that, unlike some other wills such as William’s or Anne’s, where there are 

numerous incomplete and  grammatically flawed sentences and needless repetitions of 

pronouns, his will is very well-written and mostly free of any major grammatical 

mistakes.  Whatever redundancy exists is formulaic legal terminology.  Such a financially 

capable guardian and well-educated mentor must have provided an ideal nurturing 

environment for Thomas Watson’s nascent poetic talent. 

Although some of the vocabulary Lee uses is commonly found in wills of the 

period, some adjectives like “alien, statute, sufficient, lymited, voluntarie,” and phrases 

like “duringe hir naturall life, withoute ympeachemente of waste, other then voluntarie 

waste,” “full entent and meaning” and “hereunder written were spoken delivred affirmed 

bequethed to the parties therin named by Thomas Lee the testator aforesaid” do not 

appear in any of the wills of William and Anne, for instance, as well as many other wills 

of the period.  Lee’s choice of terms and phrases strike one as though they are taken out 

of a contemporary fine-print contract for some manufactured product.  His will is replete 

with other instances of subtlety and sound judgment: for instance, the executors that Lee 

uses are present in order to “ratefie and confirme [that] Tho. Lee sealed subscribed and 

delivered [the will] unto us whose names are underwritten.” 

One of the earliest critical commentary on Watson is by the seventeenth-century 

                                                 
23 George Daves appears to be a trusted, old family friend, for, according to Anne Watson’s will, Daves is 
entrusted with one hundred pounds, which he is to keep in a “chain,” and give a portion of which to her 
sons when they become of age, and another portion to her step-daughter Barbara Haselfote. 



scholar Anthony á Wood (1632-1695), whose account of Watson serves to corroborate 

the identity and interests of our St. Olave Watson and Lee’s nephew: 

Thomas Watson, a London born, did spend some time in this University, 

not in Logic and Philosophy, as he ought to have done; but in the smooth 

and pleasant studies of Poetry and Romance, whereby he obtained an 

honorable Name among the students in those faculties.  Afterwards 

retiring to the metropolis. (Anthony á Wood 739)  

 

Wood’s “ought to have done” statement concerning Watson’s study at Oxford 

implies that he was supposed, and advised, to study a discipline based on the 

recommendation and advice of a caring adult, such as a guardian or a parent.  Wendy 

Philips rightly remarks on the presence of a figure of authority in Watson’s life: “his 

enrollment as a law student was very likely due to parental imperative” (6).  Such parents 

or guardians were unlikely to have been a poulterer and his housewife.  Knowing that the 

uneducated and impoverished Westminster Watson couple, who are at present still 

deemed to be Watson’s parents, and whose interests lay in the poultry trade, were 

unlikely to have counseled Watson on what academic discipline to pursue, raises further 

questions about their suitability as Watson’s parents.  

Wood gives Watson’s birth place as London, and points out that he spent “some 

time” at Oxford University, later “retiring to the metropolis.”  All of these details fit in 

well with Watson’s life.  He was born in St. Olave, Hart Street, London; moved to live 

with his uncle, Thomas Lee, in Oxford when he was around four and a half after the 

death of his mother in 1560; returned to reside in St. Helen, London, before age eleven, 



possibly for the purpose of education; graduated from Winchester; and then went to 

Oxford University before leaving for the continent.   

Scrutinizing Thomas Lee’s character as revealed in his will, Wood’s inference 

that an educated, discriminating guardian has advised Watson to study logic and 

philosophy fits in well with what we know of Lee: it makes perfect sense that he is that 

guardian.  Another supposed father, like William Watson the poultrerer from 

Westminster, whom Eccles champions, would not see a purpose for his son’s education at 

Oxford, let alone a preference for a certain academic field over another.  Furthermore, 

Lee’s status and circumstances as a learned, wealthy man better qualify him to serve as 

an academic advisor and financier of Watson’s costly education.  

By contrast to the poulterer and his wife, both William and Anne Watson of St. 

Olave were moneyed gentry.  Their privileged status is evident from the hundreds of 

pounds of inheritance shares they allot their progeny and others, and from their 

connection to many members of society’s elite.  As for William, his well-to-do status is 

evident not only from the real-estate properties he possessed—or will possess through 

reversion, after the death of his sister Dame Blanche Foreman—but also from the gold 

and jewelry, and the tens and twenties of pounds he gave to his father and to other people 

and charities.  All this does not include the money and possessions that he undoubtedly 

gave his wife and sole executor, Anne, off-will.  As for Anne, other than the vast wealth 

and possessions that she inherited from her mother, Elizabeth Onley, one glimpse over 

her will shows that the executors and overseers she chose were members of London’s 

upper class: cultured, wealthy, and no doubt well educated.  For instance, John Quarles, 

an executor to Anne’s will, owned massive properties in almost all counties of England.  



A draper by profession, like William Watson, he mentions in his exceptionally lengthy 

will a long list of kin, friends and inheritors, and also reveals his immense wealth and 

distinguished education (see appendix U for his will).  In addition to John Quarles, there 

are John Clacrope and William Albany, the first a draper and the second a merchant.  

Both must have been financially comfortable.  Furthermore Lady Laxton, who became 

known later in life as Dame Laxton, with whom Anne trusts her two young daughters, 

Marie and the younger Elizabeth, is a “Lady” of vast wealth (see appendix T for her will). 

When Lee died in April 1572, his wife, Mary, along with three other executors, 

took charge of Thomas and William’s assets.  Although Lee leaves a great many estates, 

lands, and possessions to Mary, he does not give her complete control over his nephews’ 

fate; hence, there is no reason to suggest that Thomas and William experienced any kind 

of economic disruption brought on by the decease of their uncle.  It is certain that after 

Lee’s death in April 1572, William, Thomas, and Mary went their separate ways.  

William may have moved to Mark Lane, St. Olave parish, London, and led the life of a 

businessman, managing his large inheritance in the different counties of Oxford, 

Worcester, London and others, while Mary may have remained in Hadleigh parish in 

Oxfordshire, where she and her deceased husband had been living all their lives.  

Although I could not find a marriage record, Mary married Richard Corbet after the death 

of Lee in April 1572, perhaps only months afterwards.24  Turning seventeen around May, 

young Thomas may have gone to study in Europe in 1572.  The timing fits reasonably 

                                                 
24 In the counter-complaint against Richard Corbet, William Watson junior, mentions that Marie Lee has 
married Richard Corbet.  In the same complaint, which is undated, there is mention of Thomas Lee as 
having been deceased for “seaven yeres nowe last past,” which means that the complaint’s date is in 1579.  
See the complaint in full in appendix G.  To obtain an original copy of this complaint, see the Record 
Commission, Calendars of the Proceedings in Chancery, in the Reign of Queen Elizabeth From the 
Originals in the Tower, III, W.W.14 (London, 1832), 272. 



well with the “lustrum mediumq,” (five years interval and a half of it: seven and a half 

years), he proclaims he spent there, as he explains in the preface to Antigoné.25  

William may have moved back to his parents’ Mark Lane house in St. Olave 

parish, Hart Street, London, or next door in St. Dunstan in the East parish.  There is a 

record of a William Watson, who had a wife, and either five or six children born in St. 

Dunstan in the East.  Mark Lane is on the Western-most edge of St. Olave, Hart Street, 

and is almost midway between St. Olave and St. Dunstan in the East (see squares 4 and 5 

on London map in appendix C).26  William would have lived only a short distance 

southwest of Mark Lane, perhaps only a street or two, to be within St. Dunstan’s parish 

and without St. Olave.  William Watson’s first born, William, was christened in St. 

Dunstan on February 26, 1575 (the Harleian Society, the Registers of St. Dunstan 15), 

which, according to the Renaissance calendar, means that he possibly may have married 

in early 1575, perhaps around May 1575.  This would make him barely twenty-two years 

of age.  His second child, Danyell, was born on April 21, 1577, and his third, John, was 

born on November 12, 1578 (the Harleian Society, the Registers of St. Dunstan 16, 18).  

He also had Marie on May 10, 1582, and Anna on 30 August 1584 (the Harleian Society, 

the Registers of St. Dunstan 21, 23).  He buried his eldest son William on August 1, 1580 

(the Harleian Society, the Registers of St. Dunstan 148).  William also seems to have had 

another daughter, whether by the same mother or another, whom he named Elizabeth, 

after his eldest sister, and who was baptized over a decade later in September 7, 1591.  

Another record of burial is for an Edward, son of William Watson, who died a little over 

                                                 
25 I will discuss what Watson says about himself and about his circumstances in Antigoné’s preface later in 
this chapter. 
26 Map is an adaptation from Lois Ule’s Renaissance London 1580-1620. A Description of the City 
Compiled from Original Sources with a Map and Street Directory  (Downey:  Graphic Arts Press, 1971). 



five months after the eldest son, William, had died, on Jan 12, 1580 (the Harleian 

Society, the Registers of St. Dunstan 148).  Edward may very well be a sixth son who 

fills the four-year gap between John and Mary, and who died before he could be baptized.  

William Watson himself died on October 12, 1624 in the same parish (the Harleian 

Society, the Registers of St. Dunstan 185). 

Whether this William Watson is the brother of Thomas Watson is uncertain, but it 

is likely that he is.  His marriage at the young age of twenty two makes him a less likely 

candidate as brother.  On the other hand, despite the unlikelihood of his early marriage, 

there are many cogent reasons that strengthen his case: first, even though he lived in St. 

Dunstan in the East, he lived near enough to be virtually living in the same parish.  Mark 

Lane, St. Olave, where his parents lived, is contiguous to St. Dunstan.  Second, and even 

more interestingly, his half-sister, Blanche Skinner, also lived in the same parish,27 and 

her husband, Dunstan Walton, was buried next door in St. Olave, Hart Street (the 

Harleian Society, St. Olave 110).  Finally, this William gave his children the names of his 

father, mother, grandfather, and four of his sisters.  Out of his three male sons, he named 

two of them William and John, after his father and grandfather. He named two of his 

daughters, Marie and Elizabeth, after three of his sisters, and named his third daughter 

Anna, after the names of his mother and sister.28  All these reasons make his case as a 

potential brother a particularly strong one.29

There were two other William Watsons who lived in London.  One lived with his 
                                                 
27 I will discuss Blanche Skinner towards the end of this chapter. 
28 It is uncertain whether William married Ellen Williamson on June 4, 1578 in the parish of St. Sepulchre, 
and whether she was the mother of all or some of his children.  For the marriage record, see the Harleian 
Society’s London Marriage Licenses, 1521-1869, Chester Joseph Lemuel, John Ward Dean, and Joseph 
Foster, eds. (London: 1887) 1424. 
29 It is interesting to note that William had another son whom he named Danyell.  He could have chosen to 
name him after his younger brother Thomas, but he did not.  This may indicate that his relationship with his 
brother was not strong in their mature years. 



wife in St. Mary Le Bowe, and married Anes Forest on November 28, 1581 (the Harleian 

Society, the Registers of St. Mary Le Bowe 443).  The other one lived in St. Katherine by 

the Tower and had a daughter, Frauncys, who was born on October 22, 1587 (the 

Harleian Society, the Registers of St. Katharine 4).  Neither of these Williams presents as 

strong a case as William of St. Dunstan, nor do they have similar circumstances to back 

up their cases.  

Thomas’s brother, William Watson junior, appears to have been an adept 

businessman, as appears in a counter-complaint he filed against Richard Corbet who 

married his uncle’s wife, Mary Lee.  In the counter-complaint, William defends himself 

well and wins a judgment in his favor against Richard.  Many parts of the complaint and 

the counter-complaint are unreadable, but they do confirm that William Watson junior 

survived at least until 1579, the supposed date of the counter-complaint.  They also 

confirm that he managed his inheritance well, and that he was well-grounded in civil and 

common laws.30

Thomas would have found the circumstances conducive to travel abroad in mid or 

late 1572.  There is no record of him either in Oxford, where he could have stayed with 

Mary, his uncle’s wife, or in St. Dunstan, where he could have stayed with his brother, or 

in St. Olave, where Mark Lane is.  If Thomas traveled to Italy and France in 1572 and 

stayed there until early 1581, when he published Antigoné in London, then that would 

leave him with exactly eight and a half years spent on the continent, a year more than the 

“lustrum mediumq” he says he spent in Antigoné .  Knowing that he left France for 

                                                 
30 See appendix G for a copy of Richard Corbet’s complaint, and appendices H and I of William’s counter-
complaint. 



England in August 7, 1577,31 was staying in Westminster, England, in 1579 (Eccles, 

Marlowe in London 146), then back again in France in April 27, 1580 (Butler 250), 

before settling permanently in England in 1581, the extra year beyond the “lustrum 

mediumq” must have been sporadically spent in England, while “fleeing the camps of 

war.”32  

Eccles and virtually all other Watson scholars after him have for decades based 

their conceptions with regard to Watson’s education on two records that Eccles found: an 

Oxford University record, and a Winchester College record.  The Oxford record, which 

Eccles found in 1934, is for a nineteen-year-old Thomas Watson who, as Eccles quotes, 

“matriculated from St. Mary’s Hall on May 26, 1580, and entered the Middle Temple on 

November 26, 1581.”33  This Watson was the son of a Nicholas Watson of 

Worcestershire, not the son of a William Watson, and he should have been born around 

1561.  The other document, relating to Winchester College, which Eccles found in 1987, 

gives Watson’s age in 1567 as eleven: “Watson, Thomas (11), St. Helen, London” 

(Kirby, Winchester Scholars 141).  1556 is one year more than the year that Watson of 

St. Olave parish and Lee’s nephew was born in, 1555, which at first glance might lead us 

to think that the two are different.   

Given an original record that does not provide months or days, Eccles computed 

Watson’s birth year simply by subtracting eleven from 1567, which put Watson’s birth-

year at 1556.  However, Watson could have been born as early as 1555, depending on the 

month and day in which the Winchester record was taken, and on the month and day in 

                                                 
31 Based on the Douai college records, which I will discuss later. 
32 “lustrum mediumq” is mentioned by Watson in the preface to Antigoné .  I will discuss his 
autobiographical account during this period on page 36. 
33 Eccles, Marlowe in London, p. 158.  See also the Harleian Society’s The Registers of the University of 
Oxford, A.W. Hughes Clark, ed., vol. II, part ii, (London: Clarendon Press, 1887) 93. 



which Watson was born.  The record may have been taken any time during 1567—any 

time from Lady Day on March 25 through March 24, 1567.  If the record, for instance, 

was taken in late March and Watson was born in April or May, or a few months after, he 

could certainly have been an eleven-year old; hence, this Winchester-College Watson is 

likely to have been the same Thomas Watson of St. Olave and Lee’s nephew. 

As for the other part of this record, which locates Watson’s residence in the parish 

of St. Helen, not St. Olave, Hart Street, it is easy to justify.  Thomas Lee may have 

deemed it best for his young nephew, while the latter was attending Winchester College 

and staying in its dorms, to make St. Helen his main residence instead of Oxfordshire 

where Lee lived.  Such an arrangement may have been convenient for Lee as well, 

because of his frequent business trips to London.  Among the people Watson may have 

stayed with in St. Helen are the Stanny in-laws of his late aunt, Blanche Foreman, who 

may have been living in the area, down Michael Cornhill street in St. Helens, 

Bishopsgate.  (Michael Cornhill street intersects with Bishopsgate street [see map in 

appendix C]).  Blanche died in late 1563, just as Watson was probably beginning his 

schooling at Winchester (the British Record Society, Abstracts of Inquisitiones Post 

Mortem, 15: 87).   

 

1.3. Education.  

1.3.1. Instruction at Douai 

Little evidence survives concerning the exact times that Watson traveled in Italy 

and France or the specific places where he stayed.  Similarly, we do not know the exact 

time he spent in England on return visits.  It appears, though, that he spent time in Italy 



before he moved on to France, as he tells us in the preface to Antigoné :   

Scilicet hoc olim coepi sperare lucellum, 

Dum studijs totus tempora prima dedi: 

Dumq procul patria lustrum mediumq peregi, 

Discere diuersis adere verba sonis. 

Tum satis Italiae linguas moresq notabam; 

Et linguam, & mores Gallia docta tuos. 

 

Actually, in times past, I began to hope for this small gain [to be made a 

servant of the heavens with Ganymede] 

While I gave my primary attention to my studies totally  

During which I have spent a lustrum and a half, far from my native land, 

To learn to attribute words to diverse sounds. 

At that time, I have observed enough of the Italian tongues and customs; 

And your tongue and customs, learned Gallia. 

 

According to the order appearing in this excerpt, Watson stayed in Italy before he 

went to France.  Apart from this proclamation in the preface, sadly there are no surviving 

records of him being in Italy.  But as far as his language skills in Italian are concerned, 

his collaborative work with William Byrd on “The Italian Madrigalls Englished” (1590), 

demonstrates his proficiency in Italian.  It is likely that he stayed in Italy prior to his 

appearance in the four Douai College records between 1576 and 1577, which I am 

mentioning chronologically.   



The first of these Douai records, dated October 15, 1576, reveals that Watson was 

at Douai before October 15, when he decided to leave for Paris: “15 die D. Watsonus 

Parisios hinc abiit” [On the fifteenth day D. (dominus) Watson went from here to Paris.]  

(Knox, the First and Second Diaries of the English College, Douay 112). Watson, 

therefore, was in France perhaps months earlier.  Most likely, he remained in France after 

leaving Douai, for he met Sir Francis Walsingham there in Paris in 1577, as well as 

Walsingham’s secretary Nicholas Faunt, as Kuriyama argues (98-99).  

What is more interesting, however, is that Watson is referred to as a “D.,” short 

for dominus, or a holder of a Bachelor’s degree.  The pressing question that such a 

reference to him raises is where he received his Bachelor’s--Oxford or an unknown 

Italian university.  It is possible that he may have remained in Oxford until he took his 

Bachelor’s, but considering that there is no record of his graduation at Oxford, he may 

have left Oxford early, then traveled to Italy and earned his B.A. degree there.   

 The reference to Watson as a “D.” perplexes Eccles, who, still under the 

impression that Watson was born in 1562 or later, dismisses that possibility on the 

grounds that he was too young to be a holder of a bachelor’s degree at fourteen 

(“Marlowe and Watson” 134); furthermore, Eccles begins to doubt whether Watson is the 

same person who appears a total of four times in less than one year in the Douai registers, 

and suggests that there may have been two Thomas Watsons (“Marlowe and Watson” 

134).  But now that we know that Watson was born in mid 1555, he would have been 

twenty one years of age in 1576, certainly old enough to be a “dominus.”   

The three other entries in the Douai records, respectively dated in May, July, and 

August, 1577, all confirm that Watson stayed in Douai until August 1577, and that he 



was a member of a departing group who studied law there: “15 die Mr Tho. Watsonus e 

Parisiis huc revertitur et post aliquot dies ad nostra communia est admissus” (Knox 121).  

(On the 15th day Mr. Tho. Waton returns from Paris to this place and, after some days, 

has been admitted to our community.)  “Circa hoc temptus exierunt e communibus nostris 

Mr Burnus, Watsonus, Harleus, et alii juris studiosi” (125).  (Around this time Mr Burn, 

Watson, Harley, and others studying law left our community.)   “Die 7 occasione 

turbarum ingruentium discesserunt in Angliam Mr Watsonus, Mr Robinsonus, Mr 

Griffettus et alii nonnulli” (127).  (On the seventh day on the occasion of great 

disturbances, Mr Watson, Mr Robinson, Mr Griffith and several others left for England).   

No other record of any Thomas Watson is available at Douai in its entire history, 

but there are many records of a William Watson, as Eccles correctly notes.34  There is 

evidence, however, that Watson remained in France rather than returning to Italy, for he 

appears in an informant’s list of “Papists,” who were living in Paris, dated April 17, 

1580.35  He also did “lye” “nowe and then” in Westminster in London in 1579, where he 

is referred to as “late of St. Ellenes,” according to a record that discusses the Anne 

Burnell affair (Eccles, Marlowe in London 146).  The ramifications of Watson being then 

in London, and specifically in Westminster, are indeed significant.  It is very likely that 

he stayed in Westminster to attend the Inns of Court, which were located in Westminster.  

This would indicate that he continued to be financially well off in 1579, since the cost for 

a student at the Inns averaged around ₤40 annually, as Jewell remarks.36  It is doubtful 

                                                 
34 See Eccles’s Marlowe in London, p.138.  See also Knox’s the First and Second Diaries of Douay. 
35 The Public Record Office. Calendar of State Papers, Foreign Series, of the Reign of Elizabeth, 1579-
1580, Arthur John Butler, ed., vol. 14, (London: Mackie and Co., 1863) 251. 
36 In her book, Education in Early Modern England (Houndmills: Macmillan, 1998), page 122, Helen F. 
Jewell mentions that according to W. Prest’s estimate a student’s expenses at the Inns of Court averaged 
around ₤40 from 1590-1640.  Watson’s expenses in 1579 may have been slightly less, but not considerably. 



that, as a member of the wealthy gentry, Watson attended the Inns of Court to look for an 

occupation as a clerk, rather than for general knowledge of common law.  But whatever 

his purpose for going to, and staying at, Westminster temporarily was, it is certain that his 

main residence in London at that time was in St. Helen’s parish.   

Since he was “of St. Ellenes,” and went to Westminster on visits, Watson must 

have been back in London for about a year after he was compelled to leave Douai in 

August of 1577.37  This further indicates that he did not go to Italy after leaving Douai, 

and that he, albeit temporarily, “left for England,” as the last of the Douai records 

maintains.  The list of “Englishmen Papists” in France also reveals that Watson was back 

in France, possibly briefly, on April 17, 1580. 

Watson is also referred to in the Burnell record as a “very learned man” (Marlowe 

in London 148), which makes it almost certain that this is indeed the fledgling poet.38  

Watson’s wit is evident in what Eccles describes as an “impressive” report to Anne 

Burnell regarding what the alleged Ornell witch told him about Burnell’s royal parentage.  

His aesthetic embellishment on the report is observed when he assures her that not only 

was she indeed the daughter of the king of Spain, but also that “she should have a locke 

of heare like gold wyer in her heade & a marke in the nape of her necke like the letter M 

& three moles standing traingle upon her right shoulder & upon the Reynes of her backe” 

(Marlowe in London 149).   Whether Watson’s purpose was voyeuristic, or whether he 

was merely taking advantage of a simpleton, he certainly had a fertile imagination.   

                                                 
37 Watson was compelled to leave Douai because of the anti-British riots that overtook France and reached 
Douai in August 1577.  By way of threatening them, rumors emerged then that the British students at Douai 
College had their “throats cut.”  See Eccles’s Marlowe in London, p. 142.     
38 Eccles provides an elaborate discussion on who could have taught Watson while at Douai, and mentions 
some of acclaimed scholars like Richard White, or “Vitus” as he was known in Latin, professor of both 
Canon and Civil Laws, and selected by the pope as rector.  For further reading, see page 138 of Eccles’s 
“Marlowe and Watson.” 



The Anne Burnell incident is significant for its spatial and temporal specificity, as 

it tells us that Watson was staying in Westminster with an old Oxford friend named Beale 

in the house of a man named Waller.  Eccles quotes the government examination of 

Watson by an agent known as Mr. Dalton:  

Thomas Watson late of St Ellenes in London gentleman examined the 

xijth daye of August 1587: beinge demaunded wheather he knoweth a 

gentlewoman called Mrs Burnell sayeth that he doth knowe her very well 

& sayth that the first acquaintaunce he had with her was at Westminster 

aboute viij yeares past in a howse of one Waller wheare she & her 

husbande did lye & wheare also he himselfe did nowe & then lye wth one 

Mr Beale a preacher & his acquaintance in Oxforde before (Marlowe in 

London 146).  

 

Many clues can be sifted from this document.  First, the title of “gentleman” applied to 

Watson recalls the reference to him as a “gentleman” in connection with the William 

Bradley incident (Eccles, Marlowe in London 22-23).  The “gentleman” that Eccles 

translates in the Bradley incident comes from the adjective “generosus” in the Coroner’s 

Inquest as well as in the Jury’s Verdict: “Thomas Watson nuper de London generosus” 

(Marlowe in London 22,23, 25, 26), (Thomas Watson gentleman, lately from London).  

The reference to him as a gentleman connotes Watson’s privileged family and his 

prosperous socio-economic condition.  He is referred to as “generosus” a total of four 

times, twice in the Coroner’s Inquest, once in the Jury’s Verdict, and once in the Newgate 

Calendar.  The verdict is the most important record of the four, because by the time the 



verdict was issued on the “x die Ffebruarij,” 1589 (Marlowe in London 25-26), Watson 

may have stayed at Newgate prison for over four months, since the 29th of September as 

the Coroner’s Inquest details (Quoted in Marlowe in London 22-23).  Whether Watson 

stayed in Newgate for over four months or whether he was able to secure money for bail 

before that period of time is unknown, since there is no record of his bail. In the Newgate 

Calendar however, as Kuriyama observes, there is a notation beside his name in Latin 

with the word “baliatus” (bailed), which means that he may have secured his early release 

(203).  By contrast, the notation beside Christopher Marlowe’s name says “deliberatus 

per proclamationem,” or released by proclamation.  In the same entry, Watson is again 

referred to as “generosus,” while Marlowe is referred to as “yoman.” 

The repeated references to Watson as gentleman in the Burnell incident as well as 

the Bradley-related legal references make Thomas Watson of St. Olave a likelier 

candidate as Thomas Watson the poet than the economically dispossessed Thomas 

Watson of St. Helen.  Furthermore, undoubtedly there were not many “very learned” 

Thomas Watsons in London, of privileged ancestry.   

Further proof that Watson was wealthy is the strong possibility that he was able to 

bail himself out of Newgate prison, as Eccles confirms, “Watson seemed to have had 

enough money to secure pardon” (Marlowe in London 41).  On his economic station, 

Sutton comments, “while our knowledge of his finances and how (or whether) he 

managed to fend off the wolf is quite limited, we catch no signs of the grinding poverty 

that hounded, and occasionally killed, some of the other Witts” (Sutton 2:15).  It is safe to 

assume, therefore, that Watson was consistently well-off financially, and that he was 

more of a lender than a borrower. 



The excerpt from Watson’s testimony to Mr. Dalton implies that Watson had a 

passion for traveling, and relocating, even within London.  Unlike his brother William, 

who seems to have raised a family and settled down in the parish of St. Dunstan in the 

East, Watson did not settle in one niche for long.  Where Watson’s permanent residence 

was in the late 1570’s may never be known for certain, but it is very possible that he 

remained living in St. Helen’s parish for a considerable part of his life.  So far, his living 

in St. Helen is confirmed by two records, one in connection with the Burnell incident, and 

the Winchester College record.   

 

1.3.2. Instruction in Italy 

Watson’s stay in Italy is confirmed by his admission in his prefatory poem to 

Antigoné and is suggested by his frequent allusion to Italian literature.  Dana Sutton 

rightly observes that Watson’s Italian references in The Hekatompathia—which is, by far, 

Watson’s most allusive work—considerably outnumber the French ones.  He elaborates 

that Watson “was more interested in, and conversant with, Italian literature and culture 

than French, and this hints where he spent most of his time” (Introduction xii).  Such a 

strong Italian influence may be interpreted to mean—as Sutton suggests—that Watson 

spent more time there.  It may also mean that Watson studied in Italy before going to 

France, when he was younger and more open to learning new languages and cultures.  

Furthermore, the more peaceful political climate of Italy in the 1570’s must have 

provided Watson with an uninterrupted, academic instruction.  

If Watson was eleven and a half by the time the Winchester record was taken, he 

must have been in the middle of his grammar school instruction.  Jewell explains that the 



average age for a young boy entering a grammar school in general was eight, although 

she stresses that students were not admitted to a “form” based on their precise ages, but 

rather on their advancement and the difficulty of the curricula.39  In 1570, or in 1571 at 

the latest, Watson must have finished his grammar school education, thus becoming well-

versed in Quintillian, Vergil, Horace, Ovid, Justinian, etc., in addition to Latin grammar, 

poetry, philosophy, music, and arithmetic.  He may have gone to Oxford for two or three 

years without graduating before he embarked on his Grand Tour of the continent any time 

between 1572-4, perhaps to get his B.A. degree from an Italian university.  Although one 

cannot verify when Watson was in Italy between the years 1572 and 1574, an early 

departure is likely—perhaps around late 1572, only a few months after his uncle died in 

May 1572, and before the Fall semester started.  Having already lost both of his parents 

in his early childhood and recently lost his uncle, he may have sought Europe as a 

diversion, as well as a place to pursue his advanced education. 

The inquisitive young Englishman must have found a more liberal, diversified 

education in Europe.  Renaissance European universities were much more advanced in 

medicine and law, as in the case of Padua, and their curricula were more liberal and 

eclectic than either Oxford or Cambridge.  Watson may have attended Oxford, after he 

finished his instruction at Winchester College in 1570 or 1571, and may have remained at 

Oxford until 1572.  If Watson then recognized the outmoded Oxford pedagogical 

approach and, after the death of his uncle, decided to go to Italy in the Fall of 1572, then 

he would have spent three to four years there before appearing at Douai on October 7, 

                                                 
39 On page 148 of Education in Early Modern England, Jewell points out that the average age for a student 
attending the first form at the Inns of Court was eight, and that the average age in the graduating form was 
fifteen; however, she stresses that students were grouped in forms based on the difficulty of the curriculum, 
rather than on their ages. 



1576.  Having come to Douai from Paris, where he could have stayed for several months, 

Watson may have spent all of 1573 through 1575 and until early 1576, in Italy.  What he 

was doing in Paris is unknown, but he may have been there for an en-route, recreational 

stop while on the way to and from England, or he may have attended some lectures at the 

University of Paris.  To summarize, however, no firm argument can be presented about 

the dates and the duration of Watson’s stays at Oxford and in Italy, and the matter is left 

for further investigation. 

The preface of Antigoné  reflects the influence of Italian writers on Watson: 

“Bartole magnus eras, neq, circumferre licebat/Nec legum nodos Balde diserte 

tuos;/Arripui Sophoclem, docui mitescere Musas” (Bartolus you are great, neither was it 

permitted to modify the intricacies of your laws nor yours eloquent Baldus/I picked up 

Sophocles, and I taught the muses to become mild).40  In these lines, Watson ranks 

Bartolus and Baldus with legendary and divine mythical icons.  The mention of these two 

Italians to the exclusion of any other authors throughout the preface of this first published 

work of Watson takes on symbolic value, and indicates the high regard with which 

Watson held their valuable writings.  

Bartolus and Baldus were very popular all over Europe, and their writings on civil 

law dominated European academic institutions in the late fifteenth century, the sixteenth 

century, and beyond.  Although Bartolus enjoyed more renown in the legal schools of 

Europe, his student, Baldus, was a “canonist of renown” (Canning 3), and his 

contribution to jurisprudence is of major importance.  Eccles mentions that Bartolus’s 

works were printed in Lyons, France, in 1544, and in Turin, Italy, in 1577, but in fact, 

they were available in print much earlier than that date all over Italian and European 
                                                 
40  See the preface of Antigoné. 



cities.  The first edition appeared in 1471 in Reissinger and Vindelimus (Beale 14-15).  

Numerous other late fifteenth-century editions appeared in literally dozens of cities 

throughout Europe.  Although Watson did not have to be in Italy to study Bartolus and 

Baldus, as Harry Boyle comments (22), it is likely that he studied them there during his 

stay anywhere between 1572 and early 1576. 

 

1.4. Watson’s Pedigree 

After setting Thomas Watson’s birth date around mid-1555, and discovering his 

many half sisters, half-brother, brother, and sisters—Blanche, John, and Anne; Elizabeth, 

Mandelyn, William, Marie, and Elizabeth—I embarked on a broad, detailed search of his 

family pedigree and his kin.  Before I did that, I had to make sure that this Thomas 

Watson, son of William and Anne Watson, born in St. Olave, was indeed Thomas 

Watson the poet.  If I had found a will for a Thomas Watson of St. Olave who died prior 

to 1592, my conclusion would have been nullified.  My search for him did not yield many 

Thomas Watsons, except for one who was from Staverton, Northamptonshire, and whose 

will dates in 1584 (see appendix S for his will).  Luckily, his will reveals that he was a 

much older Thomas Watson.  His approximate age should be in the fifties at the least.  He 

also had over a dozen grandchildren and was possibly a great grandfather of a person 

named George.  Furthermore, he was in a poor financial state at his death.  Nearly all of 

his bequests consisted of sheep, one for each of his closest kin.   

This Watson of Staverton’s impoverished state recalls the similarly 

disenfranchised conditions of Eccles’s Thomas Watson, son of Agnes Berden, who 

leased a property in St. Helen, Bishopsgate.  According to John Johnson’s suit, which 



Eccles quotes, this Thomas Watson leased for thirty years a “garden and buildings” in St. 

Helen on July 6, 1587 (Eccles, “Marlowe and Watson” 101).  The leasing of the property 

in St. Helen by this Thomas is enough reason to convince Eccles that he was indeed the 

poet (“Marlowe and Watson” 112).  His mother Agnes mentions him in her will, dated 

February 6, 1589 (see appendix J), in which she designates her bequests to him and his 

sister, Lettice.  She bestows upon Lettice her house in St. Botolph without Aldgate and 

makes Thomas the default inheritor after the death of Lettice.  Whether Agnes gave 

Thomas other gifts and bequests prior to writing her will is unknown, but the way she 

treats him in the will certainly raises questions about why Agnes does not uphold 

Renaissance male primogeniture and give him precedence, especially since he seems to 

be of age as an executor.  Furthermore, some nuances of Agnes’s disaffection towards her 

son may be gleaned from the way she restricts his freedom to “give graunte bargaine sell 

devise or otherwise do away” the house or its tenement, except with the consent of her 

overseers.  Such treatment by his mother attenuates the credibility of this Thomas Watson 

as a gentleman poet, and arouses suspicion about his family relations and maturity as a 

person.   

Next, I looked for any Thomas Watsons who lived in London, and found records 

of three in the 1590’s and the 1600’s, and, more importantly, who had no death records in 

London.  Any one of them could have been Agnes Berden’s son.41  The first of these 

Thomas Watsons, and most relevant, is one who apparently lived in St. Helen, and whom 

Eccles mentions, but summarily dismisses, because, as he claims, “there is no record of 

                                                 
41 There are many other Thomas Watsons who have records in London prior to 1592.  I chose to mention 
the post-1592 Thomas Watsons due to the fact that the pre-1592 ones do not have records within a 
reasonable period of time after the death of Thomas Watson in 1592, and, therefore, whether they remained 
alive is unverifiable. 



him” (Marlowe in London 158).  This Thomas had a daughter named Elizabeth who was 

christened on May 22, 1597 (the Harleian Society, the Registers of St. Helen’s, Bishop’s 

Gate 7).  The second record is for a Thomas Watson who married Joice Fletcher in St. 

Thomas the Apostle in 1596 (the Harleian Society, the parish registers of St. Thomas the 

Apostle 8).  The third and last is for one who married Joane Bonner on July 1, 1604, in St. 

Margaret Moses, Friday Street (the Harleian Society, The Register of St. Mildred, Bread 

Street And of St. Margaret Moses, Friday Street, [Register I: St. Margaret Moses, Friday 

Street] 49).42   

All of these Watsons lived within a reasonable period of time from Thomas 

Watson’s death year in 1592.  In addition, all of them do not have wills that specify 

whether they died “beyond the seas” or elsewhere, and, therefore, any one of them could 

have been the Thomas Watson who appears in John Johnson’s suit, who leased property 

in the parish of St. Helen, Bishopsgate, and who was Agnes Berden’s son.  I mention 

these Watsons not to cast doubt on our poet’s death year, but to point out that Eccles is 

unpersuasive in his assumption that this Thomas Watson is the poet based on his lease of 

a property property in Bishopsgate.  In fact, any one of these Watsons, especially the 

first, who lived in the same parish, and for whom Eccles finds “no record,” may well 

have been this Thomas Watson. 

Other than deciding which of these Thomas Watsons was the one who leased the 

Bishopsgate property, there are many unaddressed issues that weaken the case for Agnes 

Berden as the mother of Thomas Watson the poet.  Agnes Berden had four husbands, the 

dates and periods of marriage of two of them, William Watson and John Berden, are 

                                                 
42 The Harleian Society’s the Register of St. Mildred, Bread Street And of St. Margaret Moses, Friday 
Street, London, W. Bruce Bannerman, ed. (Register I: St. Margaret Moses, Friday Street), (London: 
Publications of the Harleian Society, 1912) 49. 



unknown and hampered by a lack of evidence.  Eccles summarizes their situation best 

when he says:  

If Agnes was the wife of Watson in 1583, and of Berden at his death in 1587, it is 

evident that she cannot have been Berden’s wife in 1567. . . .   I have given the 

facts in full in order that the reader may not have to take my word in what is after 

all a matter of inference, but rearrange the pieces for himself to see whether more 

than one solution is possible (Eccles, “Marlowe and Watson” 109).   

 

Agnes’s marriage to John Berden is in doubt considering that the record upon which 

Eccles bases such a marriage only mentions the last name of Berden, which Eccles 

assumes must be John (Eccles, “Marlowe and Watson” 111).   Eccles is uncertain 

whether Agnes’s name is Agnes or Anne.  Last but not least, Agnes’s son could not have 

been Watson the poet, based on what Eccles himself says: namely, that Watson died 

“beyond the seas,”43 when in fact it is almost certain that Watson died in London, in the 

parish of St. Bartholomew, on September 26, 1592 (Arber 13). 

After confirming that Thomas Watson of St. Olave had no will, and that there is 

no longer any evidence to refute the argument that he was indeed Thomas Watson the 

poet, I went back to peruse William’s and Anne Watson’s wills.  As I detail earlier in 

section II above, Thomas was the fourth child Anne gave birth to, and his approximate 

birth was in mid-1555.  The record upon which I base this date, and which I promised 

earlier to discuss is a post-mortem inquisition for the assets of Thomas Watson’s father, 

William.  In it, the age of William, his son, is mentioned in the following context: 

“William Watson died 20 November, 1559; William Watson [sic.] is his son and next 
                                                 
43 See Eccles, “Marlowe and Watson,” 101. 



heir, and was then aged 6 years 6 months and more.  The said Anne still survives in the 

said parish [St. Olave, Hart street]” (the British Record Society, Abstracts of Inquisitiones 

Post Mortem, 15: 203).  According to this record, William Watson junior’s birth day 

should be between April 20 and May 20, 1553,44 while Thomas’s birth date should be 

two years afterwards, around the middle of 1555. 

To carry on with Watson’s complete, detailed pedigree, and to provide a full 

account of all of his brothers and sisters, I will now begin discussing his sisters from his 

mother Anne, according to the order of seniority that William Watson mentions them in 

in his will: Elizabeth, Mandelin, Marie, and the younger Elizabeth.  When Anne felt she 

was dying, and with her husband already dead, she had to arrange for her six children to 

live with her kin and friends, as she reveals in her will.  Having only one brother—

Thomas Lee, who took in William and Thomas—and no other siblings, Anne makes the 

following arrangement for her two oldest daughters, Elizabeth senior and Mandelin:  

Item I doe will and desire that my daughter Elizabeth maye be with my 

lady Laxston and she to have her porcon puttinge in suerties for the same 

till she come to lawfull age or daye of marriage. Item I will and desire that 

my daughter Mandelyn maye be with mysteres Lodge and he to have her 

porcon in lyke manner. 

 

 I have found the will of Lady Laxton—or Dame Joan Laxton, as her name in her 

will is transcribed—dated August 10, 1576.  Unfortunately, there is no mention of 

                                                 
44 I first begin discussion of William’s age on pages 15 and 16 above. 



Elizabeth Watson in it anywhere.45  It is difficult to speculate on why Lady Laxton in her 

will chose not to give any bequest to Elizabeth, albeit a token, symbolic one, and, more 

importantly, what became of Elizabeth.  Among some possibilities is that Elizabeth 

moved out, whether with a husband or on her own, and somehow found the financial 

means to support herself, whether through the “sureties” and inheritance her mother left 

her, through the assistance of her wealthy brothers, or through some work she was able to 

find.  She may also have died young.  What became of her is almost impossible to verify, 

since it is a lengthy period of time from when she was last on record in her mother’s will 

in 1560, until 1572 when Lady Laxton died.  Yet despite this inherent difficulty, I have 

found a record for a post-mortem inquisition that mentions an Elizabeth who was married 

to a James Tappinge (the British Record Society, Abstracts of Inquisitiones Post Mortem 

36: 69).  The probability that this Elizabeth Tappinge is William and Anne Watson’s 

daughter is strengthened by the fact that she gives a “sister,” whose name is Mary 

Watson, ₤10.  Furthermore, Elizabeth Tappinge had some property leased to a William 

Lambert, a possible in-law of her half-sister, Blanche Skinner, whose first husband was 

John Lambert.46   

There is also another Elizabeth Watson who married Richard Thornel, grocer, on 

September 10, 1565 in the parish of St. Mary Aldermary (the Harleian Society, the 

Parish Registers of St. Mary Aldermary 4).  This Elizabeth is probably a different one, 

not only because she was too young to get married then, but also because there were 

many Watsons who lived in the parish of St. Mary Aldermary.  These Watsons possibly 

belonged to a different branch of the family. 

                                                 
45 Lady Laxton mentions the name of a servant, Elizabeth, but she is most likely to have been a different 
Elizabeth. 
46 See my discussion of Blanche Skinner below. 



As for Mandelin, the next youngest daughter, whom Anne trusts to the care of a 

“Mysteres [sic.] Lodge,” whom she refers to as a “he,” which disambiguates his gender 

since the “Mysteres” may be thought of as a distortion of either a Mister or a Mistress 

(see appendix T for Lady Laxton’s will).  This Mister Lodge that Lady Laxton speaks of 

may possibly be her son-in-law, Thomas Lodge, who married her daughter Anne (DNB 

284), and whom she refers to again in the same will as her son.  He became governor of 

London in 1562, and was father of the poet Thomas Lodge.  Furthermore, Thomas Lodge 

senior’s father, like Lady Laxton, hails from Shropshire. 

As for the last two daughters of Anne Watson, Marie (or Mary), and the younger 

Elizabeth—as William Watson refers to her—I have found nothing on the latter, but both 

may have lived with their half-sister Anne Ducke in the Parish of St. Michael Cornhill.47  

The reason that this is probable is a record that refers to a Mary Watson being married to 

a Rob’te Wylforde on July 11, 1575 in the same parish of St. Michael Cornhill (the 

British Record Society, the Parish Registers of St. Michael Cornhill 7: 11).  The 

interesting fact about this record is that it took place only some months after Anne Ducke 

died on October 18, 1574.  Notwithstanding the unpleasantness that characterized the 

relationship between Anne Ducke and her mother-in-law (Anne Watson), Anne Ducke 

may well have taken both of her half-sisters in, if she had moral encouragement and 

promises of financial support from her aunt, Dame Blanche Foreman, who lived just 

down the street, so to speak, in St. Chritopher Le Stocke, and also from the young girls’ 

uncle, Thomas Lee.  With Anne’s death, Mary Watson must have felt increasingly 

uncomfortable living with the large family of her poor, widowed brother-in-law, Thomas 

                                                 
47 See my discussion of Anne Duck and her family below. 



Ducke.48  Although she was only about seventeen years old, Mary may have decided to 

marry to the first man who offered to provide her with a home of her own.  She may well 

have taken her youngest sister, the younger Elizabeth, along with her to her new home. 

As for Watson’s half brother and two half sisters, Blanche, John, and Anne, who 

are mentioned according to the order of seniority that their father mentions them in, all of 

them are accounted for in London. 

John lived until December 19, 1574 (the British Record Society, Abstracts of 

Inquisitiones Post Mortem 15: 177), but he does not appear to have enjoyed the same 

financial prosperity that his two half-brothers, William and Thomas, did.  Whether this is 

attributed to his father not leaving him sufficient inheritance, or whether he mismanaged 

and wasted the share he inherited, is unknown. He may have married Elizabeth 

Crouchlove on May 7, 1570 (the Harleian Society, the Parish Registers of St. Antholin, 

Budge Row 8: 4).  He died without issue of his body and only a month after his sister, 

Anne Ducke.  John’s financial circumstances significantly improved when his aunt, 

Blanche Foreman, died, at which time he inherited “all that her messuage and the 3 

tenements thereof adjoining lying near the stockes in the parish of St. Christopher and all 

the gardens and backsides thereto belonging” (the British Record Society, Abstracts of 

Inquisitiones Post Mortem 15: 176).  He lived there for over a decade until his death in 

1574, at which time the estate reverted to his older sister Blanche.   

It was clear above how Anne Watson in her will expresses her resentment towards 

John and Anne, and hints at the harassment that they have subjected her to, but she does 

not mention their sister Blanche--for good reason.  Blanche’s apparently harmonious 

                                                 
48 When Mary married Rob’te Wylforde on July 11, 1575, Anne Ducke and three out of her seven children 
had already died, but this was still a large family. 



relationship with Anne Watson is possibly due to her affluent, financial status.  Her first 

husband, Dunstan Walton,49 was a London mercer, and her third, Thomas Skinner, was 

an alderman in London, and died on July 16, 1569 (the Harleian Society, the Registers of 

St. Dunstan 134).  Her second husband was John Lambert, who died on October 14, 1572 

(the Harleian Society, the Registers of St. Dunstan 137).  The date of Blanche’s marriage 

to Dunstan Walton is unknown, but he died on March 19, 1571, in St. Olave, Hart Street 

(the Harleian Society, the Registers of St. Dunstan 176).50  After her death in April 24, 

1593, Blanche’s possessions were enough to carry out a post-mortem inquisition, an 

indication of the prosperous life she led (the Harleian Society, the Registers of St. 

Dunstan 177).  She apparently died without heirs of her own body.   

Anne, on the other hand, married Thomas Ducke (or Duck) on March 5, 1565 (the 

British Record Society, the Parish Registers of St. Michael Cornhill, 7: 9), and lived with 

him in St. Michael Cornhill parish. She had up to seven children that are registered in the 

parish’s records.  Such a large family no doubt was a financial strain on her, and 

undoubtedly her poverty impelled her to badger her step-mother constantly for a portion 

of her father’s inheritance.  She gave birth to Blanche, Francys, Dorythie, Rycharde, 

Anne, Dunstone, and John.  Her first newborn, Blanche, was born on December 8, 1565, 

and her last, John, was born on November 22, 1573 (see appendix A for Watson’s 

ancestry).51  Francys, Dorythie, and Anne died in infancy.  Only Dunstone (or Dunstan) 

seemed to have survived and grew up to be an adult.  He was aged over twenty-one years 

                                                 
49 It is interesting to note that Anne Ducke must have liked her brother-in-law, Dunston Walton, so much as 
to name one of her sons after him.  See the names of Anne Ducke’s children below. 
50 See also the Parish of St. Olave, Hart street, p. 110. 
51 The records of Ann’s marriage to Thomas Ducke, as well as records of the births and deaths of her 
children can all be found in the British Record Society’s The Parish Registers of St. Michael Cornhill, vol. 
VII (London, 1882).  The particular pages in question are 9, 16, 72, 82, 83, 84, 85, 86, 87, 97, 184, 193.  



at the time when the post-mortem inquisition for his aunt, Blanche Skinner, was taken 

(the British Record Society, Abstracts of Inquisitiones Post Mortem 15: 177).  Anne did 

not remain impoverished for all of her life, though, because she inherited “premises at 

Broodstreete” that generated an annual income of over ₤24, most likely in 1563 when 

Blanche Foreman died (the British Record Society, the Parish Registers of St. Michael 

Cornhill 7: 11).  Anne died on October 18, 1574 (the British Record Society, Abstracts of 

Inquisitiones Post Mortem 15: 176-7), and her husband, Thomas Ducke, married his 

maid, Christian, in the same parish on September 30, 1577 (the British Record Society, 

the Parish Registers of St. Michael Cornhill 7: 11), an additional hint that Anne and her 

husband were at the bottom of the social ladder. 

Thomas Watson had two paternal aunts, Elizabeth and Blanche, both of whom are 

mentioned in his father’s will.  I was neither able to find information on Elizabeth, who is 

only referred to as “the wyef of Richarde Mawdeley,” or her husband.  Nor was I able to 

authenticate whether she truly was a blood sister of William, or whether William uses the 

term “sister” loosely.  In William’s will, Blanche is referred to as Dame Blanche 

Foreman, “widowe of . . . Sir William Garrard Alderman of London whiche hath byn 

Mayre of the same citie of London.”  She is also cited as Dame Blanche earlier in the will 

of her husband, William Foreman, in 1544 (see appendix Q). 

From the choice of the three wealthy husbands whom she married, Dame Blanche 

appears to have enjoyed a prosperous life—which is evident from the title she came to be 

known by.  The first of her husbands, Richard Reynolds, has a post-mortem inquisition 

dated October 8, 1547,52 and his death date in it is recorded on May 6, 1542.  Her second 

                                                 
52 While on page 100 of the British Record Society’s Abstracts of Inquisitiones Post Mortem, George S. 
Fry, ed., vol., XV, Richard Reynolds’s death date is recorded on “6 May, 34 Henry VIII [1542],” on page 



husband, Robert Palmer, gave Blanche, among other things, his farm in Dawley (see his 

will in appendix R).  Her last husband, William Foreman, was alderman and mayor of 

London, as William Watson rightly remarks above.  Despite some minor debts, Forman 

was possibly the richest of her husbands, and owned properties in London and even 

“beyond the seas,” as he points out in his will.  His sole inheritors were Dame Blanche 

and his daughter, Elizabeth, each of whom received one third of his assets, and the last 

third went to charity and to paying off minor debts.  His trusted wife, Lady Blanche, was 

his sole executrix. 

To cover all the minor figures that have to do with Watson’s pedigree, there are 

two women that should be mentioned—Margaret Botell and Elizabeth Canon.  Both are 

mentioned by Anne Watson and Elizabeth Onley.  In her first will, Elizabeth Onley refers 

to them as daughters, but neither of them seems to be so.  Robert Wade, Elizabeth 

Onley’s third husband, mentions a Richard Botell in his will to whom he was    

“bounden. . . by obligation” to repay a one-thousand-mark joint debt to him as well as to 

Richard Wadington and Richard Ogle (see appendix M for Richard Wade’s will); hence, 

Richard Botell may have possibly been an in-law of Robert Wade, and Margaret Botell 

must have been an orphaned kin of Robert that Elizabeth Onley raised and nurtured.  

Although there is no verification for it, it is also possible that Richard Bottel, the debtor 

of William Wade, may have married Robert’s Wade’s daughter, Elizabeth, who later 

became a widow.  

As for Elizabeth Canon (or Cannon), she appears to have been Elizabeth Onley’s 

granddaughter.  Elizabeth refers to her as “the doughter of John Cannon by my doughter 

                                                                                                                                                 
285 of the Harleian Society’s the Registers of St. Mary Le Bowe, vol. 44, part I: (Baptisms and Burials), his 
death date is recorded on April 4, 1543. 



his late wife.”  The name of Elizabeth’s daughter, whether she was her daughter from 

William Whitlok or from an earlier husband, and her approximate age, are all unknown.  

Anne Watson refers to Elizabeth Canon as a cousin and gives her “vj₤ xiijs vijd” in her 

will. 

Watson’s decision to marry Anne Swift in the parish of St. Antholin in 1585 may 

seem a problematic one.  With his brother William, and possibly his half-sister Blanche 

as well, living in the parish of St. Dunstan in the East (see square figure 4 in London 

map, appendix C), his half-sister Anne Ducke who lived in the parish of St. Michael 

Cornhill (see square figure 2), his aunt, Dame Blanche Foreman, who lived in the parish 

of St. Christopher Le Stocke (see square figure 3),53 and with his birth parish being in St. 

Olave (see square figure 5), it is difficult to speculate on why Watson chose St. Antholin 

parish in particular.54  Not many Watsons are on record in that tiny parish, and hardly any 

Swifts at all; however, the parish is only about 500 feet away from his late half-sister’s 

residence, and about 750 feet from the in-laws of his aunt.  In fact, St. Antholin is still 

“within range” and the distance between any two of the five parishes of St. Michael 

Cornhill, St. Christopher Le Stocke, St. Dunstan in the East, and St. Olave, Hart Street, is 

no more than 1250 feet, or a ten-minute walk at best (see London map in appendix C).   

It is interesting when one looks at London’s Renaissance map to see where young 

Thomas Watson lived: in St. Olave, Hart Street, and St. Toolys parishes, on either bank 

of the scenic Thames.  While in his will William mentions that he wishes that the part of 

his money reserved for charity should be distributed in “St. Olaffe” parish, Anne 

                                                 
53 Although by the time Watson married Anne Swift in 1585, his aunt, Dame Blanche and his half-sister 
Anne have long been dead, he still had nephews, nieces, and in laws in St. Christopher Le Stocke and St. 
Michael Cornhill parishes were the two lived. 
54 See attached map in appendix C. 



mentions in her will St. Toolys, Bankside, as the parish where she is dwelling, and 

mentions the Mark Lane “mansion” as well.  Whether or not the couple lived in St. 

Olave, Hart Street, until William died, at which time, perhaps due to frugality, Anne may 

have decided to live in St. Toolys and to rent the Mark Lane premises for extra income.  

This possibility gains strength when we learn that the Mark Lane house was rented during 

all of Thomas’s and William’s boyhood and youth.  She probably leased it for a decade 

or more, shortly after the death of her husband.55  Anne and her children must have taken 

to the habit of crossing the “old drawbridge,” or else taking a boat ride across the Thames 

to commute between St Olave, Hart Street, and St Toolys parishes (see the long arrows 

on the map).  St. Toolys Street, Bankside, is shown in the ellipsis figure 6.  It is a 

synonym for St. Olave Street, Bankside, and it runs through the entire area of the ellipsis, 

and even beyond it.  Anne could have taken residence anywhere along St. Toolys Street 

and its vicinity. 

 

1.5. Conclusion 

Having parents and grandparents who were immensely wealthy, and an uncle who 

was educated and worldly, Watson was raised in prosperity and was able to have almost 

every need met.  He had tutors, studied as a scholar in Winchester school, went to 

Oxford, traveled widely in Europe, and, unlike other writers of the era, never had to 

worry about writing for sustenance.  Watson’s better economic station has profound 

implications for our understanding of his life and art.  Hitherto, the consensus is that 

Watson was the son of William Watson, the poulterer, and Agnes his wife who lived in 

Westminster, which Eccles first proposed in the 1930’s.  Despite the evident 
                                                 
55 See Thomas Lee’s and Anne Watson’s wills for further information. 



improbability of this assumption, the idea endured throughout the twentieth century and 

up to the present, with hardly a skeptic to raise a red flag and reopen the discussion.  The 

select, costly education Watson had in London and Europe; the repeated references to 

him as a gentleman; his lacking interest in writing for the purpose of earning a living; the 

aesthetic, self-indulgent, amatory long poems he wrote, all seem to confirm that he was 

indeed of privileged ancestry and of higher economic status. 

An earlier birth date for Watson in mid-1555 offers an explanation to some 

recondite areas of his biography and validates the fact that he had enough time to go to 

Oxford, then on to an Italian university, and to get a Bachelor’s degree from either place.  

Thinking of him at least as a seventeen year-old man in 1572 when he may have gone to 

Italy is realistic and ties many loose ends.  The approximate period of time during which 

Watson went to Italy is an issue no critic has discussed before, due to the uncertainty that 

has overshadowed his birth date.  An earlier birth date is also plausible because it 

provides Watson with the necessary theological, cultural, and ideological background that 

pervades his suggestive and well-wrought, first published work, Antigoné. 

 



CHAPTER TWO: THE ANTIGONE AND ITS ADDENDA 
 
2.1. Introduction. 

 
In Antigoné, Watson attempts to achieve not only a retranslation of Naogeorgus’s 

Latin edition that would better suit the ear of the theatre-passionate, humanistic audience 

of the Renaissance, but also a recreation and a refashioning of a more melodious, vowel-

intensive, and emotionally charged tragedy, such as that preserved in Sophocles’s 

original Greek form.  As a masterful musician-poet, his retranslation is distinguished for 

its musically enriched meter.  Aside from rewriting the tragedy in his own words, he 

makes structural and metrical changes to Naogeorgus’s original.  In particular, the 

metrical changes he makes have the deepest, most noticeable effect on the tragedy. 

The instances of metrical departure from Naogeorgus’s text, his original, 

immediate source, are found throughout the tragedy.  He changes the meter in eleven out 

of the total fifteen types of meter that are present in the tragedy: lines 100-164, 335-384, 

527-582, 583-632, 783-879, 926-940, 941-983, 1111-1149, 1251-4, 1255-1323, 1324-

1341; and leaves the songs in lines 385-526, 880-925, 984-1110; and 1150-1250 without 

a change. 

It is noteworthy that in eight out of the eleven locations in which a change is 

made, Watson uses a varied meter: lines 100-164, 335-384, 583-632, 783-879, 941-983, 

1111-1149, 1255-1323, and 1324-1341.  The three remaining changes, lines 527-582, 

926-940, and 1251-4, are written in anapestic meter.  He leaves the verses where no 

change occurs in iambic feet, as in lines 385-526, 880-925, 984-1110, and 1150-1250. 

If one is to analyze the first instance of change, in lines 100-164 where Watson 

alters Naogeorgus’s meter from a (declared) anapestic meter to a varied one, one realizes 



that Watson’s new meter liberates his verse not only from the strict use of metrically 

agreeable vocabulary, but also from the unyielding length of the lines.  In fact, the varied 

length of Watson’s lines here as well as in other passages, such as in lines 335-384, 583-

631, and 783-879, etc., are visually reminiscent of modern free verse.  His diverse use of 

metrics in these instances provides evidence that he deserved his reputation as an 

experimental, innovative poet: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The corresponding lines in Naogeorgus are not only constant and inflexible in 

their length, but fail to conform to the anapestic meter that Naogeorgus expressly 

designates for them.  As seen in the scansion, only four feet out of forty are anapestic.  

The remaining ones are predominantly dactylic and spondaic, in addition to two 

trochaics.  Aside from his metrics, Naogeorus also commits a grammatical mistake in the 
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first line where he uses the nominative case of “radius” (the rays of the sun) instead of the 

vocative “radie” (you rays of the sun), as in Watson: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

It must be noted that in this passage Watson closely follows Sophocles’s text, 

rather than Naogeorgus’s, both in terms of the varied meter and the faithful, line-by-line 

translation.  Although there are no known Greek poems by Watson, and although he does 

use Naogeorgus’s text, not Sophocles’s, as a primary source, his competence level in 

Greek was undoubtedly very high.  He also does proclaim on at least one occasion in 

Antigoné that he aims to preserve Sophocles’s metrical pattern.1  Emulating Sophocles, 

he uses even Sophocles’s most quaint meters, such as the cretic, as in lines 101, 102, 103, 

105, 107 and 108, and the tribrach, as in lines 100, 110.  Moreover, he reproduces all the 

other types of meter used by Sophocles such as the anapestic, the dactylic, the iambic, the 

trochaic, the spondaic, and the choriambic.   
                                                 
1 See the subheading preceding the song on line 99. 
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To enhance the prosody of his verse, Watson relies heavily on using a vowel-

intensive vocabulary found throughout the tragedy, and uses connectives such as: “et,” 

“atque,” “ac”; adverbs like “porro,” “cito” and “ ergo”; etc.  In fact, the use of “ergo” and 

“ego” occurs nine times in the first hundred lines: 6, 37, 40, 58, 69, 71, 80, 85, and 91.  

He also favors the use of the future imperative form of verbs such as: “age,” and 

“imitare” in line 8 of the dedication to the earl of Arundel; “luere,” l. 96; “permittite,” l. 

154.; “cede,” l. 1025; “esto,” l. 121 of the pompa.  The last imperative is similar to 

Watson’s use of “scito” in lines 71, 98, a construct that Naogeorgus does not use in his 

corresponding lines.  In addition to the syllabic advantage of “scito,” this future 

imperative has a rhetorical effect that enhances Antigoné’s resolute iconic image.  

Watson’s penchant for using syllabically rich terms is strong enough that in Act IV, l. 

1034, he coins the new term, “Sardico,” in reference to “Sardis,” the ancient capital of 

Lydia.  Such a penchant to use vowel-based vocabulary, one may argue, shows not only 

Watson’s desire to create a musically enriched, lyrical play, but also the influence of the 

vowel-rife Italian language on him. 

On a structural level, Watson generally follows Naogeorgus’s schema, except 

with respect to the marginalia, to excluding the personae names from the text proper, and 

to two minor dialogues.  In opting to incorporate Naogeorus’s marginalia into the text, 

Watson is restoring Sophocles’s original Greek structure.  Knowing five languages—

English, Italian, French, Latin, and Greek—Watson undoubtedly perused and compared 

Sophocles’s text with Naogeorgus’s semantically, typographically, and metrically.  

The two incidents in which Watson changes Naogeorgus’s dialogues are: when he 

appropriates to the chorus lines 281-2 in the first act, which are originally spoken by the 



messenger in Naogeorgus, and when he allots, toward the end of the tragedy, more room 

for the “famulus” to speak to Creon so as to empower him as an empathizing confidant 

over the inconstant, unsympathetic chorus. 

In the “pompa” and the “themata,” Watson creates perfectly rhythmical lines and 

paragraphs that reveal his meticulous skill as a lyricist.  The rather large number of 

personae of the “pompa” and the “themata” which are made to appear on the stage for 

delivering concise, self-descriptive monologues embody Watson’s notion of dramatizing 

the play through the reiteration of the basic motifs in a morality-play fashion, and of 

transforming it into a sung processional.  In the “themata,” he actually goes further and 

incorporates what he has previously depicted in Antigoné’s introduction concerning 

Nature, the supreme, (allegedly) just, and rational goddess of the world.  He who 

observes the dictates and rules of Nature, whether they are just or not, lives long and lives 

well.  Whereas Nature introduces the tragedy with the pose of a leader of the world and 

other personae, the minor characters in the “pompa” and the “themata” conclude the 

fanfare with a retrospective, remedial look that diagnoses the errors which led to the 

tragic fate of all the major personae in the play.  The “themata” are replete with an 

indoctrinating, perhaps Epicurean, Greco-Roman ideology infused into them, with 

monologues that end the tragedy on a host of social and religious undertones in a volatile 

Renaissance age, characterized by coup plots and executions, informants and plotters, 

massacres and reprisals, and ample bloodshed. 

 



2.1. John Wolfe’s Motto and Device. 
 
 

Sophocles’s Antigoné57

Translated by Thomas Watson, Student of Both Laws. 
To this Certain Pomps are Added, Which are Tragedies in One Act, and Following them, 

[There are] Just as Many Significant Themes with Opinions, with Thomas Watson 
Himself the Author 

 
 

And Everywhere He Blossoms58

London 
 

Printed by John Wolf, 1581 

                                                 
57 The following retranslation of Antigoné is taken from Thomas Naogeorgus’s Sophoclis Tragoediae 
Septem, Latino Carmine redditae et annotationibus illustratae (Basel, 1558).. 
58 This is the motto of Johan Wolfe, the printer.  See the original text for Wolfe’s device. 



2.2. Dedicatory Poems 
2.2.1. Stephan Broelmann’s Dedication 
 

Verses Copied from a Letter Sent to Thomas Watson When He was in Paris,  
so that He would Publish his Various Poems 

If our weaknesses would prevail with you Watson, your repositories  
Would not be full of so many papers.  Your muse would be in the press.   
With Phoebus being the judge, the brilliant meters which you create  
Would see the light.  But if I know anything, and I have known  
Helicon,59 this flow of your song is from it.            … 5 
Whether you sing classical melodies, or whether you speak about tender love,  
Mars beckons with a swelling song, and love gestures with a tender one. 
Etruscan Petrarch is enriched because of your song,  
If only that labor60 would be more known to the world.       … 10 
The unknowing, common people are permitted to ignore  
The honors of the Phoebean branch, and what should be quite brilliant. 
You nevertheless, having been taught to speak as a poet by learned men, 
What you say from your wealth will be a noble song. 
Even Zoilus himself61 will especially approve Antigoné,        … 15 
If you should allow your work to be published. 
Then,62 celebrating Fame would bear your name above the sky,  
She would not suffer for your name to be in darkness [any] further. 
For one may say you are youthful; nevertheless, you create hardly youthful things.   
And63 you are strong in your body and in your good nature.       … 20 
Ah, it is a shameful thing to praise a youth with an old song,  
Because you would be a man greater than our song.64

Indeed.  Lead forth!  You will cultivate the sweet Muses before all things.  
Useful is that labor; sweet is that labor. 
But Venus is irate, while you conceal a song of love.         … 25 
Phoebus also himself grieves, while you cover his gifts themselves. 
If the bronze tower had always held Danae,  
The golden weights of Jove would not have been known to her. 
        Stephan Broelmann, a Poet  

of Cologne 
 

                                                 
59 The mountain of the muses.   
60 Watson’s Antigoné. 
61 Literary critic of Homer. 
62 When you allow your work to be published. 
63 The superfluous use of “et” (and, also) and “atque” (but also) is predominant in Watson’s Antigoné. 
64 The fear of failure to praise Watson adequately is echoed by C. Downhalus on page 8, lines 5 and 10, and 
also by William Camden on the same page, line 18.  



2.2.2. Watson to Philip Howard, Earl of Arundel 
 

The Most Noble and Illustrious, the Many-Named Philip Howard, Earl of 
Arundel, Thomas Watson Wholeheartedly and Happily Entreats 

Very rich in noble ancestors, endowed with their virtues, 
Companion of the nobility, because of Ionian dowries,  
Accept the youthful songs of so minor a poet,  
And take note of a modest work of great labor. 
My muse is neither that of Callimachus, nor that of Philatas of Cois.        … 5 
The muse would report this work; [the] wolf possesses nothing except the  
Cover.65  But the songs concern the minds of men,66 not the gifts of divinity;67

Therefore, go—[you are] an equal to heavenly creatures—to imitate the gods. 
What if the little book of mine should be faulty? 
What if a flaw lay underneath the disregarded song?        … 10 
Cynthia68 shines upon white and black things with the same demeanor. 
Phoebus will illuminate white and black things with his rays.   
Your forbearance, with its customary expressions, will capture  
The things that are white and that are black in my verse. 
The Smynthian69 [Apollo] demands the songs of Marsyas;70 the Tritonian hopes      … 15 
For the threads of Arachna;71 Croesus loves the stock of Iris.72

The musical Smynthian does not consider unworthy the songs, nor the  
Nourishing Triton the threads, nor the powerful Croesus the stock. 
And you [Arundel], with the likeness of a gift, if the common  
People sing truths, have graced lesser songs than mine.       … 20 
But just as I do not lead young poets to fame, I would wish there was  
Nothing to be said in our praise.73  And luckily, I have made a work with  
Phoebus’s succor, Minerva’s will, and Mars’s assistance, so that my  
Accomplished work became a triumph.74

  

                                                 
65 Perhaps “vulpes” or wolf is in reference to the printer, whose name is John Wolf.  Watson is probably 
saying that everything in these pages is of his own authorship, except for the title page, which is of Wolfe’s 
design. 
66 I translate “homo” throughout this work as “man,” encompassing man and woman, since in the 
Renaissance gender distinction was not as important an issue as it is in present times. 
67 The implicit collective subject here could either refer to the songs or, although less likely, to the muses. 
68 The moon. 
69 A different epithet for Phoebus Apollo. 
70 Marsyas is a satyr beaten by Apollo in a musical contest. 
71 Triton is son of Neptune and a god of the sea.  Arachne is an Alydian maiden who lost in a spinning 
contest to Minerva. 
72 Croesus is a king of Lydia, famous for his wealth; Irus is a poor man. 
73 An alternate, though unlikely, translation is: “also I consider young men poets of not so great a reputation 
that I would wish nothing to be in praises of us.” 
74 An alternative, though unlikely, translation is: “from here, a triumphant group heads for my Mars.” 



If you appraise this poem well, I, with you as the censor, am happy.     … 25 
I shall add incentives to my powers. 
And I, a happy man, shall do a thing  
Which many men asked me to do often, 
So that my many words after they are printed would rattle them. 
Invidious Zoilus may press with a black thumb.        … 30 
Momus himself may murmur75 with his empty mouth;76  
Your judgment [Arundel] will prevail in either case,77

And on my head a laurel wreath will be placed. 
Thence, because of this, a sufficiently fortunate man, I will be said to be your  
Poet, and a servant of Jove78 along with Ganymede.  
Actually, some time ago, I began to hope for this small gain,79       … 35 
While I was giving my primary attention to my studies totally,  
When I spent a lustrum and a half,80 far from my native land,  
Learning to add words to diverse sounds.  
At that time, I was observing enough of the tongues and customs of Italy, 
And your tongue and customs, learned Gallia.         … 40 
As I was able to, I cultivated the Muses, wherever I was borne.  
Justinian was especially precious.81  
But often Mars disturbed Pallas against her will.82   
Often wars brought delays to my studies.83  
Nevertheless, I have avoided all camps, except where the Appollonian camps    … 45  
Housed the pious graces together with the muses.  
Bartolus, you were a great man.  Neither was it permitted to spread you abroad,  
Nor you, eloquent Baldus, with respect to your complexities in law.84  
I seized Sophocles.  I taught the Muses to become soft.   
I fashioned Latin meters for Greek measures, countering turbulent times        … 50 
By devoting myself to beneficial things.  Thus employing the disturbed times 
Of a productive man, I taught Antigoné to speak Latin words.   
It was a great moment, greater than my ability, unless assiduous Pallas  
Herself were giving me strength.  Nevertheless, I wished to tear to pieces, or to  
Commit to the fire, this same work, which was an important Latin-Greek work.     … 55 
But a very large group of wise men prevented this, 
And, at the same time, celebrated me with their words of praise. 
 
                                                 

76 Momus is God of mockery and faultfinding. 
77 Favorable or unfavorable: if Momus murmurs and if Zoilus censures. 
78 Being the same deity, I use Jove and Jupiter interchangeably.  
79 Either to hope to serve Jove like Ganymede, to learn to add words to sounds, or both. 
80 Approximately seven and a half years. 
81 First reference to Watson’s study of Justinian law.  
82 Mars, son of Zeus and Hera, is the god of war. 
83 An alternate translation is: “often wars have been delays to my studies.” 
84 See chapter one for more information on Bartolus of Sassaferato and Baldus De Ubaldis. 

75 “Licet” in this line as well as in successive lines is literally and conventionally translated as “it is 
permitted.”  Depending on each context, as in this sentence where I translate it as “may,” I opt to translate it 
differently.  Translating it with such freedom, in my judgment, albeit a departure from Latin, is more 
meaningful and accurate to English readers. 



Therefore, I began to polish the rough Muses another time,  
And also to shape them firmer with my diligent hand.        … 60 
Then you [Arundel] were a man to be sought,85 who would be a patron to me, 
Who would grace my writings with his own divine will,  
Who was dear to Phoebus, who would be a dear foster child to the muses,  
Who would love the waters of the Boetian fountain, 
Who was born to famous ancestors, who is a loyal friend,        … 65 
And who would also be a primary concern of Jove himself.  
Because you were of such a type, and because you were the masculine glory  
Of the kingdom, you were a man to be called Maecenas with a  
Supplicating voice.  Do not despise a work of your insignificant follower  
Which your virtue alone has demanded now.         … 70 
A well-known story is that once upon a time a mouse made86  
A thing which was acceptable and wholesome to a lion. 
Inasmuch as a man is unworthy, he is also unknown. 
Pyrrhus borrows water from a sick pauper.  
Thus the care of an able friend would be easy for me to possess.      … 75 
Although I may be unknown, and have no merit, I wish that my  
Song would be of benefit as a gift,  
And that Antigoné would be dearer to you. 
She hopes to be dearer to you than to Creon, 
[Also] than she has been loved in her ancestral ground.       … 80 
And now, being revived, and being led by the Latin muses, 
She comes to this place, and fears to be longer in Thebes.  
She will report to you wonderful things, if you wish to know miraculous  
Things.  But then she would do a pious thing, if you would be  
Pious first.  She will bite the illicit law with passionate iambs.      … 85 
She will prefer the gods over the fasces87 with an intrepid mouth. 
Then [take note of] what would be beautiful, what unseemly, what useful, what  
Not useful in what she will say; how bitter the love of power may be, 
How it would be harmful to despise the admonishments of a true prophet, 
How demented fortune would turn the swift wheel,        … 90 
How the crowd that depends on you would follow the pleasure of [their] prince, 
And how the other limbs would make the head more important. 
Your eyes will be fixed on the taught motifs in my work,  
So that you could [later] teach them. 
Live, be strong, generous companion: as many generations as a stag lives,88     … 95 
So many generations lives a happy man.  Be strong! 

Of your honor most 
observing. 
Thomas Watson of London 

                                                 
85 Addressing Lord Arundel. 
86 In reference to Aesop, a Greek writer of fables. 
87 A bundle of wood rods bound together around an ax; carried by Roman magistrates, they were emblems 
of authority. 
88 Apparently Watson was under the impression that a stag lived longer than human beings. 



2.2.3. John Cook 
 

This is an Encomium of the Antigoné Of Sophocles, Translated by Thomas 
Watson from the Greek into the Roman Tongue, Written by John Cook  

in a Heroic Thirteen-Line Poem 
 

As light from the sun in truth goes above the other stars  
And is thus far more enduring than the tragedies of Sophocles,  
So Watson’s labor is worthy of praise,  
Who actually taught the Antigoné of Sophocles to speak  
In our tongue, the splendid gifts of the graces.             .. 5 
Truly, he taught his own Antigoné to charm the delicate ears of the muses,  
Wherever they be.  Because of these things, praise God who gave Britain  
This young man, the first teacher of such a skill.   
As he gracefully began, thus also may god, the God  
Who actually inhabits the highest dwelling places          .. 10 
And gently governs the actions of men truly grant him to end [his] work.   
Oh, oh, God truly alone accomplished the drama of this man; 
He will accomplish very many other things for his people.89

 

                                                 
89 Translation from Greek is provided by Dr. Peder G. Christiansen (Texas Tech University, Lubbock, TX), 
and Dr. David J. Christiansen (Behrend College: Pennsylvania State University, Erie, Erie, PA). 



2.2.4. Philip Harrison 
 

To the Reader 
Mycenae alone did not deserve praise for a poem, 
And the tripod of the Appollonian chin. 
It is right also to hope for fame concerning the divided Britons, 
Where the slow Bootes drive a cold wagon.90

The fable, which Greece created, and which is worthy of sublime tragedy,        … 5 
Is Becoming Latinate.91  And, equally, in either story, there is glory. 
The muse of Watson, imitating the Sophoclean muse,  
Enabled Ismene to speak with a Latin mouth. 
Beloved reader, it is shameful to praise a beloved comrade; 
Give your opinion about our friendship.92         … 10 

      Philip Harrison, Licensed in      
          Both Laws. 

 
 

2.2.5. Francis Yomans 
 

On the Antigoné of Thomas Watson. 
If the now living Sophocles would choose to  
Spread his own songs across the Roman fields, 
He would want you, Watson, to be an endowed man and a special  
Concern of Phoebus; you, who would make Sophocles a Roman. 
Oh how great a praise—as the envious mob says—if these things would be true!      … 5 
But what prohibits a young man to touch these gifts? 
What forbids him?  This Antigoné will  
Be an open proof of no deceitful praise. 
If Antigoné, who was Greek, was worthy of Sophocles’s buskin,93  
The Latin Antigoné produces not unworthy things.        … 10 
        Francis Yomans 

                                                 
90 Bootes is a constellation. 
91 Referring to Sophocles’s Antigoné and to Watson’s adaptation. 
92 About his friendship with Watson. 
93 Literally Greek boots; metaphorically, Sophocles’s authorship and his Greek style of writing. 



2.2.6. Christopher Atkinson 
 
When Antigoné prepares the funeral of her brother Polynices,  
Creon sprinkles the tombs with the blood of a maiden.94     
Sophocles presents these things which are going to be revealed in Greek buskin. 
But not enough does a story please in a Greek tongue. 
Therefore, lest the labor of old Sophocles be in vain, behold         … 5 
The muse of Watson, to be read in a Latin voice. 
Oh would that it would be given to me to have such power so 
As to do what I wish: to convey your hard work more fully by word of mouth. 
               Christopher Atkinson, a  

medical doctor. 

                                                 
94 Evidently erroneous if one is to apply his words to Antigoné’s plot literally  



2.2.7. C. Downhalus 
 

To Thomas Watson, Concerning his Sophocles’s Antigoné 
Watson, see what the cause that is making me  
Hesitate to praise your Antigoné is,  
I ponder to whom I would praise lest in error I would praise: 
For it will not be worthless to praise for the one who reads. 
However, it will be pointless for a reader to praise your work, 
Because your skill is excessively superior,           … 5 
Therefore if it were a crime not to praise, should abstain [from praising]. 
Away with it.95 This charge of pointlessness  
will be less than the crime [of praising]. 
If no one would read this praise, to no one would our praise be burdensome. 
If the praise of you would be adequate, no praise of mine will do harm.     … 10 
Antigoné deserves praises; nature—the advance speaker; the added  
Pompa, [all] deserve their own praises.  Sophocles shares the honors of  
Antigoné together with you; fresh are the later words of your praise. 
And if my youthful opinion possesses weight,  
He who does not praise your words, will give worse things.        … 15 
                  C. Downhalus 
 
 
2.2.8. William Camden 

 
On the Antigoné of Thomas Watson. 

Is it right or not to make an offering to the Sophoclean genius with praise? 
[If] it is right to make an offering with frankincense to the god, [then] it is right  
To make an offering to a man by praise.  Then to you Watson a sacrifice should  
Be given through praise, which will live on. 
And your praise would be to you what your frankincense would be to Jove.   
Because having received the Sophoclean genius in your mind, it dwells in it.      … 5 
And the Sophoclean genius stupefies the Ausonian96 himself, immediately afterwards.   
Whoever reads Antigoné, thus judges her; whoever reads that  
Antigoné, reads it again; whoever reads her again, loves her. 
Thus, one genius stands out in either one of the two, one in either one of the  

                                                 
95 Analogous to the contemporary, colloquial phrase: “forget it.” 
96 A native speaker of Latin, inhabitant of ancient Italy. 



Two,97 and each one of the two stands out in tragic measures.      … 10 
That man [Sophocles] beats down the dance floors of the Pelasgians with his  
Measures.  You [Watson] shake our theaters with Latin pomps.98

The Words for that man [Sophocles] flourish with a Greek flower;  
You flourish with a Latin flower.  The rich veins of speaking flow for each man.   
But for what reason do I give praise in a poor vein to you?         … 15 
Thus I arrange to irradiate the sun with fog. 
See the laurel of Phoebus, [which is] going to live on; provide shade for your hair.  
But this glory is less than the glory you deserve. 
        William Camden 

                                                 
97 Emphatic repetition.  The two geniuses are evidently Watson and Sophocles. 
98 Suggestive evidence that Watson’s Antigoné was staged. 



2.3. The Life of Sophocles from the Suda 
 

The Life of Sophocles, 
Translated from the Suda 

Sophocles of Colonus of Athens, the son of Sophilus, a tragic poet, was born around the 
seventy third observance of the Olympic games.  Thus, he was older than Socrates by 
seventeen years.  This man [Sophocles] first had the use of three actors.  And therefore on 
that account, he was called the “tritagonistes.”  He also first introduced the chorus, 
composed of fifteen youths, whereas previously it consisted of twelve.  Moreover, he was 
called a bee because of the sweetness of his eloquence.  He himself also began to 
compete with plays having the same plot.  Also, he wrote elegies, hymns, and a free 
oration, in which he dissented from Thespis and Chaerilus concerning the chorus.  
Moreover, he had these sons: Iophon, Leosthenes, Ariston, Stephanus, and Meneclides.  
He died after the death of Euripides, in the sixth year.  Furthermore, he wrote 123 plays, 
and, as some people report, even many more.  He also won twenty-three victories.99

 

                                                 
99 Victories in the annual tragedy competition in Athens in the fifth century B.C.  



2.4. The plot of Antigoné 
 

The Plot of Antigoné by Tho. Watson 
Polynices was killed by his brother in a one-to-one fight.  Creon casting him out 
unburied, decrees that no one should bury him in a tomb, threatening death as a penalty 
for the person doing so.  [Polynices’s] sister, Antigoné, goes to bury him, and secretly, 
unseen by the guards, heaps up a mound from the dust.  Creon threatens death to the 
guards, unless they produce the apprehended maker of the tomb.  They, having removed 
the heaped up dust, became vigilant at this point.  As Antigoné approaches [for a second 
time], and comes upon the naked corpse, she reveals herself with an outcry.  Creon 
condemns [this] woman, [who has been] surrendered [to him] by the guards, and 
commands them to imprison the living woman in a tomb.  Because of these things, 
Haemon, the son of Creon, who was engaged to the woman, kills himself by means of a 
sword next to the girl, who perished by hanging.  Bearing the death of her son heavily 
and bitterly, the wife of Creon, Eurydice, ends her own life.  Creon, afterwards, mourns 
the miserable fates of his son and his wife. 
 

 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

2.5. Nature’s Outline of Fable’s Argument 
 

Nature uncovers the Outline of the Fable’s Argument. 
Again in Iambic Trimeter Here. 

By Thomas Watson, Author 
I am called Nature, the lofty mistress of the world,  
The guide of a pure life, and the mother of all things.   
All things become vigorous and stand out by means of 
My service.  
Ungodly, monstrous portents know me, their only 
Step-mother.  
The earth, fertile with fruits, the windy sea,  
The cycles of the windy Aether, and also the twin 
Poles, all these domains of mine depend upon, and 
Stand out and endure with, virtue.  
Unmoved, I yield to no one; I am just to all things.  
Nothing falls precisely according to his [man’s] wish, 
If I should oppose.  
The portrait often falsifies my facial features. 
And he follows, but he is not strong enough to follow 
Anything. 
He paints with his own skill my colors.  
I am a pillar of justice, the foundation of righteousness 
And laws.  
Do you wish to be happy?  [Then] live with Nature as 
A leader.  
So great is our power, but nevertheless, I am spurned;  
With respect to my laws, many bad men break [them].  
The consecrated glory of human law, piety, and 
Decency have perished, and trust has departed from 
The world.  
How often that same Theban home, now hating my 
Divinity excessively, has paid the owed penalties. 
What evil did the Theban household not do in spite of 
My warning? 
This man—King Oedipus—to whom a swelling of the 
Foot gave a name, what monstrosities did this savage 
Man bring forth? 
Did he kill his own father with an unlucky branch?  
He did a most impious abomination; it is shameful to 
Mention. 
The hateful progeny mixed incestuous beds with a 
Mother.   
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He mixed murder with a horrible defilement,  
A defilement which staid things abhor: he created 
Brothers to himself.  
However, he did not violate my laws with impunity.   
[His] remorseful spirit bore his contaminated hands to 
Himself, and his right hand tore out his savage eyes.  
Out then [he went],100 exiled far from his 
fatherland.101

Death, fear, degenerating sadness accompany that 
One.  
Having been struck, the mother and wife of a husband 
And son, affected by dreadful slaughter, disliked her 
Own nature, and constricted her throat with a tight 
Noose. 
After this, the paternal scepter passed on to the sons, 
And they102 pledged, by means of a pact, to observe 
Turns in ruling the kingdom, and to yield to each 
Other mutually.  But, unspeakable act, 
Immediately the trust of an agreed upon covenant is 
Dissolved.  
For after having accepted the agreed upon right [pact],  
The first son [Eteocles] refuses to yield.   
My law is despised.  How rare is the fidelity of 
Brothers?  
The well-born man rules by perjury.  
But the brother, Polynices, seeking the kingdom and 
The scepter of his father,  
And bearing harsh exile badly, moves the entire 
Population of Greece to arms.   
The ferocious one [Polynices]103 creates ruin for the 
Fatherland through arms.  
He assails the household gods by fatal fire.  
Breaking every law, he is a bitter enemy to himself. 
He harms the kingdom that he seeks to be given.  
Presently by the use of their wicked, armed hands, 
Both brothers fall, 

                                                 
100 Watson’s script is unclear for these two words; however, they 
possibly are “ex atque,” which literally mean “but also away 
from.”   
101 Alternative translation: “and also the beating [took place] far 
away from the fatherland itself.” 
102 The sons. 
103 This adjectival reference to an antecedent mentioned in the 
immediately preceding sentence is quite common throughout this 
work. 
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This Arcadian man 
[comes into] the plot of 
the current fable.104 

                                     
104 This is a reference to 
Oedipus and his house, 
and his trip from Corinth, 
which is in Arcadia, to 
Thebes. 

                                                

Cut apart by mutually inflicted wounds.  And now 
You—the other one who is unburied—you will be 
Thrown out.  He will become booty to hounds,  
To dreadful vultures, and wolves.   
Why, if you will, did this house not stir  
For those crimes which occurred up to this point.105  
It is possible for me alone to know the future. 
See sorrowful Antigoné now come forth; grieving 
Over her unburied brother, she covers him with earth 
That she throws on him.  
A courageous woman, overcome by pious affection,  
She will ask her sister, who is joined with her, to 
Finish [the burial]. 
But the miserable woman [Antigoné] does not yet 
Perceive that a raw emotion ought to give way to the 
Laws of the fatherland.  
Presently, therefore, after breaking the commands of 
The king openly, she will be punished by being 
Enclosed in a tomb made of rock. 
Moreover, while holding the scepter, Creon wishes for 
Nothing to be remitted from the supreme law.   
But consistently, having commenced with an obdurate 
Mind, he remains the same throughout;  
Neither blood [relationship], nor liberty, nor a wife,  
Nor a fair poet reciting publicly, nor a caring citizenry 
Feel my acute wrath.  In fact, with tearful grief, I will 
Permeate and beset the entire, confounded house with 
Disaster.106  
He [Creon] will see the funerals of his son and of the 
Promised woman.107

Actually, this man [Haemon], because of the fate of 
The girl [Antigoné], and that woman [Eurydice], 
Subdued by the fate of her son, will each commit 
Suicide.   
The senile man [Creon] will live his wretched life in 
Hardship. 
Therefore, all of you my servants, learn from such 
Horrific disasters how advantageous it would be to 
Follow the laws of Nature. 

 
105 Another possible translation is with Polynices being the 
implicit subject: “why does the wicked one thus far not stir our 
house.” 
106 The house of Creon. 
107 Antigoné, who is promised to be his son’s bride. 
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If I should be unwilling, nothing will proceed in a 
Proper manner. 
       The end of the argument 

 
 
 



Taken from Naogeorgus, 
with annotations about 
Sophocles. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

A Fable Arranged in the Theatrical Fashion of Theban 
Beoticles.  This is Written to Say that Learned 

Sophocles will be Translated, by him [Watson] who 
Learned Antigoné Completely.  Moreover, You will 

Go to the Stage having been Exiled and Truly Driven 
Out Twice and Thirty Times 

 
 

The Cast 
Antigoné    Haemon, the son  

     of Creon 
Ismene 
 
The Chorus of old Thebans  Tyresias, either a  

   prophet or a  
     poet 
Creon, king of Thebes   Euridyce, wife  

    of Creon 
One messenger from the  
guards of the corpse    A servant 
 
 
 



2.6. The First Act 
 
 
        Antigoné. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

           Ismene. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
    
         Antigoné. 
 
            Ismene. 
 

        Antigoné. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The Antigoné of Sophocles Translated  
by Thomas Watson. 

Antigoné Truly Prefaced: 
Oh Ismene, member of the same family stock, does 
anything now survive from the evils of Oedipus?108  
What, up to this point, did Jove not pour upon us?  Is 
there anything of grief, disaster, intense calamity, or 
hideousness that I have not clearly seen afflict either 
one of them in the midst of their evils.109  Now to the 
entire citizens—so is the report—the man, who rules 
the kingdom [Creon], recently brought forth an edict.  
Have you learned what sort of edict, if you have heard 
anything?  [There are] unspeakable things [that have] 
befallen friends by enemies.  Do you not know of 
these evils? 
I have had no conversation with friends—Antigoné! 
Approach me—[you are] neither a happy one, nor a 
pleasing one.  No conversation from the time when we 
two were bereft of our two brothers, preempted on one 
day by each other’s hands.  Afterwards, on this night,  
what happened to the broken forces of the Achians 
with respect to these plentiful infractions, I am 
unaware.110  I am inexperienced.  They [the Achian 
forces] are placed [either] in a miserable or a good 
state. 
I knew about all that, and I came out of the house so 
that you alone may hear this. 
What is it? You are agitated and itch to say 
something. 
Look!  Harsh Creon refuses a tomb for both our 
brothers.  He brought honor to this one [Eteocles], but 
he brought shame to the other [Polynices].  Actually,  

                                                 
108 Evil, bad, wicked, etc., is taken from malus, -a, -um, etc.  
When I translate the declined form “malis” in this line as “evil,” 
it is not intended to carry the same connotations that the word 
carries in contemporary English.  The understanding of the term 
in the Greek tradition where heaven and hell are not introduced is 
dissimilar to its understanding in the Judeo-Christian-Islamic 
culture.  Consequently, the primary meaning that “evil” bears 
throughout this translation is synonymous with wicked or bad, 
void of traditional Judeo-Christian, spiritual attributes. 
109 In reference to Oedipus and Jocasta. 
110 The Acheans seized Greece on that night. 
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regarding Eteocles—as men proclaim—he covered 
him with soil—following the obligation of being just 
and following the rule of law.  He is led away, after  
having been approved, by the hands of the [guards of 
the] underworld.  Concerning the lamentable corpse of 
the slain Polynices—so it was said —he [Creon] 
proposed an ordinance to all, that no one would weep 
for him, nor bury him in a tomb.  Unwept and 
uncovered on the open ground, they would leave him 
as pleasant food for the famished vultures.  *Good 
Creon is said to have proclaimed such things to me 
and to you—I remind myself, in particular.  When 
Creon comes here, he will proclaim these same things 
openly.  He will tell the unaware people what he 
decided, and he will regard the observance of this 
matter strictly.  Further, he decreed death by stoning 
for the guilty person.  Thus matters stand at this point.  
Therefore, you must declare at once, whether you will 
be a noble person or a wretched one.   
What, oh miserable sister, if the matter has come to 
this, with the law dissolved, what can I do to help my 
brother?   
Decide whether you would be willing to help in the 
joint cause.   
What sort of thing would you do?  What is in your 
mind? 
Whether you would wish to bury this corpse with me. 
Are you really eager to bury him when all the people 
are unwilling to do so?   
Concerning my brother and you, [even] if you are 
unconcerned, I shall never endure the thought of 
having betrayed you. 
O you are miserable, if Creon has ordered the 
contrary.  
It is despicable of him to shut me out from my affairs. 
Alas for me!  Sister, consider this: how our father 
perished a humble, hated, miserable man; 
Comprehending the wicked deed itself, he plucked out 
his twin lights111 from their deepest roots with his own 
hands.  Then his wife and mother—alas, a twin evil—  
 

                                                 
111 Eyes.  
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took away her own life with a twisted noose.  
Afterwards, on the same day, two brothers, killing 
each other in a deadly slaughter, annihilated their 
inglorious lives by mutually wounding each other.  
Therefore now, think about us left alone; how sad a  
death now will soon await us if we break the law, and 
if we transgress the wicked commands of a tyrant.  It 
is also important that you keep in mind that we are 
women.  It is fitting not to fight with men.  After all, 
more powerful men rule us.  Do you wish to subject 
our house to more grievous circumstances?  I, a 
suppliant, shall seek forgiveness of the deed from the 
Shades.112  Actually a higher power compelled me, an 
unwilling female, to perform this action.  Moreover, I 
shall be obedient to that man, to whomever is in 
power.  He who devotes himself to a work 
thoughtlessly, I believe, is deranged.   
I will not order you.  Nor shall I willingly allow you 
to do [the burial] with me, if you wish to afterwards.  
But know this: however things seem to you, I will 
bury him.  [To receive the punishment of] death for 
this burial will be an eminent accomplishment for me.  
Dear to my dear brother, I would desert life with him, 
secretly setting his just soul free.  Actually, more time 
remains in which I am obedient to those below than I 
am to those who are above.  I am resolved in my mind 
to bury him in that place.  If this should be your 
mindset, [then] violate the will of the heavenly gods.  
I shall not by any means violate their will.  Truly,113 I 
am not able to do this deed given the unwillingness of 
the people. 
You pretend these things.  Truly, I shall bear myself 
from here to give a tomb to my most beloved brother 
right now. 
Woe to me; how badly I fear the miserable 
consequences for you! 
Let not a concern about me occupy you. Provide for 
yourself. 
 

                                                 
112 Spirits of the underworld in Greek mythology. 
113 The first two letters of “verum” are missing from the original 
text. 
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On the occasion of 
victory, the chorus sings 
about old Theban men 
who have fallen along 
with their slain enemies. 
 
Spoken about 
Adrastus.114

                                     
114 Adrastus is one of the 
leaders in Polynices’s 
army. 

                                                

But while you live, I hope you will impart this deed to 
no one.  Keep it a secret, and I will keep it likewise.  
Alas!  Declare it!  You will be hated much more for 
your silence, unless you tell it to all. 
You possess too hot a heart in cold circumstances. 
I know to what people it is right to be obedient.115  
That is, if it is possible, but, demented one, you aspire 
for unattainable things. 
On account of my being a free woman, if I am not 
strong enough [to do it],116 I will cease.117

It is foolish to pursue a matter that you are unable to 
accomplish to the fullest. 
If you speak thus, I will look at you with ultimate 
hate.  You will be perceived as an enemy to fear by 
divine right.118  Truly therefore, leave me to pay the 
heavy penalty of my rashness.  I shall give in on this 
significant issue to no one, and I will not leave this 
brief life in a way that is void of glory. 
If you are determined to do so, then proceed.  
Nevertheless know this: carry on beloved by your 
family, but insane to yourself. 
 
 

A Choral Song in Various Types of Meter 
and also the Same Meter that Sophocles Uses 

Oh beam of Phoebus, shining your  
White light, seeing the seven-gated  
Thebes receiving you,  
Fair before more than after, you are helped.   
Oh gilded brightness of daylight, 
You shine out at length over  
The Dircean streams,  
having advanced from Argos. 
These streams sped a man, a fleeing fugitive,  
Appareled with silver  
Armament on his swift journey. 

 
115 An alternative translation of this line in which Antigoné could 
be referring either to animate objects, as is translated above, or 
inanimate objects, is: “I know to which people it suits me to be 
obedient.” 
116 Prevail. 
117 I translate “desinam” in this sentence as “cease.”  Other 
meanings include “perish,” “end,” “let go,” or “desist.” 
118 Antigoné often distinguishes between two types of laws, 
“numen” or divine will, which she also refers to as “juris” as in 
this line.  The other law is that of the state, which Creon made, 
and which Ismene refers to as being related to the ruler.  
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Polynices was leading him to this place.   
Burning with alternate rivalry,  
Screaming like an Eagle, 
He flies in that land.   
Naturally gifted in every way, 
With a snowy wing,  
With many weapons,  
And also with armed cavalry.   
Standing in the entrance, gulping seven-gated  
Thebes from every direction,  
With bloody spears,  
He receded before he filled up  
His throat with tepid blood,  
Before the voracious Vulcan licked  
The lofty turrets.   
Such a clamor of Mars invaded  
The fleeing men, a sad triumph for us,  
The snake-born.  Jove despises the boasting  
Words of a proud tongue.  When Jupiter saw these 
Men threatening with their strong attack,  
Elated with the shining rattling of gold,  
And beginning to reveal a  
Triumph on their swollen brows,  
He laid them flat  
With his winding thunderbolt.   
And on the opposite side, the fiery one, who at that 
Time was enraged with an indomitable furor, 
Stretching on the earth with a falling frame,119  
Passed the day.  The one injured  
By wicked wounds from all Sides,  
And subdued by all,  
Rushes downwards.   
Atrocious Mars burst in,  
Happy with his savage sword.   
And the seven leaders of the seven gates who were 
Accompanying just, thundering Mars, advanced to 
Relinquish their hostile arms to Jove.   
But the horrible leaders, who were conquered every 
Time, who were born with their brothers from the 
Same seed, and who were shaking their unjust  

                                                 
119 The original text, by Elizabeth Wycuff, p. 163, clarifies that it 
is Polynices, because the translation refers to him as the one who 
is attacking, rather than the party who is defending Thebes 
represented by Eteocles.  
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The Chorus sees Creon 
coming. 
 
 

Weapons together in a vibrating manner, came under 
a similar fate.   
But nevertheless the happy glorious palms,  
Swollen with trophies returned to the celebrated 
Thebans.  Now, think not about wars in  
Your minds, and let us go towards the  
Shrines of the gods with a decent assembly, with 
Bromius master in the Theban kingdom.  
Truly behold the leader of our  
Fatherland—Creon—descendant of  
Menaecus, proud upon the recent throne  
Of the gods, coming to this place,  
Turning over some thought in his mind.   
In point of fact, Creon has called the  
August senate suddenly now by a  
Common herald that he has sent. 
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2.7. The Second Act 
 
 Creon. 

Creon wins the goodwill 
of the Senate. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The magistrate points the 
man. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The Second Act 
In Iambic Trimeters 

Men, the heavenly gods have straightened out the 
shaken republic you trampled by day with your 
disturbance.  I have summoned you through 
messengers to be called to me, you who individually 
come from all places.  I called you because I 
recognized that all of you have always respected the 
regal scepter of Laius well.  Then, when Oedipus 
possessed the kingdom, I learned to give mature 
counsel to these bold children in a strong manner 
[Eteocles and Polynices].  Later, these two brothers 
have fallen simultaneously [yet] alternately by a 
common fate, with blows inflicted and received with 
equal impact.  Every law of the kingdom rests in me 
and the throne of the kingdom surrenders to me, 
because I am closest [of kin] to the ones who perished 
from the family.  It bodes unfavorably that you would 
misunderstand a man's thoughts, feelings, and talents.  
Before being in charge, he [the ruler] would manage 
[his] authority by laws.  If the man holding the purple 
stripe of authority not only did not execute [my] 
excellent plans, but also compressed his tongue out of 
fear, he would appear the worst [of men] to me now 
and in the past.  He who esteems a friendly man more 
than the native land which raised him, I will regard 
[him] as nobody.  Therefore, I call to witness Jove 
who sees all things.  Neither, shall I ever protect a 
thing that I perceive as inimical to the fortunes of the 
citizens, nor shall I think anyone a friend to me if he is 
an enemy to the fatherland.  [It is important] to know 
this matter in advance: that she [the fatherland] is the 
one who protects fortunate people;120 that if she rises 
up with her benign breath, she will have many friends 
in every direction.  With suchlike laws, I will give this 
wealth.  Now with respect to the issue of the brothers 
which I spoke about to the citizens, I have made an 
edict regarding both children of Oedipus.  Firstly, 
concerning Eteocles, who fought on behalf of the city  

                                                 
120 The Latin term “patria” or fatherland is masculine in 
denotation, but feminine grammatically; hence the apparent 
gender discrepancy. 
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speak pleasing words to 
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            Chorus. 
   Creon. 
 
 

                                     
121 Original text note. 

                                                

for an unworthy crime and who led with the spear 
dexterously, the people may commit to a tomb, and 
they may conceal all things at the same time, befitting 
the celebrated burials* of brave men.  But the other, I 
say his brother, Polynices, who wished to destroy his 
ancestral lands, is wicked to his fatherland and 
disrespectful to the household gods.  An exile 
returning with fire, he wished to pluck up a portion [of 
the fatherland] by the roots,122 to suck the blood of 
men, and to hand over others to wicked servitude.  
Concerning him, an edict I will for everyone, that no 
one shall bury him in a tomb, nor shall weep for his 
thrown-out corpse, but shall allow the mangled, 
unburied body to be eaten by the beaks of vultures and 
the jaws of dogs.  Thus I set up [decide].  Never will 
bad men seize from me the glory of good things, 
while this life lasts.  Whichever man is loyal to the 
fatherland, whether he is dead or alive, I will reward 
him with sufficient honor. 
To you, oh Creon son of Menaecus, these things are 
pleasing to pronounce publicly: this man an enemy, 
that one a friend to the fatherland.  It is right for you 
to announce these things concerning our dead men, 
we who are living. 
Concerning these things [guarding Polynices’s body], 
I, concerning them I say,123 make you custodians. 
You are placing this burden on young, energetic men. 
Nevertheless, I know the ones who are ready to watch 
the dead man. 

 
122 Watson’s Latin script becomes difficult to read from lines 
203-215.  Following is a transcription of these lines:   
  Creon: Exsul reuentans, igne partim stirpitus 

Vastare voluit, sanguinem horum sugere, 
Alios malignam in seruitutem tradere. 
Illum, volo edictum omnibus, ne quispiam 
Condat sepulcro, neue proiectum fleat: 
Sed vulturum rostris, canumq; rictibus 
Lacerum insepultum corpus exedi sinat. 
Sic statuo.  Nun quam ex me mali (dum Suppetit 
Haec vita) praeripiem bonorum gloriam. 
At patriae qui fidus est, sive occidat. 
Seu viuat, hunc ego pari honore prosequor. 

Chorus. Tibi Haec placent o stirps Menaecei Creon, 
   Hunc nun cupari hostem, illum amicum patriae. 

123 “Which” from Latin “quae” is erroneously written “qnae.”  
The mixing between “n” and “u” occurs in several other 
locations.  It seems that Watson’s typesetter either did not 
distinguish between these letters, or overlooked them. 
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Why do you order this thing to take place with regard 
to the other brother? 
Lest the people conspire together to [form] an 
opinion, I refuse. 
Who, I ask, is so deranged that he would desire to die? 
The punishment will surely be that [death].  For 
people relying on vague hope, for men relying on 
vague hope, the gain was often destruction.  
King, I will not say in what way I was headlong 
brought here, breathless in my running to this place, 
and borne by my excited foot.  Actually, astounded 
anxiety brought forth many delays, which compelled 
me to turn back while I was walking.   
My mind, speaking to me, suggested many things:  
“wretched one, whither are you persisting?”  Or:  
“to whom do you hasten to give penalties?  
Backwards!  Will you stay?  Another messenger will 
point out these things to Creon.  Who will bring this 
news unavenged?”  As I was disputing these things, I 
wore out the path without difficulty.  That is how the 
path that is short becomes long.  At length, that 
conquering sentiment concerning the news that I carry 
pushed me here.  Although it is sad, nevertheless I 
shall speak.  Coming forward, reliable hope indeed 
besets me:  I will suffer nothing else—no other 
thing—except what fate will bring. 
What is it?  Say again, why, sad man, [why] do you 
contract your spirit. 
I want to say a thing about me first.  Never did I do 
this mischievous deed myself, nor do I know who 
committed the crime.  To be honest, I do not rush into 
any crime of my own free will. 
You affirm in an appealing way, [but] then you place 
in opposition a barrier that is protected everywhere.  
You come like a man who is going to reveal 
something novel. 
Someone performed a frightening, grave thing which 
people are unwilling to do. 
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* Pagans and Christians 
did this formerly to test 
innocence. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Going to speak or not?  In this way you will depart in 
a swifter manner.124

I shall say indeed that lately someone has buried the 
dead man, and he covered the rigid skin  
with dust; however, he fulfills the duty with regard to 
expiatory propriety [toward the dead corpse]. 
What do you say?  What man has dared do these 
things. 
I don't know any more.  Neither an axe that is dug 
anywhere was seen, nor the mark of a hoe.  The 
ground was rugged and solid, and was not worn out 
with wheels.  Whoever performed it, did a 
clandestine, wicked act.  Firstly, when the day guard 
discovered the crime, icy amazement invaded all men.  
Nothing [of Polynices] anywhere was covered nor 
buried under ground, as though a timid person, afraid 
to perform the action, had covered him with thin 
earth.  There was no track of a beast nor a loitering 
dog, ripping with a greedy tooth.  Instantly, quarrels 
took place every now and then, and guard attacked 
guard.  Eventually, the quarrels developed into blows.  
What man would be able to separate them?  Nobody 
was there.  Surely it was one man [who did the 
crime],125 and by no means did any one [of them] 
commit the crime.  No one seeing [who the guilty 
person is], all guards denied themselves being aware 
[of who he was].  All men were prepared to take hot 
iron in their hands,* and to swear upon the gods with 
a torch seized alternately, that they did not perform 
the deed, nor performed it for anyone, nor that they 
were accessory to any one [doing the deed].  But those 
actions of the guards scrutinizing the matter of the 
burial,126 benefit nothing.  One guard, who made all 
the guards afraid, said that he will make a man’s head 
fall to the ground, and that this man would not be 
permitted to do or say anything.  These things were 
spoken by the guard so that the other guards would 
reveal the whole deed publicly to you, and so that 

                                                 
124 Creon is saying something like: “Keep this up, and I will 
expel you.” 
125 Interesting shift in the voice of the narrator. 
126 Grabbing the torch, calling the gods, and making denials. 
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nothing would be suppressed.  The [guard’s] speech 
conquered [us].  Concerning me, triply unlucky, an 
unjust lot compelled me to bear this good news.*  I 
am here unwillingly; also I know that what I say, 
people are unwilling to hear.  No one loves an 
announcer of bad news.   
King, I was turning in my mind for a long time 
whether the foreseeing care of the heavenly gods may 
have caused this deed. 
Be silent, before, by speaking, you fill me up with 
madness.  Lest in either case of being stupid or senile 
you betray yourself.  You say things that no one is 
able to endure, and you affirm the notion that the gods 
are helping the dead man with foreseen care.  The 
caring gods buried this man as if he were a parent to 
the fatherland, he who came to destroy the sublime 
temples, the godly ground, and the monuments with 
fire, [and] to ruin even the divine law.  Have you seen 
the gods do honor to abominable men?  At no time 
does it happen. On the contrary, citizens bearing 
wicked news intimate to me these subtle things with 
soft murmurs, and shake their heads in confidence.  
Until now, I do not have influence over them, and 
they regard me with a rational mind.  I, without a 
doubt, know that these citizens are influenced by 
some bribes, that they secretly have perpetrated this 
enormous crime.  For mortals, no greater evil than 
silver took place at any time.  Silver destroys the 
greatest cities.  It drives away men from their own 
homes.  It expeditiously transforms the good nature of 
men.  It teaches men to lower themselves to the most 
hideous, shameful acts.  It shows men how to benefit 
from astute deceits and all kinds of plots to the extent 
that impiety prevails in their actions.  Whichever men, 
who were influenced by gain, committed this crime, 
will eventually have to give owed punishments in 
turn, if Jove and our throne have power in any way.  
Consider this thing rightly—I say under oath—If you 
[prove to] have given [assistance] to the actual doer of 
the burial after he has been apprehended, the Chaos of 
the lower world127 will not receive you, before you, by  

                                                 
127 The dark pit in the lower world. 
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           Chorus. 
The chorus praises the 
boldness of men and 
industry, and also their 
foresight in many matters. 
* He who belongs to the 
occupation of sailing. 

hanging, presently under my eyes, confess this 
injustice.  Thus you, knowing from what source you 
took [bribes], add this gain for the future, and learn 
this lesson: it is not useful to embrace gain in every 
case.  Actually, you will see often many men harmed 
by sordid gain rather than blessed by it.   
Is there something else I should say?  Or do you thus 
order me to return back? 
Do you not know now to what extent you excite the 
bile in me by speaking? 
Is it your ears alone, or is your soul being bitten? 
What sort of despicable thing do you ask, when my 
grief is mounting? 
He who did it, does he pierce your soul?  I puncture 
your ears only.   
Alas to me, how openly his verbose tongue interrupts 
me. 
I truly never stood out as the author of this deed. 
Actually even you are eager to breathe out your life in  
hope of silver.   
Alas, how grave it is to be suspected, and falsely 
indeed. 
Joke with suspicion now, but unless you point out the 
defendants to me, you will know in what way greedy 
profits create groaning sorrows. 
How greatly I wish not to know.  But whether the man 
can be apprehended or not, depends on fortune.  You 
will not see me moving my step to this place 
afterwards.  But now indeed, I, having been saved 
beyond hope, and beyond my expectations, I will give 
offerings to the gods. 
 
 

A Song by the Chorus Mixed with Various Meters, 
and Containing the Same Greek Type of Meter 

Many things are skillful;  
Nevertheless nothing stands  
Out wiser than man.   
Man* sweeps across the savage waves,  
While the moist Notos is blowing,128  
With a strong impetus of oars.   
 

                                                 
128 The South wind 
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* He who belongs to the 
occupation of farming. 
 
 
 
* He who belongs to the 
occupation of hunting and 
bird-catching. 
 
 
* He who belongs to the 
occupation of fishery. 
* He who belongs to the 
taming of beasts. 
 
 
 
 
* In various tongues and 
knowledges. 
* From the profession of 
building. 
 
 
 
 
* From a medical profession 
standpoint. 
* From the man interested in 
arts. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
At this point, the chorus 
sees Antigoné, being 
dragged, having been 
apprehended at the corpse 
of Polynices. 
 
 

*And he subdues the land of the gods which is most 
Noble, constant, and solid.  He wears out the earth 
With a plough-made wound, by means of  
A bold stock of horses, 
Cultivating in however many years. 
Also ensnaring [animals], he* catches the feathered 
Squadrons of birds, and the rustic herd of cattle,  
And the maritime stock of the sea.  I would gather the 
Rustic beast.   
Concerning the maritime stock  
Of Pontius,*129 an adroit man with  
Convoluted rings of nooses,  
He* conquers the large roaring,  
Mountain beasts with his wiles.   
Also, he conquers the horse,  
Proud with a mane,  
And the ferocious country bull by means  
Of a yoke placed [on their necks]. 
Man teaches speech,* and various types of  
Foresight, and the maneuvers of the citizens.130  He 
Possesses an icy* and a penetrating coldness so that 
He would avoid the thunderbolt of Jove.  He 
Approaches nothing as an unfit man. 
Powerless, he does not know how to  
Drive away the rigid fates of death. 
He knows [how] to care for the most  
Loathsome of diseases.* 
Gifted with an acumen,* he produces  
Distinguished arts.  He bears himself toward 
Malevolent things now, and toward benevolent things 
Now alternately.  A good citizen and a cultivator of 
The Fatherland, he performs the sacred justice of the  
Gods.  The wicked man for whom honesty is lacking,  
A man who harbors a bad deed,  
Would neither become a member  
Of my household nor would  
Ever join me. 
Our mind is stupefied because of this horrible 
Monstrosity; seeing [her], how shall I deny this, that 
This girl is not Antigoné? 
 

                                                 
129 Pontius was the leader of the Samnites.  Also the name refers 
to the gens of Samnites and, afterwards, of Romans. 
130 Maneuvers is metonymical for politics 
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Oh unhappy daughter of an unhappy Oedipus.   
What now?  Do they really lead you towards us, 
Having violated the public laws of the  
Kingdom and having been discovered to have 
Knowledge of the crime.  
 
 

A Song in Iambic Trimeters 
This woman herself is the doer of the wicked deed.  
We seized her covering the body with earth.  But 
where is Creon? 
Behold him conveniently come out of the abandoned 
buildings. 
What is happening?  What has the progress of the 
steady advance of justice reached? 
For mortals, king, nothing should be rashly sworn.  
The following event often falsifies the things hoped 
for.  With difficulty, fearing threats which were 
previously disturbing like a whirlwind, I have 
[nonetheless] endured to bring an unwilling step back 
to this place.  But happiness, which I suddenly enjoy 
now, by far transcends other [emotions], although 
these emotions are accompanied by their own burden.  
Having sworn to the contrary nevertheless, I come 
Willingly with this maiden led here [because she is] 
guilty of arranging a tomb burial.  I was offered by lot 
not to come here, but I am excited to come here.  I 
truly regard this thing a gain to me, not to the other 
person.  Now you yourself, King, adjudicate her 
according to your free will, and let her experience 
your questioning.  I am free from every crime.  We 
are [expecting your] verdict, and I, a worthy man, will 
be absolved from these evils. 
Why do you lead that woman?  Also explain why was 
she arrested? 
This woman herself gave a tomb to the man.  Now 
you know all things. 
Are you certain, and have you discovered the thing 
that you are announcing? 
With these orbs [eyes] I have seen her burying the 
dead man, whom you forbade [to be buried].  I 
certainly speak of certain and firm things. 
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How does the matter seem?  In what manner was she 
arrested? 
This is how the matter happened.  We all started out 
with terror and were shaken by terror and [your] 
disturbing threats.  Removing all the dust, by which 
the corpse was covered, we laid bare the rotten skin, 
and sat far away from the winds, in dark valleys, lest 
the foul pestilence would do harm to us, unwilling 
men [to receive the dust].  Being a watchful group of 
men, each one [of us] was piercing the other one with 
bitter reproaches, lest any one would neglect his duty.  
These circumstances dragged on, until in the middle 
of Aether,131 there stood the shiny radiance of 
Phoebus, and until the heat of the sun [began] 
warming the lukewarm men.  Then suddenly a 
sandstorm raising a thunderbolt, burdened by earth, 
fills the field, causes the thick timbers of the 
resounding wood to tremble, and fills the empty 
Aether.  We, hiding, bore the impetus of the wind.  
Afterwards, after a period of time, when the 
sandstorm was subsiding, the girl, who gave the shrill 
sound of a grieving bird, as when a sad bird sees her 
empty nest after her offspring have been snatched 
away, was seen.  Thus, afterwards, she [Antigoné] 
sees the nude dead man.  She pours out laments with 
an involuntary groan, and then she curses with bad 
disasters the men who perpetrated the deed.  
Afterwards, she carries moist dust in her delicate 
hand, [and] at the same time, out from a ringing 
water-jug of a carpenter, she bears three libations for 
preparing the dead man.  We, seeing what things she 
did, moved towards her.  Suddenly, we seized this 
woman, [who was] in no way stupefied by the deed.  
We questioned her about the earlier actions and the 
current ones.  Confessing to all matters openly, she 
did not deny anything whatsoever.  A satisfactory and 
grievous outcome took place for me [then].  It is a 
most delightful thing to escape from my grave evils.  
It is a strongly burdensome thing to lead friends in 
sorrows.  Nevertheless, I wish them, ever-so-dear to 
me, my own good health. 
 

                                                 
131 The upper air. 
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* Creon speaks to the 
messenger. 
* Creon speaks to Antigoné 
again. 
 
 
         Antigoné. 
   Creon. 
         Antigoné. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
            Chorus. 
 
 
   Creon. 
Against stubbornness. 
 
 

Concerning you, I wish . . .  you who hold your head 
bent down to the ground.  Do you affirm that you have 
performed this deed, or do you deny it? 
Wholly I affirm it, and I do not deny it.  
*You, [you are] safe with free feet; absolved from a 
grave crime, go wherever you please. 
*You cut out your evasions at once.  Respond 
precisely.  Did you know that it was a crime to do the 
aforementioned thing? 
I knew.  What would stop me?  Nothing was obscure. 
Even concerning those laws you dared transgress? 
Good Jove never asked for these laws, nor Justice, the 
companion of the lower gods, [both of] whom are 
accustomed to bringing laws to men always.  Nor do I 
think your edicts, since you are a man, have so much 
weight that you would be able to refashion the things 
that nature engraves in the heart.  Not in the past nor 
in the present only, do the laws of divinity flourish, 
but always unknown is the [unlimited] eternity of 
these laws.  I am sane enough not to give crime to the 
gods, out of fear of a man’s tyranny.  I understand that 
I will die, [but] why not?  Even if you said nothing, 
and if the fates quite quickly severed the torn ropes of 
my life, I would regard it as profit.  Whoever leads his 
life overwhelmed with many miserable things like me, 
how will it not be a benefit for him to die?  Thus, now 
for me to break off burdensome fates is no sorrow.  
And if I should allow this dead brother, born from one 
parent, unburied to be thrown to the beasts.  [I know] I 
would swiftly excite sorrow in some [people] and joy 
in others.132  If I now seem to you to have committed 
foolish acts, [then] I am charged with being obtuse by 
an obtuse man.   
A mind proves a cruel creation [if it is begotten] from 
a cruel parent.  She does not know how to yield to 
destructive matters. 
A mind that is excessively fractured totters very 
easily.  When stiff iron, however firm it is, is cooked 
by a volcano licking at it from all sides, it is easy to 
see [how it] breaks away, and [how it] breaks often. 
 

                                                 
132 Antigoné means that she causes sorrow to Creon; and joy to 
the gods. 
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alone, he condemns 
Ismene to death. 
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              Creon. 
         Antigoné. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
*She says this with irony 
 
 
              Creon. 
         Antigoné. 
  
              Creon. 
 
 

I have known that the Martian horses can be bent by a 
small bridle in any direction.  It behooves no one to 
bear himself haughtily.  He who is a slave is the one 
who is lacking in judgment.  This proud woman is 
becoming notorious because of her crimes when she 
trampled on my good laws.  Compared to this horrible 
deed [of being arrogant], this deed [burying 
Polynices], which she indicates that she has done, is 
as bad.  She behaves triumphantly.  I, I would be a 
man no more as a consequence.  That woman would 
be the man, if she carries out this disgraceful deed, 
and remains unpunished.  Whether she is born of my 
sister and is my blood relative, or from Hercean Jove, 
neither she nor her sister will escape horrible death.  I 
shall summon her [Ismene] also as defendant of the 
capital charge simultaneously, because she shared the 
plan of carrying out the burial with that woman 
[Antigoné].  Therefore, call her out; for recently I saw 
Ismene inside, raging with aroused madness, out of 
her mind.  The thievish minds of the men who devise 
a secret crime are accustomed to being apprehended 
before the deed.  When someone is caught in bad 
deeds, he is hated; nevertheless he is eager to boast of 
the deed shamelessly. 
What greater thing do you wish than to deliver a 
captive to death? 
Nothing indeed.  If I obtain that, I possess all. 
Why do you delay with spoken words?  Your speech 
is neither pleasing to me now, nor will it please me 
later; hence, our speech is adverse and displeasing to 
you in turn.  But what better chance is there to make 
famous my celebrated name than [to say] I gladly 
gave my brother a burial.  I know that my deed is 
approved by these men in private certainly, if no silent 
fear would hold their tongue.  Tyranny is called 
*blessed in many situations, even when what to do 
and what to say is permitted [only insofar as] it 
pleases. 
Out of all Thebans, you alone see this reality? 
These men also see it, but all men sugarcoat their 
mouth to you.133

Would it not shame you, [if] you felt [other] different 
thoughts from these men? 
 

                                                 
133 Cover it with their hands. 
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         Antigoné. 
 
              Creon. 
 
         Antigoné. 
              Creon. 
         Antigoné. 
              Creon. 
 
         Antigoné. 
              Creon. 
 
         Antigoné. 
How they buried all the 
dead ones! 
              Creon. 
 
         Antigoné. 
 
              Creon. 
 
         Antigoné. 
 
              Creon. 
 
 
 
 
 
            Chorus. 
Chorus sees Ismene 
arriving with a tearful 
face. 
 

              Creon. 
* He bursts with insults 
against Ismene. 

 
 
 
            Ismene. 
* That one is Antigoné. 
         Antigoné. 
* Antigoné says this 
falsely, for the safety of 
her sister. 
 

In no way is it shameful for beleaguered people to 
take care of their burial. 
Did your brother not depart life as an enemy to the 
city? 
From the same father and mother, a brother was born. 
Why do you give honors to a wicked man? 
From far away something indicates a lifeless body. 
If you should care for that disrespectful man, you 
commit a crime equally with him. 
My brother hardly died a slave on his last day. 
He ruined his fatherland.  That man [Eteocles] stood 
for his fatherland. 
Nevertheless, the king of the souls below favors equal 
laws. 
 
A similar lot does not await a good man and a bad 
one. 
I ask you, who knows whether the gods of the 
underworld value these sacred things? 
Neither was this man an enemy, nor was that one ever 
a friend. 
I am accustomed to love, not to hate, both [of them] at 
the same time. 
Since you are heading towards the lower ones, if you 
wish, love him there.  Woman, you will not break the 
laws here while I am alive. 
 
 

Consisting of an Anapestic Meter 
But behold Ismene, a dear sister, before the gates, as 
she pours out dripping tears.  A mist which presses 
her eyelids, sullies her rosy countenance, 
and she spatters her comely cheek with rain. 
*You, lurking at home, secretly swallowed me just 
like a swelling viper.  I hardly knew then that I had 
nourished two creators of disaster and mournful 
situations.  Tell me!  Do you affirm that you are an 
accessory in preparing the tomb, or do you say you 
are not?  
I have done the work.  If that woman* consents, then I 
will share the crime and the fault. 
Fair justice will prohibit this admission.*  You did not 
give counsel to me, nor did I carry it out with you. 
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            Ismene. 
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            Ismene. 
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           Ismene. 
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         Antigoné. 

 
 

              Creon. 
 
 
            Ismene. 
 
 

Shame amidst your evils does not restrain me. How 
can I not be a loyal ally to your sadness? 
The lower gods and the shades of the infernal world 
know who has committed the deed.  I do not love a 
friend with the tongue alone. 
Do not persist in such a great dishonor, so I would not 
die as a sister; jointly with you I did expiate [our] 
dead brother.134

Do not lose your life, I beg.  Do not do things that will 
affect you, which are alien to you.  My fate will be 
sufficient. 
What life will be pleasing with you snatched away? 
Love Creon!  Tend to that dominating man as a slave. 
Why do you constrict my sad chest?  Why do you 
refuse to help? 
In expressing laughter, I would deservedly compel 
myself to grieve.135   
What if I offer some help to you here? 
Provide for yourself.  I do not abhor the escape of 
death. 
Oh!  The same fate will not snatch both of us? 
You have chosen life.  To die is a promise for me.136

My previous speech testifies otherwise. 
You seem to be wise to these men, and I seem to be 
wise to others. 
Nevertheless, the same fault presses us the guilty 
ones. 
You live happy.  My heart has been broken 
permanently, since I, a pious woman, aided our dead 
brother. 
Of these girls, I judge this one troubled in her mind, 
but the other one was already troubled since she first 
saw light. 
Not always, king, does a mind, even if pure, continue 
pining on sad things, but it is often moved from its 
place.  
 

                                                 
134  In Greek tradition, the corpse of a person should be cleansed 
and libations to the lower gods should be offered on the corpse’s 
behalf, so that it would be able to cross “Styx” and gain entry to 
the underworld.  This explains why Ismene says “mortuum . . . 
expiem.” 
135  She is indicating the inextricable, yet precarious and 
interchangeable, swing of two opposite emotions.  Another 
possibility of translating this line is: “by causing laughter, I 
would deservedly compel someone to grieve.” 
136 The promise of her death by Creon. 
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For you [death is decreed], because you were dared to 
perform a wicked deed with a wicked woman.137

How will it be useful for me to spend life without her? 
This woman is not speaking to you; she is living her 
last day. 
Aggressive man, you will kill the promise of your son. 
Many daughters of other men are also marriageable. 
But no one like this one is promised in marriage to 
your son.  
I abhor bad women for my sons. 
Oh best Haemon, how your father spews out 
disgraceful words. 
Also concerning you, excessive grief will beset you 
and your husband. 
Will you really deprive your son of this woman as his 
wife? 
Avenging death will end the current marriage. 
So the verdict to die has already been decided. 
For your sake and mine, indeed, break off your 
sluggish delays now.  You, company of slaves, bear 
the accused woman into the house.  Afterwards, let 
the woman be imprisoned in a rock-cave.  Bold people 
always seek safety by fleeing, when they see the end 
of life approaching. 
 
A Song of the Chorus with a Variously Mixed Meter 

The man whose life is free from evils, will be 
Considered happy.  But for those men whose famous 
House was jolted, no other serious disaster remains.   
It [the disaster] overflows onto  
The family’s progeny.   
Just like the swelling of the shipwrecking sea, when 
The wet night [is attended] by Thracians and insane 
Winds, rushes onto the deep sand.   
It completely rolls back  
Moveable objects and coastal sand.  In the strait the 
Hollow rocks are sighing a roar.  I see the home of the 
Descendants of Labdicus138 falling onto evil ways, 
Constantly compounded with graver matters. 
Posterity does not help older men.   

 
137 Sentence fragment. 
138 Labdicus is Laius’s father, and Oedipus’s grandfather.  
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* Haemon comes and 
argues with his father 
about the death of 
Antigoné. 
 

On the other hand, the gods devastate  
Without any limit.  Light139 now remains  
In the final progeny of the family  
From the house of Oedipus,  
Whom the bloody sting of the lower world,  
The fury of the mouth, and the madness  
Of thoughts will seize.  
Who among men is able to restrain  
The power of Jove through violence?   
A power neither quiet sleep at any  
Time holds back, nor the noble season with its  
Excited pace.   
He is perpetually powerful, moderating  
The heavenly splendor of Olympus.   
What is, what will be,  
And what has been, yield to Jove.   
To no one alive throughout the  
City applies the following law:  
“That man is void of calamity.”140   
Variable hope is accustomed to bring  
Help to some people, but also it steals from  
Many people their passionate loves.   
No sagacious matter will happen  
To a man, before he burns his foot with fire.141   
The noble song of a  
Wise man stands out.   
Evil nature displays 
The appearance of good.   
Furthermore, God brings evil things  
To him who possesses an evil nature.  The free man 
Will live free from disaster during a very short time.  
*But nevertheless, Haemon, the final  
Procreation of your offspring, having been strongly 
Afflicted with a bad lot concerning his future spouse, 
Comes sighing with greivous torment over what will 
Be done to Antigoné and his spouseless bed. 
 

                                                 
139 The light that remains for them before Creon fulfills his 
threats against them, including Ismene at this point in the plot.  
140 Also “mischief” or “evil” are good substitutes for calamity. 
141 Through trial and error and learning from his mistakes. 
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2.8. The Third Act 
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Speaking in the voice of a 
tyrant. 

The Third Act 
In Iambic Trimeters 

We will know in a short [time] more surely than some 
prophet.  Oh son, bearing in mind the proposed decree 
concerning the death of your betrothed one, do you 
oppose your father, or do you love us whatever we 
do? 
Father, I am your man.  You, being powerful with 
acclaimed wisdom, rule me, and I shall follow you.  I 
do not esteem the bed of a wife more greatly than 
your esteem while you are bearing the royal scepter.   
Thus, son, it is seemly to embrace with passion an 
honorable man, so that you would prefer nothing over 
your father's will.  On that account, men hope to 
create children at home so that they would be obedient 
to them.  As avenging sons they would seek out 
punishment from the enemy.  With equal duty, they 
would honor a friend of their father.  The man who 
begets a wicked progeny, produces nothing but harsh 
troubles, and shameless, uncontrollable laughter by 
his enemies.  Son, do not let your mind’s sound 
thinking be seized by the hot torch of a mad love.  
Although a pleasure, a woman mixed with gall is 
nevertheless a bad sharer of a matrimonial bed. 
No sore is more harmful than a bad friend.  You, a 
healthy man, spit back this wicked girl.  Let her be 
married to someone in Stygian Orcus.142  For I have 
openly discovered that this woman alone, out of all 
the citizens, has dissolved the laws of the kingdom.  I 
shall never [allow] myself to appear as a mendacious 
person with a smooth tongue.143  Truly I will kill her.  
Let her in the mean time celebrate Jove as her brother.  
Or if Jove should even bear wicked children, I would 
rather nourish the sons of a lower lot.  For me, the 
man who is free is the one who possesses a sacred 
piety, and who also appears trustworthy to the 
republic.  Whoever does harm to the right rule of law, 
and who is thoughtless enough to offer resistance to 
just authority, will not receive celebrated, glorious 
praise from me.  It is befitting to follow the man 
whom the city puts in charge, whether he should order 
swiftly, fairly, or otherwise.  I think the republic is 

                                                 
142 Places in the lower world. 
143 In the instance that he forwent Antigoné’s punishment. 
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Against obedience. 
 
 
With obedience. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
            Chorus. 
 
 
          Haemon. 
 
 
 
 
 

well managed by such a man, and the republic is well 
able to be obedient to his command.  Also, when the 
heavy roar of eager Mars has crept upon us, such a 
leader [of the state] remains strong and powerful.  No 
evil is worse than a rebellion.  It causes the fall of 
entire cities. It devastates homes.  It, in the midst of 
Mars,144 causes men to break off battle in flight.  
Nevertheless, obedience provides ample health to 
satisfied men.  Thus, chiefs, observe this notion most 
faithfully.  Chiefs should not suffer a zealous woman 
to attack.  If it should be necessary to allow a woman 
to attack, she should stand in front of a strong man, 
rather than we be said to have given a hand to a 
woman. 
Unless there is something in your speech that would 
deceive us into ending an [otherwise] long life [of 
Antigoné ], you seem to speak properly and rightly. 
Father!  Divinities have imbued men only with the 
mind that their chief leader possesses.  Regarding 
these things which have not been spoken rightly, I 
neither know about them nor am I able to talk about 
them at this time.  It is easy to be declared a good man 
by another man.  It behooves me to think about all 
things in your affair: what things each person says, 
what things each person does, and what things each 
person points out.  For loquacious people the 
appearance of the king is grave, [but nonetheless] they 
say things which would bite you if you heard them.  
For me, it is possible to hear all these things in secret.  
The entire city mourns this girl, because she, most 
undeserving of all women [to die], meets her death, 
being guilty of [violating] a most debated edict; she 
who did not allow her unburied brother, born from the 
same parent and slain in a deadly fight, neither to 
perish by the biting of cruel dogs nor by the feeding of 
birds.  Is it not rather a great mission [in life] to follow 
worthy things?  This inconspicuous gossip spreads in 
every direction quietly.  Father, nothing be more 
precious to me than if your affairs were in a fine state.  
What splendor of glory for a son is greater than the 
splendor of a flourishing father, and what splendor 
greater for a father than a good son?  May you not be  

                                                 
144 Metonymy for war in this location. 
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*Against a fault-finder. 
From the sayings of 
Solon:145

“I grow old; however, 
always learning many 
things.”  By means of two 
similes, he [Haemon] 
elegantly proves a person 
should yield to others. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

           Chorus. 
* Chorus speaks to 
Haemon. 
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          Haemon. 
   Creon. 
 
 

                                     
145 Solon is a Greek jurist 
and one of the seven 
sages. 

                                                

tenacious in regards to the custom [that entails] that 
unless you yourself do something, you consider it not 
done rightly.  If you would examine the men who 
praise themselves either for being wise, or for having 
an intellect that is gifted with a tongue before other 
men, they would prove to be inept and shallow.  *To 
learn numerous things and not to be excessively rigid 
is a characteristic of a wise man; nor is a wise man led 
by a disgraceful thing.  Whereas a tree that bends in 
the path of a stream that is overflowing with wintery 
rains, rises [again] with attractive leaves, a tree that 
resists is laid flat, plucked from the roots.  Thus a 
sailor who does not loosen the canvass, but 
excessively extends the groaning rope of the full sail, 
will set out to sea in a vessel that will capsize with its 
crossbeam bent backwards.  You are pressing against 
the blind torches of a mad mind.146  If any power of 
wisdom rests in my youthful chest, I assure [you] that 
this way [being flexible] is the best.  I am assuming 
that you are a skillful, enlightened man, but if it is 
impossible for me [to be perceived by you as an 
enlightened man], and if this [my observation] is not 
smoothly received by you, then it is quite honorable to 
learn even from clever men. 
King, if he speaks properly, it behooves you to learn; 
and it also behooves you* to learn from a parent.  
Moreover, it has been argued well on both sides. 
Shall we, even at our age, be taught [how] to be wise 
by a man, with scarcely a beard to decorate his 
cheeks? 
Although I would be at a rude age, it [my argument] is 
not unjust. It is appropriate to ponder deeds rather 
than time. 
What deeds—to do infamous men honors? 
I am not saying we should bestow pleasing honors on 
wicked men. 
Was that woman not caught in that same deed of 
bestowing honors on wicked men? 
This crowd of the Theban nation does not say that. 
Will the city really prescribe to me the rules I should 
follow? 
 
 

 
146 Possibly in reference to his own mind, which is about to 
demonstrate its rage. 
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          Haemon. 
 
 

Do you see how in this instance you are speaking 
precisely like a youthful man? 
Is it a fair thing that another man—not me—give an 
order to the fatherland? 
This is not a city that belongs to one man. 
Is not a commander’s city worthy of being esteemed 
as a city? 
All by yourself, you would rule an untilled land well. 
The insane foolishness of a woman creates this 
argument. 
If you yourself were a woman, concern for you would 
bite me. 
You, my son, are discussing legal things with your 
father. 
A savage man, you admit to a cruel crime openly. 
You think it is a crime to observe my decisions? 
You observe very few [decisions], trampling the 
sacred dictates of the gods. 
Oh, his defiled nature and subordination to a woman! 
You will not see me ever subdued by vile people. 
You are reproducing the conversation of your 
betrothed one. 
[I am only talking] of you and of me, and of the dead. 
This woman shall never be married as a living person 
after this day. 
If you let her die, she will certainly crush someone. 
Having thus threatened dreadful things, are you really 
coming here full of confidence? 
 
 
How are these threats—to speak about men with 
empty minds? 
You will know wailing, when your mind is weak. 
Were you not a father, I would think you to have poor 
judgment. 
Do not attack me with words, slave of a woman! 
You like to say everything, but to hear nothing in 
opposition. 
Correct, and I swear by the Olympian that if you hope 
[to remain] a happy man, you shall never throw harsh 
reproaches in my face.  Lead out that hateful thing 
[Antigoné], so that she would die right before our eyes 
and near her fiancé. 
Not before me; depend on that idea always as an event 
that is certain.  Neither will you give death to this 
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woman in my presence, nor will you see my face 
again.  Thus here, with your friends, may you 
remain—those who like you. 
He has left, oh king, bitterly agitated with bile.  Truly 
when his mind suffers sadness, it is weak. 
Let him do as he pleases; let him be as wise as he 
may; let him rise above the human state; never will he 
snatch away these girls from a horrible death. 
Are you truly determined to kill each of them 
instantly? 
 
Not the other one [Ismene], who did not touch the 
corpse.  You speak well. 
By what kind of death do you plan to kill that woman 
[Antigoné ]?   
She will be taken to a neglected path far away from 
people.  Dragging her to that place, I shall enclose her, 
while she is still alive, in a rocky cave, supplying her 
with only so much food as a fist may hold, so that the 
total city would avoid sacrilege.  And there in the 
cave, after having prayed to Dis, the only god she 
worships, she will obtain the release of rigid death. 
While there, in a short, brief, time, having been 
persuaded [otherwise], she will know that to venerate 
the lower gods is a pointless occupation. 
 
 

A Song of the Chorus Mixed with Various 
Types of Meter 

Love, always most unconquerable; 
Love, a plague of riches, 
You who live in the tender and rosy  
Cheeks of a girl.  
You, who swim across a strait, and you who  
Remain in the abode of fields,  
No one heavenly born escapes you,  
Nor any man.   
He who possesses you, has been aroused by fury. 
You actually strike the chest of good people with a 
Sad disaster, so that they would become bad. 
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And you, Love, also excited brothers  
To fierce arms.   
Grace, shining from the eyes  
Of a promised nymph, conquers.   
An ally to the leaders, she conquers the laws 
Themselves.  Unconquerable  
Venus, Aphrodite, frolics. 
Now I am shaken seeing those things  
Done contrary to the laws.  I am not able to  
Retain the spring of tears further, while  
I see Antigoné entering the  
Common bedroom* of death. 
 
See you all, the citizens of the fatherland.  
See me now, standing before the final journey;  
But I, for the final time, am going  
To look at the light of the sun.  
Afterwards, never more.  But, equal to all [other] 
people, Erebus147 snatches me alive all  
the way to the Waves of Acheron,148  
neither joined to the bridal bed of nuptials,  
nor being sung the celebrated wedding song,  
a woman going to be veiled in dark Acheron. 
Assuredly, even higher than all praise.   
Go under the squalid ceilings of death.  
Neither have you been extinguished by a debilitating 
disease, nor have you been stabbed  
By a harsh sword.  Lone free woman  
from the people who are alive, seek  
the infernal regions with a bold step!   
I have heard that bitter Niobe of Phrygia—the seed of 
Tantalus—perished near the peak of  
Sipylus, whom like ivy-vine going round [the head],  
was conquered by rigid marble.149   
Her melting liquid in the rains,  
white snow never leaves—such is  
the report of men.  Dripping with tears,  
she irrigates the hills.  Similar to this woman, 
Fortune changes me badly now. 
 

                                                 
147 The dark region of the underworld. 
148 A river in the lower world. 
149 Niobe was turned to stone.  She was grieving over the death 
of her fourteen children, and was turned to stone because of 
weeping. 
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         Antigoné. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
            Chorus. 
 
 
 
         Antigoné  
 
 

But that woman is a goddess, and born from a 
goddess.  We are mortals of mortal nature.  Being 
equal with gods, it is understandable why she was 
subdued.  It is wonderful to hear that you suffer an 
equal circumstance [to that of a goddess.] 
Alas, I am mocked.   
Why would you not mock me by the household  
gods after I die rather than while I am still alive? 
O fatherland, oh strongly  
opulent men of the fatherland. 
Oh Dircean fountains,  
and groves of noble Thebes, I call you  
as witnesses for miserable me: how I,  
unwept, from my companions,  
am thrust away, in an unknown tomb  
with a squalid stone, through some laws [of Creon].   
Alas, an unhappy woman, I will be thought of as 
neither dead nor alive. 
You, the miserable daughter of [your] father,  
are going under.  Living neither with the men below,  
nor with those who survive, you the daughter are 
paying the penalty for an unspeakable crime,  
and have fallen into a deep prison. 
Alas, you touch upon destructive  
sorrows for me,  
and the miserable calamities of a father, 
calamities that a previous fate  
has brought among the brave Thebans.   
Alas, a maternal crime of the bed and an incestuous 
coupling of a most sad mother  
and a father.  From these two,  
I have been sown, once blessed.   
I go to them now, a bitter guest,  
unmarried and accursed.   
Alas brother, you possessed  
an unhappy bedroom.   
You, who by your death,  
brought death to your sister. 
It is commendable to display loyalty,  
but it is not permitted to violate the authority of 
whichever man rules the kingdom.  The thing that 
destroyed you is a mindless passion. 
Unwept and alone, without a wedding song,  
I am carried away unhappy,  
to the open road of death. 
No sun of the upper air for me, 
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   Creon. 
He attacks the lictors 
because they do not take 
away the girl. 
 
 
 
* Pilate's purity. 
 
 
         Antigoné. 
 

nor will I be permitted to see this ray  
of the heavenly light after this. 
No friend is lamenting my tearless ruin. 
 
 

In Iambic Trimeters 
You all do not know that before the funeral no one 
aggravated your melancholy ways and mournful state 
to speak rightly.  Why do you not seize this woman 
without delay, and incarcerate her from all sides in a 
secret cave, as I told you.  Leave her alone there, 
whether she will live or die, enclosed in her tomb.  
Concerning this woman, we from harmful guilt* are 
pure.  She will not be able to sit in our high throne 
afterwards. 
O home in a thoroughly dug rock, oh cave, the 
perennial imprisoner, where once I brought my step 
[and] enjoyed my things.  Now by the destructive act  
of these men, savage Proserpine150 receives a very 
large number [of people].  Of these people,151 I am the 
final one.  I—[and] this is evil—will end [my] final 
day, before my time, [allotted] by fate, ends.  Firm 
hope, if I should perish, invades my breast that I shall 
depart, beloved to my father, to you mother, and to 
you my brother.  For I washed you all when you died  
with my own hands.  I gave you a magnificent and 
ornate [purification]: I, a sad woman, brought the 
funeral rites.  But oh Polynices, I possess this reward 
now: ornamenting your funeral.  Rightly, wise men 
consider doing this thing glorious.152  If I had 
numerous offspring if I were a parent, and if [my] 
husband perish through consumptive destruction, 
never would I enter that danger153 with unwilling 
citizens.154  What things this reason155 entices me to  
say.  Actually, if my husband died, [another] new man 
 

                                                 
150 Proserpina, the equivalent to the Greek Persephone, is 
goddess of the underworld.  She and Pluto receive the dead. 
151 The doomed house of Cadmus. 
152 Antigoné means that honest men approve of her burying her 
brother. 
153 Entering into the plight (or circumstance) she is currently in. 
154 Unwilling citizens, as opposed to “good men” that she refers 
to earlier because they are siding with Creon and adopting his 
view on Polynices’s burial. 
155 Their rationalization about the burial. 
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   Creon. 
 
         Antigoné. 
 
            Chorus. 
 
         Antigoné. 
She is led away by the 
lictors forcefully. 
 
 
 
 

would be available for me, and if my children were 
taken away, some other man would bring new 
offspring.  But with each parent having been received 
in Orcus, who can beget a new brother?156  But 
honoring you, after you were killed by a borther, in 
the way that I did, is thought to be a great shame by 
Creon.  And I am considered to have dared a dreadful 
crime, oh [my] brother.  And now thus, he [Creon] 
seizes [me] for death with apprehending hands, 
without beds and bedrooms, nor joined to a man.  Nor 
does a happy crowd of offspring surround [me, their] 
mother.  But separated from my sad friends and 
crushed, I am pushed to [go] live in the lowest places 
of the underworld, even though I have not 
transgressed any of the divine laws.  How can I lift my 
sad eyes toward the gods?  Which of my friends after 
this shall I rightfully address?  Also truly, being pious, 
I bear an unjust fate.  But if the gods’ consensus is 
that what befell me is just, having been charged with 
the crime, I give forgiveness freely.  But if [what I 
have done] is not a crime, they ought to be wary lest 
they [Creon and his supporters] rightfully be 
compelled to suffer more evils than they brought on 
me. 
 
 

In Anapestic Meter 
Even now she maintains the same passion, and lets her 
threatening stomach pour forth the old arguments. 
Certainly for slaves, who will take this woman away, 
little delay will drive out the complaining. 
Alas for me, this voice which is very near to death 
penetrates my chest. 
By no means do I encourage you to hope that this 
punishment will not be carried out. 
Oh ancestral city of the Theban lands, and the 
ancestral household gods.  
I am seized; no delay prolongs for me [my stay].   
Oh leaders of Thebes, see me,  
a remaining queen alone,  
what things I endure by the hands of him,  
and on account of just piety. 
 

                                                 
156 As opposed to sons and daughters. 
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            Chorus. 
The chorus consoles her 
with the example of 
Danae. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Another example, 
concerning Lycurgus, is 
cited. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
* The Chorus means 
Plexippus and Pandion 
whom a step mother 
blinded.  

 
 
 
 
 

A Song of the Chorus as it is Accustomed, 
of Varying Meter 

The ray of the sun caused the infirm body  
Of Danae to change in a bronze prison.   
For also Danae was bound secretly  
[And] imprisoned in a tumular recess.   
But she carried on with a famous child,  
And pregnant by the gold of Jove,  
Her belly gave forth an offspring.  Very strong is the 
Vigor of fate, and strong is its might; neither  
Would a rain-storm be able to shun its [Fate],  
Nor fierce Mars, nor a high tower,  
Nor a boat sailing at sea. 
Lycurgus, king of the Thracians, was born from the 
Stock of Drias.  Having been incarcerated on all sides 
In a stony prison, he is heavily struck by the 
Thunderous anger of Bacchus.   
Thus the growing and vehement  
Fervor of the mind settles in madness.   
Madness seized him [Lycurgus]  
When he attacked Bacchus with perverse outcries. 
He [Lycurgus] caused the Maenades  
To stop, and extinguished  
The torches of Bacchus.  
He also provoked the melodious muses. 
Then near the Cyanean maritime  
Rocks and the Bosphorian coast of the twin sea,  
And also [near] the Salmydessus of the Thracians, at 
That point, the Thracian Mars* had seen the grave 
Wound of each son of Phineus,157 inflicted by the 
Fierce spouse, a wound depriving the sons of the 
Rightful twin orbs of light. 
Disrupted from the sight of the rays of the sun, 
By a blood-red thrust of the spears.   
Thus wasting away, [and] experiencing  
[The effect of] evil nuptials,  

                                                 
157 Plexippus and Pandion, sons of Phineus, may or may not have 
been blinded by their step-mother. While Grimal believes it was 
their father, Phineus, who blinded them through the prompting of 
his wife, their step mother, Hornblower and Spawforth believe it 
may have been either the step mother or the father.  See Grimal’s 
The Dictionary of Classical Mythology, p. 342.  See also Simon 
Hornblower and Antony Spawforth’s The Oxford Classical 
Dictionary, p. 1172.  Naogeorgus’s Antigoné has also the same 
inaccuracy.  See the marginal note on page 242.   
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*That is [the plight] of the 
mother, Cleopatra. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Those sad ones were weeping* over the  
Grave death of their own mother.158   
She [Cleopatra] married a descendant of the old 
Family of the children of Erechthis in shadow-bearing 
Caves.  This woman, the daughter of Boreas, was 
Raised next to the storms of her father, who is swift in 
The sloping rock, and who is a descendant of the 
Gods.  [Is it not curious] how the fates Have long 
embraced that hiding woman?   

                                                 
158 “Ave” or “by a bird” is neither present in the Greek text nor in 
Naogeorgus.  
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2.9. The Fourth Act 
 
           Tiresias. 
He speaks in the direction 
of the chorus and Creon. 

 
   Creon. 
           Tiresias. 
   Creon. 
           Tiresias. 
 
   Creon. 
 
           Tiresias. 
* That is, in the highest 
danger. 
 

   Creon. 
           Tiresias. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fourth Act 
Consisting of Six Iambs. 

Theban King, behold we are on the public road.  Two 
men carrying their step by the sight of one boy.  A 
blind man walks down an unknown path through [the 
help of] a guide preceding him. 
What new thing are you making known aged Tiresias? 
I will teach you; obey a prophet! 
Have I at any time rejected your advice? 
That’s why rightly you sit at the rudder, [and] rule the 
city. 
I myself swear by Hercules, you have helped me 
greatly. 
Go back, be wise, you are standing* on the edge of a 
sharp knife. 
 
What? Speak!  Your voice drenches me with horror. 
You will know for sure [that what I am saying is true], 
[when] you experience the signs of my skill.  I used to 
sit in an ancient citadel, where there was a proven 
place for uncovering future events, performing 
auguries.  At that time, birds were shrieking out an 
unknown sound with their voice; they were re-echoing 
[that voice] as if intimidated by an evil gadfly, and 
they lacerated themselves in turn with their savage 
claws.  The apparent clattering of their wings was 
declaring that slaughter [was about to take place].  
Shaken by fear, to which all things bend, I placed the 
holy sacrifice on the burning altars.  From the 
sacrificed animal, Volcano retreated into darkness.   
The flowing gore of the limbs melted in ashes, and 
ejected back a flame from the surging smoke.  In 
consequence, the poured out viscera were lying 
scattered on the ground.  The thigh, tottering, was 
spurning [and] throwing out the fat.  The boy who 
goes in front of me pointed out all these things, the 
obscure signs of the monstrous sacrifice.  This boy is 
a guide to me, and I am a guide to other people.  Your 
crooked mind is producing this choice for the city.  
The altar of the sacred hearth of the heavenly beings 
teems with the consumed fodder of vultures and dogs, 
because of the unburied son of sad Oedipus.  Neither 
are the gods at this time accepting the pious sacrifices, 
nor are they accepting the blackening flames of the 
limbs.  Nor are the sad birds, having feasted upon the 
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Creon suspects Terisias 
has been corrupted by 
money. 
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   Creon. 
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   Creon. 
           Tiresias. 
   Creon. 
 
           Tiresias. 
 
   Creon. 
 
 

unspeakable feast of human slaughter, producing 
distinct sounds.  These things, son, should be 
considered in every direction in your mind.  It is a 
common thing for all humans to err.  After it is 
acknowledged, a fault is no more.  Neither foolish nor 
unhappy is the man who does not struggle tenaciously 
to recover from a bad injury, for hard tenacity proves 
[to be] foolishness.  Surrender to a dead man; be 
unwilling to pierce a dead man; what a monstrosity it 
is to kill a dead man!159  If you consider these things, 
[you will find that] I am speaking for your health.  It 
will help you to learn if you glean beneficial things 
from a man of good will. 
All men [appear to me] to be attacking a mark. At this 
time, old man, you [appear as if you] are directing 
weapons at our head.  That divination of yours is not 
unknown to me as an expert, and your faction sold me 
as a rejected man long ago.  Enrich [or] peddle this 
head for amber; or, if you wish, for Lidian or Indian 
gold.  Nevertheless, never will you bury that man 
[Polynices] in ground thrown upon him.  Not even if 
the eagles of Jove snatched him and wanted to cast 
him forth as booty at the high thrones of Jove.  I shall 
not, as a man fearing a terrible guilt, allow the body to 
be given to burial.  I verily know that no mortal can 
harm the gods.  Many eloquent men, O Tiresias, fall 
with most abominable ruin, [and] for the pleasure of 
profit fabricate an ugly speech with a polished mouth. 
Alas, does no mortal know this? Does no one 
understand it? 
[Understand] what thing?  What thing [makes you] 
say this word in public? 
The greatest wealth is a good plan. 
The greatest curse is rude folly. 
Oppressed, this sickness indeed overtakes you. 
I am unwilling to throw bitter insults at a fortune 
teller. 
But you are throwing them, declaring that I say 
untruths. 
Every class of fortune tellers is insatiable when it 
comes to riches. 
 

                                                 
159 This line would make more sense if one is to take into 
consideration grave robbers and ghoulish necrophiliac practices.  
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   Creon. 
 
           Tiresias. 
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           Tiresias. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Every tyrant gapes after hideous gain. 
Haven't you really learned that this is the chief at 
whom you are hurling your words? 
I know.  You have truly preserved this whole city with 
my help. 
You are definitely a foreseeing augur, but favoring 
injustice. 
You are compelling me to say things that would 
hardly leave from my chest [otherwise]. 
Move on, say it, bring it forth, only let not a thirst of 
gain drive you. 
[It is interesting how your] mind thus reckons me as 
having been influenced with gain. 
You shall never have my mind as merchandise.  Know 
that! 
But you yourself shall know.  It will not be long; the 
fast moving wheel of the sun will run many daily 
cycles upon the free ones [Creon’s children], before 
you, against your will, will give one of your children 
to death, in the place of the murderers, because you 
hold helpless people, still alive, in a hidden cavern, 
and because you place a soul, possessing honor, in a 
tomb.  What is further, a thing [Polynices’s corpse] is 
lacking the obligatory lot of the dead.160  You are 
holding a person lacking both a funeral and the things 
which are just, which is right neither for you nor for 
the gods above.  Evil man, these just things are 
violated by your crime;161 therefore, because of these 
things, a horrid throng of avenging furies now is 
planning ambushes against your head, so that they 
may seize you implanted amidst these very evils.  
Think about these matters.  As a man who was 
touched by a bribe, I speak confidentially.162  By no 
means will there be a long delay before your house 
will mourn with the grief of your family.  The city 
will become strongly hostile, however much it is dear 
to you; the city that the rough tearing of dogs, wild 
beasts, and the rapacious bird have polluted, defiling  

                                                 
160 What Tiresias means is that Polynices’s corpse has not been 
given the rituals due to the dead. 
161 These things are imprisoning Antigoné  to kill her, and not 
allowing for Polynices’s body to be buried. 
162 Tiresias’s irony and mockery of Creon’s recalcitrance is 
evident here. 
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* He speaks toward his 
own boy, by whom he is 
guided. 
* In this line, [it] is Creon. 
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            Chorus. 
 
   Creon. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

its sacred household gods with a rotten stench.  I, just 
like a man skillful with the bow, sent towards you the 
firm darts of a bitter heart, so that you will suffer 
things from which you will hardly be able to flee by 
their fervent attack.  In any event son,* without delay, 
lead us away toward [my] house from this place.  Let 
him spew out his wild stomach* and his tongue onto 
younger men.  Afterwards, may he learn to nourish to 
a lesser degree his impudent tongue, and may he carry 
a better mind in his heart than now.   
He has gone away, O king, throwing horrid threats.  
We certainly became aware from the time that age has 
changed [my] black hair to white that this man has 
never spoken pointless things in the city up to this 
time. 
I knew this myself, and, hence, my frightened mind is 
in disorder.  To walk away is serious,163 but for a 
struggling mind to be crushed in the midst of a harsh 
disaster is much more serious. 
On the other hand, oh Creon, there is a need for a 
good plan. 
Reveal what I ought to perform therefore, and I shall 
follow. 
Immediately after progressing from here, free the 
maiden from the dug-out tomb; then pile up a pyre for 
the dead man. 
Do you approve of these things, and are you advising 
that I yield? 
However swiftly, king, as it may be done.  The hasty 
punishment of the gods destroys evil men with a quick 
step. 
Notice that up to now, I was not dissuaded from my 
former thought, so that I had to [be persuaded to] do 
this, but it is difficult to resist grave fate. 
Thus going away, do these things; indeed, I know the 
things that are to be undertaken.164

Thus I will take the step as I am able to; therefore, you 
attendants, however many of you are now present, 
arm yourselves with axes, and advance toward the 
aforementioned place [Antigoné’s prison].  As the 

                                                 
163 In reference to Tiresias. 
164 An alternate translation for “ne quid inceptes noui” is “lest 
you would undertake some thing of a new thing.”  The one 
embedded in the main text is certainly more meaningful. 
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            Chorus. 
* That is, of Semele, 
daughter of Cadmus.  The 
chorus invokes Bacchus 
so that he would bring 
help concerning the 
afflicted things. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Nissa is a mountain of 
Thracidus, sacred to 
Bacchus. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

stiffness of [my savage heart] is bent now, I, present 
[at her prison], shall release her.  I who had earlier 
incarcerated her.  For I fear that upholding the 
established laws would be detrimental to preserving a 
life.   
 
 

A Song of the Chorus, Mixed as in Other Places 
* Most celebrated one,165 [you are] the highest 
Ornament of the Cadmean nymphs,  
And of Jove, a descendant of  
Loud thundering Jove;  
You who warmly cherish noble Italy,  
And you who guide the public territory  
Of Eleusis, in the field of Ceres.   
Liber166 lives in the Theban city of the Bacchantes, 
Near the moist river of Ismenus,167 and 
Next to the fierce descendant of the dragon. 
[The smoke] radiating from the cleft Parnassus  
Had seen you where the Corysian nymphs,  
Who are the Bacchantes, [and who] 
Are accustomed to wander  
Near the rivers of Castalia. 
And the Nissian river banks  
Crowning you with the Ivy,  
And the flower-filled,  
Grape-bearing shore,  
[And] with happy, expressive songs,  
Are sending you, the powerful  
Leader of the Theban soil. 
The city whom you love out of all cities,  
Because your mother, Semele,  
Was struck by a thunderbolt.   
Now therefore when the total city  
Is wrapped in violent evil,  
Come, I pray, with your healthy foot leaving  
The mountain ridge of Parnassus,  
Or the groaning sea. 
Oh leader of the fire  
Of the twinkling stars,  
And you who are the leader  
Of the nocturnal songs,  
Oh the offspring of Jove. 

                                                 
165 Bacchus. 
166 The equivalent of Dionysus. 
167 River near Thebes. 
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Naxus is an island sacred 
to Bacchus. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Hurry with [your] Naxian  
companions quickly,  
And the Thyades who rage. 
In the pure night, they celebrate  
You their leader, whose name is Iacchus.168

 
 

                                                 
168 Iacchus is a poetic and mystical appellation of Bacchus. 
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2.10. The Fifth Act 
 
     Messenger. 

A most sad story of a 
catastrophe. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
* This untouched verse 
was lacking in our Greek 
examples; it was restored 
from Atheneus by the 
effort of John 
Chamerarius.169

 
 
            Chorus. 
 

     Messenger. 
            Chorus. 

     Messenger. 
 
            Chorus. 

     Messenger. 
 
 
            Chorus. 

 
     Messenger. 

 
            Chorus. 

Hesiod calls Eurydice 
Henioche.170

                                     
169 Joachim Camerarius of 
Bamberg (1500-1574), a 
contemporary countryman 
of Naogeorgus, was a 
masterful classical author.   
170 Apparently, Watson—
or his typesetter—
misspelled the name of 
Hesiod, who wrote the 
Theogany, as “Hesudus.”  

                                                                                        

The Fifth Act 
Consisting of Six Iambic Meters 

Oh the inhabitants of Cadmus, and the house of 
Amphion, it is impossible to celebrate with praise the 
life of man before it has ended nor is any man able to 
find fault in it.  For always fortune both makes a man 
happy, and suppresses anew the wretched one.  I do 
not know any prophesies of decided matters.  Creon 
seemed to me blessed in earlier times, when he ended 
the bloody might of the enemy in this earth.  Alone he 
guided the inherited scepters of the fatherland, 
blossoming with a celebrated progeny of children.  
Now all things perish.  For when the pleasures of a 
man leave him,* I do not think that he lives fully, but I 
reckon him a living corpse.  Let the splendid fortunes 
of the house be, if you desire, and let a regal splendor 
illuminate life for you.  If this thing—partaking in 
[delightful] merriment—should be absent, I, the 
shadow of smoke, would never peddle the remaining 
things in place of pleasure. 
Are you coming now bearing the various calamities of 
a leader? 
They are dead.  They who live are the cause of death. 
And who kills--explain--and who dies? 
Haemon, struck by his own right hand, reposes with 
the dead. 
Hurt by a paternal hand, or by his own? 
He is harmed by himself, because of the death of his 
betrothed one, who was on adverse terms with his 
father. 
How true are the words you speak, prophet, 
excessively so. 
So the matter holds; now it is permitted to meditate 
others. 
But now I see the most miserable Eurydice, who is 
joined to Creon in bed.171  From the house, she heard 
something about her dead son, or she may be present 
by chance. 
 

 
Henioche is the name of Eurydice in Hesiod. 
171 Joined to him in a marriage bed, or marriage. 
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      Messenger. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
* That is, Antigoné. 

O citizens I heard a voice as I was seeking the scared 
temple of Pallas Minerva.  As I came, calling upon the 
pleasant goddess with prayers, opening the iron bar of 
the hard gate, the noise of the disaster in the house 
beat down my ears.  I fell deeply to the ground lying 
prone; the slaves were fearful.  The trembling shock 
crushed me.  But again, explain what the bad thing is!  
Not ignorant of disasters, I shall hear all things. 
I, oh mistress queen, will speak forth in your presence. 
I will not pass over anything of truth.  For what reason 
would I labor to soften things for you to hear, and  
afterwards be a misleader?  Truth is always the right 
thing.  I followed the feet of your husband into the 
field, where the deformed corpse of Polynices, having 
been consumed by dogs, was placed.  Firstly, having 
prayed to the tri-form Hecate, and to the dreadful 
judge of night,172 that they, benevolent ones, would 
restrain their wrath, we bathed this man in pure water.  
On recently broken branches, we burned the remains 
of the dead man, and built a lofty mound of earth. 
Back to the bedroom of the girl constructed from 
rough stone, we enter the cave of profane death.  But 
hearing the high wailing of a voice from a distance, 
some man coming with a rapid foot near the 
sepulchral bedroom, points it out to Creon.  
Meanwhile, as he [Creon] hastens more quickly to the 
location, the sound of the mad voice screeches.  
Afterwards, groaning from his weeping heart, these 
sad words he announces: Oh unhappy me.  Am I a 
prophet myself?  Am I actually entering this path, the 
most unfortunate of paths, to which I gave myself.  
The voice of my son shakes my breast.  But hurriedly 
slaves, hasten with your step.  While you stand nearby 
look at the rocky composition of the rubble, as you go 
into the threshold of the incarcerating cave.  Either I 
hear the voice of Haemon, or the gods are deceiving 
an error to me.  We saw these things by the order of 
the king, whose heart was breaking.  We saw this 
woman* in the innermost recess hanging from her  

                                                 
172 Pluto.  Pluto is mentioned in Sophocles’s Greek original, and 
by Naogeorgus as well, but Watson excludes the mentioning of 
his name, and also Proserpine. 
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Euridyce conquered by 
grief takes herself back 
into the house. 
 

            Chorus. 
 

     Messenger. 
 
 

bound neck, her throat constricted by a tenacious 
belt or [something made out of] muslin.  But also that 
man* is lying there having embraced the woman’s 
waist, groaning at the grave destruction of [his] 
strengthless spouse, and for the deeds of [his] fearful 
father, and the miserable [marriage] bedrooms.173  As 
the exhausted father saw them [Haemon and 
Antigoné], he breaks in, with an intense complaint.  
With a welling tear in his eyes, he cries: Oh, what sort 
of crime have you stirred up poor man?  What are you 
pondering?174  Why do you embroil yourself in 
disaster?  Go out son.  See, I extend my supplicating 
hands to you.  The son looking at that man with a 
ferocious glare, and, spitting back in his face from his 
compressed mouth, he drew out his two-edged sword 
with his rough hand.  As his father avoids his sword 
by fleeing, the frustrated Haemon strikes.  Following 
this, the sad man [Haemon], hostile to himself, thrusts 
the middle of the sword in his own side.  Afterwards, 
still standing above the maiden, he falls into a slack 
embrace.  Breathing hard from the depths, he breathes 
out his drawn out breath, vomiting red blood deep out 
of his mouth.  Thus the perished man was pushing 
against the dead woman.  The poor man has drawn the 
lot of marriage in the blind home of the lower 
world.175  Pointing out to the deed, what a hideous 
action it was, and what a detrimental, headlong, evil 
rashness [there is] in human affairs. 
What are you able here to conjecture?  The woman 
goes away, before she speaks a good or bad word? 
Shock also invades me.  By hope, however, I am fed. 
Because hearing about the disaster of the son, she will 
not pour forth sad things publicly, but inside in the 
house of the progeny, she will lament bitter fate with a 

                                                 
173 Confer this metonymical use of bedrooms or “toros” in 
reference to marriage.  Confer the same use in line 1176 above. 
174 Creon talking to Haemon. 
175 The messenger means that Haemon’s fate to marry Antigoné 
has been decided in the lower world.  Lots consisted of either 
stones, pebbles, or other objects that were marked with the names 
of the persons involved in the lot and were placed in a jar, and 
shaken repeatedly by a man until one of the objects popped out 
and determined who had been selected. 
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   Creon. 
 

maidservant.  She is not of so clumsy a mind that she 
would err openly. 
I do not know.  To me, excessive silence portends 
something grave. We pour out words in vain here. 
How would it not be [right] for us to rush in, [and] 
wander through the whole house lest her heart,  
incensed by anger, may secretly be hiding some 
immense deed? 

 
 

Consisting of Anapestic Meter 
Moreover, see how the king himself bears his step 
here, carrying his breathless son with his right hand. 
If it is right to speak, the disaster is not caused by 
another person; the fault is within him. 
 
 
A Song of the Chorus Variously Mixed to the End of 

the Tragedy, with Many Senarii,176 Iambs, and 
Anapests Inserted 

Woe the grave errors  
of an unskillful mind, 
both grave and fatal.   
Woe to those who kill,  
and see dead relatives. 
Oh undertakings now,  
most unfortunate for my people. 
Oh tender son,  
lying near your tender woman, alas! Oh!   
you are dead.  You have fallen 
by my savage madness, not yours. 
So you seem to perceive too late what is just? 
Finally I, a miserable man, recognize it.  Now god has 
thundered, and, pressing grave disaster on my head, 
has thoroughly stricken me with wicked calamity.  
Alas, [god is] removing the common joy of the 
citizens.  Alas, the harsh labors of men. 
King, you come forward as if possessing evils, 
[possessing them] partly in your hand, partly bearing 
[them] away, partly in the house.  You return a 
miserable man, and a man who will see these new 
evils. 
Is there really a worse thing even now, or is there a  
 

                                                 
176 Senarii is a six-foot line. 
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greater evil? 
Your wife, the unhappy parent of your dead child, 
having died a little while ago lies with a self-inflicted 
wound. 
Oh, oh unspeakable house of the underworld,  
why do you strike me, an old Man, with grief?   
Oh bringing the worst grief,  
What evil thing are you bringing to me? 
Speak, oh slave, what is this new thing you are 
announcing? 
Woe, woe, woe.  
The ferocious fate of my wife is to be added to the 
death of my descendant? 
It is easy to see,177 for she has not yet been buried. 
Alas; I, a miserable man, see a second evil.   
What is it then?  What type of fate awaits me?  I, an 
unhappy man, bring down a son with a bloody hand, 
and I see her [Eurydice], done away with through 
tearful murder.  Alas, miserable mother, alas son. 
That woman [Eurydice], stabbed with a sword near 
the altars, presses her beautiful eyelids.  Previously, 
[she] was sincerely lamenting the celebrated bed of 
removed Megareius.  Afterwards, the destruction of 
this man took place.  She [Eurydice] finally invokes 
the harsh fates against you, who are guilty of her dead 
progeny.*178   
Alas, alas, alas,  
I am distracted with fear.   
Why has no one pierced this chest with a Death-
bearing sword?  
I am full of sorrow.  Alas, alas! 
Wretched calamity oppresses me. 
As if sustaining the fault of these evils, you incur 
punishment because of the impious fate of the maiden. 
How did my wife die? 
She herself with the sharp edge of the sword pierced 
her own liver, as she learned of the lamentable murder 
of the son.

                                                 
177 I’m translating “licet” as “it is conspicuous,” rather than the 
popular translation of “it is permitted to.” 
178 Haemon’s older brother, Monoeceus, who fought on the side 
of Eteocles. 
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A fisherman recognizes 
the hit [of fish].  Also 
Homer says an infant 
recognizes the thing done 
afterwards. This is the 
second line in The Iliad 
that Menelaus says to 
Euphorbus, and Achilles 
to Aeneas. 
 

Alas, the ugly effect of these disasters cannot be 
transferred from me onto another man.  I destroyed 
you—I, myself—oh miserable [son].  I myself speak 
the reckoned thing.  Ho, servants! Seize me hurriedly; 
snatch me far away from here.  I, who am not great, 
am just like he who is nobody. 
You command wealth, if there would be any wealth in 
evils, for in wicked things what is briefest, is best. 
Come, come,  
oh chosen death, advantageously  
bringing the final day of my evils. 
Finally, come, come, so that  
I will hardly see another daylight. 
These are future things, so why is it necessary to do 
them now?  The people would care indeed [about your 
fate], they whom it befits to care about these things. 
But the things which I ask are constantly in my 
prayers. 
Do not pray for anything now.  No mortal can escape 
a deadly evil. 
Snatch me, a dead man,179 far away from here, I who 
have unwillingly given you, oh my son, to death, and 
you my wife.  Behold miserable me, I do not know 
whom I would look at first [my wife or my son], or by 
what course I would hasten [my death].  For all things 
fell onto my hands indirectly in part and onto this 
head in part.  The gods afflict me alone with a grave 
lot. 
The first requirement of a happy life is to be 
exceptionally wise.  Irreverence for the gods is 
disastrous, brings excessive punishment  
to an eminent man [who], paying a penalty  
because of pride in extreme old age,  
learns to become wise at last. 

End of Antigoné 

                                                 
179 Addressing Haemon. 
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2.11. Octastichon 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

An Octastichon180 to the Same Most Illustrious  
Earl of Arundel 

If this my translation has been pleasing in any way, 
Famous count, then solid matter or some good thing 
Survives.  This my pompa may please and profit the 
Reader at the same time.  The sad story of Antigoné 
Permeates this entire pompa.  Besides, I have inserted 
Into the pompa themes which are noteworthy, and 
Which you may test for your benefit.  You deem it 
Worthy, therefore, to read with a kindly countenance 
A thing which the kindly muse of an unknown man 
Has given. 

Most studious of your honor. 
Tho. Watson. 

 
 

A Poet 
Through every type of writer, divine wisdom proceeds 
gradually.  That wisdom is common to every book, 
and for each skill there is rightful material.  In this 
wisdom, all men are involved, and they place their 
own interest [in their writings].  Nevertheless, it 
[wisdom] never glows more brightly than in good 
poetry.  It is possible to call it a picture that 
necessitates virtue in the mind of man, where you may 
look at it closely.  It is very beautiful.  It indicates the 
appearance of good things in one's mind.  [As] the 
mistress of the right paths, [it] corrects the evil of life.  
A poem is born in order to bear wealth to our minds, 
and in order to remove wandering errors.  A person 
who becomes attached to a poem is taught the correct 
course of our lives: what is fitting to follow [and] 
what is not, just like [the story of] Creon, prostrated 
by a harsh calamity in the midst of his own evils, 
openly reveals how unspeakably bad a hard mind and 
the unbending rigidity of a spirit are.  If there is no 
power or reason in a man, threats prevail [in him].  
But, always tenacious, he clings to the preconceived 
feeling.  The following procession will demonstrate 
this matter. 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                 
180 Eight-line poem. 
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2.12. The First Pomp 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Justice, with a Scepter 
A judge, solely holding the reigns of command, I am 
the creator of peace, and I am the arbiter of causes. 
I rule kingdoms and cities with holy laws.  When I 
give the order, all wealth of all men increases.  I, a 
mighty person, pluck out old injustices.  I resolve 
grave disputes; I follow the written rule, whether I 
back honorable men, or whether I prosecute guilty 
ones with terrible actions.  But often I am distracted 
willingly and unwillingly by these things.  On this 
side, there is fairness, and on another, dire rigidity 
leads away.  Two-headed, I am in doubt what it would 
be better to follow, but at this point it is pleasing to 
hear what legal issue seeks me now. 
 
 

Equity, a Woman with a Balance [Scale] 
I, in the middle of right and permissiveness, advance.  
Equity is always a companion to benignity.  Although 
I care for the law excessively, rightly nevertheless, 
concerning the highest law, I temper things as much 
as possible, and as many times as a good cause 
mandates.  I temper myself, and burning anger never 
overtakes me.  If it should be necessary, I alter a 
previous decision.  If right practice should demand 
differently, it is often appropriate for a heavy 
punishment to be remitted to a light one.  Why would 
not I, a mistress, be a slave to you?  The good heart 
will help much in an unjust matter.  Through me, you 
bring health to the fatherland, wealth to the afflicted, 
and quiet peace to the citizens.  For as the tool of the 
law is whichever person is in charge, so its lord is the 
law supported by judgment.  It is commonplace that 
the infringing person minimally sticks to written law. 
 
 

Rigidity, a Man with a Sword 
How is feckleness of the mind not a sign of 
foolishness?  It causes a crooked crime to grow 
worse.  Inflexible Rigidity protects a leader 
thoroughly, silencing tongues and mischief with shiny 
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iron.  The trusted guardian—fear—preserves power.  
Only the hope of forgiveness shakes cities.  If 
forgiveness should be given once, it excites another, 
greater evil.  Whoever remits, teaches to transgress 
laws.  He who avenges softly fosters crime.  It is a 
mark of a good judge to prosecute a sentence severely 
and to prosecute the norm of the written law; how 
often has indulgence destroyed great cities?  How 
many kingdoms has ugly abundance equalized with 
the ugly ground.181  A tenacious man who refuses to 
be obedient to the word should be carried away with 
the vindictive edge of the sword—dead he should fall; 
provide an example for all.  You should not allow 
yourself to be bent by the threats of any man, nor by 
the complaint of a voice.  Thus, with my rigidity, you 
would [be able to] solidify your kingdoms. 
 
 

Justice 
This speech is in order.  I would benefit by your iron 
here.  Being protected, no man will trample upon my 
laws.   
 
 

Obstinance, a Man with a Leather Cuirass 
I, Obstinance, possess a heart harder than steel and I 
despise iron.  Stiff against flame, a breast plate 
impenetrable to arrows encloses my chest.  Neither 
does the death-bringing sword tame me, nor do soft 
blandishments move deaf ears.  Rock re-echoes and 
reproduces my blows, and my face is always of 
unconquered color.  I, a hard offspring, follow a rigid 
ancestor. 
 
 

Irreverence, a Man With a Sword 
I, raging Irreverence, straightway split open every 
divine law.  Through every crime our hand loiters.  I  

                                                 
181 Ruined to the ground. 
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2.13. The Second 
Pomp 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

fear no citizens, neighboring men, or gods.  I am led 
to all kinds of crimes with a hasty step.  Whoever it 
strikes, this sword is merciful to no one, and it would 
give a wound to itself or to Jove, the highest. 
 
 

The Lash, a Man with a Lash 
The Lash of Jove, I punish unjust men, and through 
me, avenging penalty awaits harsh people.  I always 
hang over a crime, and I press down a guilty man.  
Whichever man is guilty of a crime is struck by my 
whip.  No crime will flee this vindictive hand.  The 
vengeance of Jove moves slowly, but it is never 
removed. 
 
 

Late Penitence, a Man 
Alas, I, Late Penitence, at length am wise.  What 
insane furor charmed my heart?  What blindness 
overwhelmed  my chest?  But if I had known this 
thing before, I would have chosen to die before I 
would have perpetrated such things.  Now I vow to 
die.  Alas, empty mind, hard calamity crushes me. 
 
 

A Poet 
When a great mind that has been led in a sinister 
direction by a fickle emotion reflects upon [its] private 
evils, it attempts to violate public law.  Mindful of its 
own miseries, unmindful of its duty to the fatherland 
and to the bundle of authority,182 that mind is carried 
with a hastened step.  The deed accelerates death 
through its own evil.  These are the things that the 
mournful tomb of Antigoné teaches, and the following 
scene will now enact these things publicly. 
 
 

Magnanimity, a Woman 
I, Magnanimity, a noble daughter of an illustrious 
parent, boast the honor of my garland.  A fickle  

                                                 
182 Watson writes as “contraque fasces” or “against the bundle of 
authority”; it should be translated as above to maintain the 
phrase’s readability. 
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* That is the fatherland. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

emotion is hardly suitable for our chest.  Unmoved by 
minor matters, I am not irritated by a petty wicked 
thing.  It greatly shames me to lie idle.  I bear much.  I 
achieve for [my] intent in whatever I undertake.  
Whatever role I assume, I protect excessively and 
enthusiastically.  Being uncertain, I am often in doubt 
in which direction I should head, when the fatherland, 
a bond of blood, or a leader, call.  It is hardly possible 
to be obedient to [all] these things at the same time.  
Go forth!  Instruct me which way to pursue now.183

 
 

Fatherland, an Old Woman 
Standing tall,184 love me, the Fatherland, your parent.  
This lap carried you, and I gave you a teat. 
Wise Ulysses preferred his fatherland to eternity, just 
like a nest placed in rocks.  You will never be able to 
repay what you owe to me.  Each man is happy when 
my health is flourishing.  When I perish, he is 
miserable.  To die for me is [a] very small 
[repayment].  Everywhere is a thing to be held onto, 
whatever our voice commands.  Do you wish to be 
happy?   When I am heard, I stand tall.  
 
 

Kinship, a Dirty Man 
Do you abandon me, a kindred part of your blood?  
Do you suffer me to be trampled upon by an enemy?  
Oh how I suffer great things.  I shall fall an entirely 
unhappy man, if I am abandoned by you.  No man 
will bring help.  There will be no remedy for our evil.  
Therefore, yield a helping hand to the one asking, and 
do whatever the laws of nature command all men.  
Nature advises [you] to bear help to kinsfolk. 
 
 

Magnanimity 
I will help you now; I will follow things rejected by 
this will.* 

 
183 Addressing the Fatherland, who speaks next. 
184 “Constans” or literally “standing together” is often used in 
Latin to indicate emphasis, or hyperbole, as in this sentence.  The 
contemporary cliché “standing tall” captures Watson’s intended 
meaning. 
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2.14. The Third Pomp 
 
 
 

Transgression, a Man 
Transgression of justice is my name.  I go where my 
free will takes me.  I damage the lands of neighbors.  I 
leap over hedges; I demolish boundaries between 
fields.  A barrier placed in front of me inflames my 
chest severely.  Nothing holds me.  I break public 
laws.  If there is any appearance of honesty, I delay 
nothing whatsoever.185

 
 

Recalcitrance, a Man 
In this place, I, a rebellious Recalcitrance, stand near. 
I bear an impudent countenance, and a great spirit.  
The countenance of a judge does not scare me.  It is 
not shameful to transgress anything; I defend, spread, 
[and] glorify a performed crime.  Like the one eager 
for a report, I shall freely uphold what the fates 
decide. 
 
 

Hatred, a Man 
I, Hatred, prosecute the wicked men.  I press on 
crooked men with preponderance; no one copes with 
me well.  Before this happens [coping with me], I 
ruffle dear friends at length.  Virtues and prior deeds 
fall straightway from my heart.  A tenacious man, the 
loss of any thing does not move me.  I, a biting man, 
bark at the crime of each man just like a dog. 
 
 

Punishment, with an Axe 
I am called immense Punishment, with an unwavering 
voice.  Always from a mouth of the judging ones, I 
remain suspended.  I bear exiles, death, prison, by this 
right hand.  I carry out commands; I bring back the 
severed head.  No prisoner [is able to] turn away this 
savage hatchet. 
 
 

A Poet 
When fervent love penetrates a juvenile chest, it 
changes its prior state and creates another one.  If an 
adverse matter should befall it [the chest], it does not 
know how to rule it.  Dragged by the heart, the  

                                                 
185 I depart quickly. 
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bent-forward youthful chest is carried into unsound 
skills, [and] neglects [its/his] health.  There is an old 
saying: "to be wise, and also to love, is scarcely given 
to Jove himself."  This fate of Haemon when he kills 
himself teaches this: that a new set of circumstances 
and people still ends with the same tragic result.  
 
 

Cupid, a Boy with a Bow and Arrows 
I, Cupid, having been said to be an ill-reputed god, am 
present here.  I, Cupid, am called the infamous god.  
Although being completely blind, nevertheless this 
arrow hits the target.  Whatever liver the shot arrow 
penetrates, it stays in the commanded place.  I, the 
diligent Cupid, wander through all districts of the 
world, always setting my traps in favorable things.  
Our torch burns even the thundering Jove.  This band, 
my companion, follows me raging. 
 
 

Rashness, a Man 
I am futile Rashness with vehement tongue.  An 
uncertain lot regulates me, but no reason.  Foreseeing 
nothing, I see nothing in advance.  Whatever thing 
chance will bring, I follow.  I reject a trusted plan.  
Shameless and mad, I shout.  Error leads me from the 
way.   
 
 

Impudence, a Man with a Face of Iron 
I, Impudence, with an iron face, approach.  This 
entirely scratched forehead drives off no one, nor does 
knowledgeable shame ever mark my face.  
Immediately insolent, I ignore proper duty.  I do not 
cede to a parent, and I provoke with reproach.  Such 
boldness is innate to my breast. 
 
 

Aggressiveness 
Headlong, wandering, and bent forward toward a fall, 
[I am] Aggressiveness.  If any adversity beats down 
our loves, even if sorrows pierce my heart with bile,  
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2.15. The Fourth and 
Final Pomp 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

where am I afraid to be borne?186  I tarry for nothing.  
Whatever deed I essay, reason banishes.  Just like a 
man excited by a malignant madness, often I put 
myself in the way of death, turning my fates around. 
 
 

Destruction 
Destruction, I am near.  [When] raging, I strike 
myself.  No descending order of nature here drags me, 
but the power that breaks the blind threads of life; [a 
power that] armed my hand for my own funeral.  My 
impatient mind and the afflicting sadness of love 
snatched and took away this life from me.  I am a 
companion to this man; I am he who follows 
Aggressiveness, the leader. 
 
 

A Poet 
A man is to be thought happy.  Foreseeing in his 
mind, he acts.  He is grateful and loyal among his 
people.  He has learned to be obedient to the received 
law.  Always unharmed, he remains.  A free man, he 
escapes from every danger.  A calm man, he bears 
with a good heart whatever adversity arrives.  Gentle 
Ismene conspicuously teaches that, and also that one 
[pompa] who now arrives last in the crowd.   
 
 

Reason 
See Reason, the unique light of human life: it is part 
of my duty to point out the right thing.  Emotion 
withdraws from a sideways mouth for me.187  I praise 
healthy [well-thought-out] plans.  I do nothing rash.  
Customs and vices are under my scale [of judgment].  
I seize the right thing.  I spit back whatever is evil.  
Whatever fortune imposes [upon me] in a double 
[dose of] evil, I remain calm.  A sound mind always 
remains steady. 
 

                                                 
186 I am not afraid to be borne anywhere. 
187 He is uncomfortable with express emotions. 
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Loyalty 
Unarmed loyalty, I care about the fatherland and the 
gods.  I bear a pensive mind onto all who have been 
afflicted.188  No portion of life is without owed duty.  I 
observe brothers and parents with inexhaustible trust. 
And always, I carry back the equal favor for all 
people.  I am always dear to all people in whatever 
place I am carried.  Whichever thing I struggle with 
every where is pleasing to all people. 
 
 

Obedience 
[I am] calm Obedience with a relaxed chest.  I do not 
step over higher things.  I am contented with my lot.  
Whatever authority commands, being permissive, I 
preserve myself.  I know how to bear petty fortune 
rightly.  I do not wish to strive after grand things.  For 
whoever hides well, lives well.  In a level-surfaced 
place,189 light is the fall.  It is hardly ever displeasing 
to be obedient. 
 

Safety 
I, safety, approach with untouched limbs.  Whatever 
accusation is brought upon my head, [my] soundness 
[mental acuity] at once strikes it with strong courage, 
for the innocent person hardly gets stuck in blame for 
a long time.  Sudden death does not strike me, nor 
does a false thing pressure me.  My life [ahead] 
remains promising until my hairs turn white. 
 
 

Felicity, with a Wreath 
Each man seeks me, Felicity, as a measure of long 
life.  I am the end of labor, the reward, the result, the 
companion of nourishing courage.  Very powerful 
people and people brilliant in [running] a kingdom are 
going after me, and all people who are of a healthy 
mind; nevertheless [they seek me] in vain.  A sublime 
one, blind fortune is not able to seize me.  Virtue 
alone, ascending the arduous road toward this wreath, 
stretches out and holds the wreath once it is gained. 
 

                                                 
188 With a pensive mind, I keep worrying about those who are 
afflicted.  
189 As opposed to an inclined or a craggy surface. 
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These things are 
mentioned in the epilogue. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

A Poet 
From these reduced things in this order,190 however 
great a fruit is measured, it appears well enough. 

               The end of the pomps. 
 

 
 
 

                                                 
190  “Ex rebus istis … minutis” (from these reduced things) are 
mentioned in lines 1-20 of the pompa, page 57, like the “rigidity 
of mind” “wisdom” and “a poem.” Watson may have meant that 
these things are “minutis” (reduced) in two ways: either in 
rendering them reductive and insignificant, such as Creon’s 
“rigidity of mind,” which loosen albeit late, or in elucidating and 
expounding them as in the case of “wisdom” and “a poem.” 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
2.16. The First Theme 
 
 
 

At this Point, Certain Themes, Derived from the Inner 
Contents of this Preceding Tragedy, Follow191

We learn from the example of Creon that blind self-
love is the cause of many calamities. 
 
 

A Two-Meter Back and Forth Iambic Song 
Being insolent, felicity admits no room for amicable 
Circumstances.  Haughty might compels many people 
To be seized in insane love of the self.  Hence, 
Inflated obtuseness of the mind blunts its sharp edge 
Of its own wisdom.  Immediately, stupidity removes 
The dichotomy between the right thing and the just.  
Aggressiveness exercises power.  Whatever headlong 
Emotion it commences is pleasing to it.   
Raging passion dominates.  In that situation,  
The tyranny of the will crumbles,192 and unbridled 
Fervor seizes it.  The command of virtue  
And honor is loosened.   
Loyalty itself is moved away from this place.   
With the reign loosened, the horse  
Is carried in a headfirst direction, wherever liberty 
Commands.  The mind is broken to pieces, and 
Rigidity, as a companion in harsh evils, pursues all 
These things.193  A rigidity that no reason bends; no 
Foresight or grave threats [are able to] break.  By no 
Means does a thoroughly tenacious man remain 
Completely [preoccupied] in the thing he started out 
With.  He never surrenders what he holds.  Not any 
Words of wise men move a rigid man, nor the grave 
Authority of old men.  The sacred glory of the loyal 
Prophets is despised, and illustrious dignity gives in.  
How does disloyalty, aroused against the supreme 
Gods, not break into loathsome crime!194  A past fault  
 
 

                                                 
191 The script is tiny and italicized for these two lines. 
192 “Tyranny of the soul” here means prudent self-restraint. 
193 Aggressiveness and Raging Passion 
194 The term “quin” or “how not” or “why not” is problematic to 
translate; however, its primary effect on the sentence in which it 
is used is one of astonishment and surprise. 
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2.17. The Second 
Theme 
 
 

Entices a new crime, and there is no measure of 
Transgression. Truly, the unhappy end of  
A previous evil is always  
A step toward a worse one.   
In the end, a god, a serious defender  
Of crimes, seeks sharp penalties;  
However, he who has good taste, does not embrace 
The things that are pleasing but the things that are 
Fitting and right.  Nor does a flattering man excuse his 
Botched mishaps; instead, he conceals other things for 
His [purpose].  He is a gloomy censor of his own 
Mind, making decisions through planning.  
Whomever he befriends, he never keeps, because he is 
Primarily preoccupied with himself.  No disease is 
Very grave for the receptive person, [in contrast to] 
The person who spits back the remedy.  The iron of 
The healer avoids the covered wound; the wounds that 
Are hidden refuse help.  To be obedient to a healing 
Man is the first approach to being cured.  He who 
Knows himself to the best degree is the best person; 
Therefore, it is a matter [knowing oneself] to take 
Heed of, lest the love of yourself eludes you, and lest 
It shatter the state of your mind.  Weigh whatever you 
Have done; if devoid of evil, [then] you will live 
Happily.195

 
In what manner it would be a wicked thing not to be 
obedient to the public edict of a magistrate,196 the 
example of Antigoné teaches. 
 
 

A Song of a Two-Measure, Anapestic Meter 
Nature, the parent, straightway discovers  
Nothing better than just laws. 
Calm loyalty, stable trust, and grave  
Virtue lean on just laws. 
The stable norm of a law-bound people provides 
A quiet life to the city itself. 
He who bears the great command is a  
Slave of the laws. 

                                                 
195 There is a line break after this line in the original text. 
196 Master or leader. 
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Error will not happen,  
When the path is going straight.197   
Whatever the highest power decides as  
Law is to be observed by the people subjected  
To it.  The stream is thirsty for a drawing  
Of water when the fountain is obstructed.   
When a head starts to dye,198 dissolved limbs  
Perish fast in a fatal decline. 
No one is permitted to reject [laws] with impunity,  
Unless the shattered state of the broken city would 
Wholly and immediately dissolve into oblivion.   
The deceitful Facade of an honest thing,199 leaning 
Onto a prohibited thing, incites great spirits. 

                                                 
197 Here is a transcription of lines 305-335, which are difficult to 
read: 
Constans populi norma regendi 
Ipsa est vrbis vita quietae. 
Qui magnificum gerit imperium, 
Legum est serus. Non contingent 
Tramite recto hoc error eunti 
Quicquid statuit summa potestas,  
Id pro lege est a subeicta  
Plebe tenendum, Sitit exhausta 
Riuulus unda fonte obstructo 
Capite infecto membra solute 
Cito fatali tabe peribunt. 
Spernere nulli licet impune: 
Nisi conuulsus Simul in nihilum 
Status effractae concidas vrbie 
Niti in vetitum subdola honesti 
Species magnos incitat animos; 
Dum respiciunt mala privaté, 
Publica regum iussa effringunt. 
Propriae maeror cladis acerbus 
Omnem officii remouet curam. 
Pessima virtus animosa sui 
In perniciem facta atteritur. 
Pugnat in vndas ire aduersas. 
Rapidi cursum fluminis arcet 
Obice admoto frustra coercet: 
Nulla doloris vis priuati 
Iustis merito fascibus obstat. 
His & amici ratio & fratrum 
Gratia, Summa & cura parentum 
Cedere debet sontes pelagus 
Grauat immensum, & ____ malorum. 
In the last line, the only unreadable word in Antigoné is detected.  
198 When the head hair gets grey and a person starts to dye it. 
199 Watson may be referring to Polynices here. 
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While these minds review their own evils,  
They [prove to] break the public commands of kings. 
The bitter sadness of one's own disaster  
Removes every concern of duty. 
A detrimental trait that is overzealous,  
Leads to destruction.200

A person fights to go into adverse waves. 
A person blocks the course of a rapid river;  
With the dam removed, he restrains the river in vain.  
No power of one's own sadness stands  
Wholly against the just authority. 
To these things [to just authority],201 the reasoning of 
A friend, the favor of brothers and the highest concern 
Of parents are obliged to yield.  
The immense sea weighs down the guilty  
And ___ of wicked things.202  Old merits  
Die hard.  The mind of a dear friend  
Shudders at this crooked example.   
But also a ferocious enemy is made an enemy  
From a faithful friend.  Grave is the anger of an 
Offended king.  The pliant vine does not  
Sustain the immense burden.  On the contrary,  
It splits because of the added weight. 
[When the king is wrathful] prison, indigence,  
[And] filth are ample [among people]; also calamity 
Suffers no limit.  Harsh power, [and] ultimate 
Punishment, of a deadly fate ensue in the end. 
The fool who strikes a sharp spur  
Uselessly advances with a harmed foot. 
The struck blow harms its creator.203  

                                                 
200 Watson possibly means that courage, when combined with 
detrimental enthusiasm, is worn down into destruction. 
201 Authority or “fasces” is plural in Latin. 
202 As mentioned in footnote 197, this is the only unknown word 
in the entire tragedy and its addenda.  Harry Boyle translates this 
word as “heap” or a large amount.  See his “Thomas Watson: 
Neo-Latinist,” no page number. 
203 Lines 350-357 are not very clear.  Here they are transcribed: 
Fatuus stimulum qui ferit acrem, 
Pede nequicquam promouet icto. 
Plaga authori nocet imposita. 
Res grata quies. Discere nimis est 
Sapere accepto vulnere serum. 
Ergo corpus florere diu 
Validum exoptas? capiti pare, 
Longum foelix gerat imperium. 
Sic perpetuo bene procedunt 
Omnia cursu. 
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2.18. The Third 
Theme 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

A pleasing thing is quiet; if you learn to taste  
The [hot] iron excessively with a receptive wound,  
Therefore, if you wish that a strong body will flourish 
For a long time, [then] be obedient to the head.   
Let the happy head bear the long-lasting command.   
In this way, all things kindly proceed in an  
Everlasting path. 
 
 
The things which we are not able to correct, Ismene 
teaches that we should not desire to test, suggesting a 
quiet lifestyle 
 
 

A Song in Sapphic Meter 
If the highest power would order a wicked law,  
[And] if it would violate the rules of  
Benevolent nature, it is incorrect of anyone  
To break the divine law.  A wise man will  
Grieve to be thrust in arduous things.  He is  
Eager that joyful liberty would expand.   
Whichever man hides well, lives well. 
He abstains from magnanimous things,  
And learns to bear insignificant fortune  
With a level mind well. 
A wise man finds utility in minor things, and keeps 
Quiet in his own skin. 
They [wise men and women] freely yield to excessive 
Weight which tender arms are unable to endure. 
Nor do they allow heavy burdens,  
Mobile things,204 and doubtful chances  
To break their impotent strength. 
A thing which is hard is nothing in the same state.205

Alternately, all virtuous and evil things yield  
In an inevitable order. 
Whatever thing a lesser power stood crookedly, a 
Greater power arriving plucks it away. 
A thing which you yourself begin crookedly,  
Often a headlong age finishes.  Whatever is elevated 
Is placed in a doubtful seat.  The lofty towers  
Are beaten by the cloudy North Wind.   
The thunderbolts smite  

                                                 
204 Inconstant, shifting things.  
205 As opposed to pliable things, a firm object is solid and 
unchanging. 
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The snowy mountains. 
The lean neck avoids the wound. 
But ordinary things [necks] encompass themselves [by 
The wound] fittingly.  Rage of the swollen South 
Wind does not do harm to the small boat. 
The man whom the turned wheel raises toward a high 
Summit, trembles continuously lest he fall headfirst. 
The fall on level ground is light, and without any 
Wound, the man rises. 
The safe food on a narrow table is continuously 
Seized.  Green turf invites profound sleep.   
The small house  
Drives away every fear.   
You should relinquish wickedness that is stronger 
Than your powers.  You should always look out for 
better things; meanwhile, bridle yourself, and as a 
happy man be content with your own share.206

The death of Haemon teaches that being loving  
And wise is scarcely given to anyone  
At the same time. 
 
 

In Choriambic Aesclepedian Meter 
Neither the great power of a rapid flame, nor the 
Power of the fierce North winds, nor the power of a 
Strong thunderbolt, nor the power of the vast sea, are 
As great as when the voracious fire of wicked passion 
Permeates the inner veins, and when the flaming torch 
Scorches the passionate liver.  When the juvenile 
Fervor penetrates the heart, good nature degenerates 
Into wicked skills.  The heart is affected variously; 
Neither does it enter into the desire of Ceres or 
Bacchus [interest in food or wine].  The heart 
Experiences watchful nights.  Anxious concern wears 
Away the spirit.  Removed is the former glory and so 
Is vigor.  The varied possibilities [of thinking], often 
Trembling, are attenuated.  A miserable man is 
Abandoned by the right mind.207  Health is rejected; 
Also ugly madness pervades the heart.  Reason does 
Not bend it [the heart]; nor wisdom, as a flame, 
Licking a whole tree, devours it, and the oak trees 
Disintegrate into a small ash.   
 

                                                 
206 The share or lot that fate gives you. 
207 A man becomes miserable because his right mind abandoned 
him. 
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Whatever thing stands opposite the strong attack of a 
Harsh tornado is plucked from the foundation. 
Thus, fierce Love, hiding in the entrails, severely 
Shakes the inward, right status of a heart, and carries 
All things along with it.  It [Love] banishes sound 
Counsel.  The knowing mind precipitates itself.  
Loyalty, law, grace, fairness, virtue, holy trust, red-
Rosy shyness depart. 
A mind is willingly carried into these things which are 
Very bad.  Neither does the mind suffer bridles, nor 
Will it endure being ruled.  Truly, a raging mind 
Hastens its own fate.  Often it carries itself opposite 
Greedy death.  Therefore, let wicked love surrender, if 
You are wise, while you, a healthy man, are able to.  
Actually gentle is God.  Lest the mind become hot 
With so insane a torch, you a strong man, should 
Prohibit its first attack toward a celebratory praise.  
Thus the path is laid out. 

    The end 
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Appendix A 
Watson’s Ancestry  

 



Blanche Forman
Married Richard Reynolds who 

died on May 6, 1542. She married 
and had issue by Robert Palmer 

who died in 1544. Married William 
Forman after 1544. He died little 

after 10 January, 1546. She 
remained widowed afterwards. 
Her will dates 24 March, 1563

Joan or Jane
Wife of William. Died 

in or before 1547 Thomas Lee
Born in 1520-2 and died in 

1572. His sister, Anne, 
entrusted him with the 

upbringing of her two sons, 
Thomas and William. His 
will dates April 12, 1572. 

In it he leaves large estates 
from his vast wealth to his 
nephews, because he had 
no issue of his own from 

his wife, Marie

Elizabeth Onley
Possibly born around middle 1490’s. First married William Whitlok, 

whose will dates 2 August 1520, then a Lee in late 1520 and until 
1522. During this short-lived marriage, she had Thomas Lee and 

Anne Watson, her only children. She married Robert Wade in 1522 
and stayed with him until he died in June 1529; she married John

Onley on January 14, 1529 who died on 11 November 1537. 
She remained widowed until her death shortly after 18 July, 1554

John Watson
May have married Agnes 
Nycholls on 20 April 1551

Elizabeth
Married Richard

Mawdley

Barbara 
William’s daughter from an 

unknown first wife.  She 
had four children by with her
husband Thomas Hasselfote

Thomas
Lived in the care of his uncle Thomas Lee at around the age of 4 ½

when his father died.  Based on the age of his older brother William, 
Thomas should have been born approximately on May 5, 1555. He 

may have married Mary Byles on August 21, 1580, Jone Gillam
on Sep.1, 1583, Ann Swift on 6 Sep. 1585, and Margery Boyer on 
Nov. 1, 1589. He died in St. Bartholomew parish on Sep. 26, 1592

Marie
Aged around 2 ½ years when her father died. Possibly 
born in late May or early June 1557 or a few months 

earlier. Lived with her half-sister, Anne Ducke. 
Married Rob’te Wylforde on 11 July 1575

Anne Watson
Married William in or 

after 1547. She made her 
will on 8 March, 1560

Elizabeth
After the death of her mother, she lived with Lady
Laxton.  Possibly married James Tappinge. She 

died in 1582

William
Was 6 years, six months, and some days when his father died in late 

Nov., 1559; hence, possibly born in late May or early June, 1553. 
May have married Ellen Williamson on 4 June 1578.  He lived in St. 

Dunstan in the East and had five or six children. Died on Oct. 12, 1624

Mandelin or Mandelyn
After the death of her mother, she may have been 

sent to live with Thomas Lodge, Lady Laxton’s son

The Younger Elizabeth
Was only around six months old when her father Died. 

Lived first with Anne Ducke, then with her 
immediately older sibling, Marie, when she married

Blanche
Died 24 April 1593. Married 
Dunstan Walton who died on 

19 March, 1571; married 
(John) Lambert on Oct 14, 

1572; married Thomas 
Skynner who died on July 

16, 1569

John 
May have married Elizabeth 

Crouchlove on 7 May 1570. Died 
19 Dec. 1574 without issue

Anne
Married Thomas Ducke on 5 
March 1564. She died 18 Oct. 

1574. After Anne’s death, 
Thomas married Christian his 

maid on 30 Sep. 1577

Francys
Ducke

Born on 24 
Nov.1566. 
Died on 1 
Sep., 1566

Blanche 
Ducke

Born Dec.
8, 1565

Dorythie
Ducke
Born on 

Dec. 6, Died 
20 Sep., 

1574

Rycharde
Ducke

Born on 23 
Jan., 1568

Elizabeth Canon and 
Margaret Botell

In her will, Anne calls them 
cousins, but in reality they are 
not. While Margaret Botell is 
mentioned in Robert Wade’s
will which indicates that she 

could be either his step-
daughter from a previous 

marriage or a daughter that he 
may have married off to his 

debtor, Richard Botell. 
Elizabeth Onley raised 

her because of the lack of 
anyone to take her in. 

Elizabeth Canon is Elizabeth 
Onley’s grand-daughter

Anne 
Ducke

Born on 5 
Aug. 1570.
Died Sep. 
15, 1574

Dunstone
Ducke

Born on 20 
Jan., 1571. 

Was 21 years 
and two 

months of 
age when his 
mother died

John 
Ducke

Born on 22 
Nov., 1573

Thomas Stanney
Brother in law or half-

brother to Blanche Forman
William Watson

His will dates 20 Nov. 
1559. He married Jane 

possibly in early 1540’s.
He is likely older than 

his sister Blanche

Thomas Watson’s Ancestry

An unknown
first wife, mother

to Barbara



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Appendix B 
Elizabeth Onley’s Husbands 

 



Pygot

Jane Pygot
John’s mother.

Elizabeth Onley’s
Husbands

Robert Wade
Married Elizabeth 
in 1522 at St.Giles, 
Essex, and stayed 
married to her until 
he apparently died 

in June 1529.

Robert
Died 1551.

Mary Cotton
Married George 

Cotton Adam

Guy

Margaret (or Margaret) 
Bottel (Bottil, or Buttil) 
Possibly married, or married 
off, to Richard Bottel, debtor 
of her father, Robert Wade, 

and overseer to his will.

John

Mawd
Sister.  

Married a
William

Edward Jane

Richard 
Wade
Brother.

Thomas

Elizabeth Canon
Elizabeth Onley’s
granddaughter, by 

an unknown, 
unnamed daughter.

William Whitlok
Shown as pros-
pective, default 

inheritor of some 
estate in the will 
of Robert Wade, 
his step-father, 

in 1529.

____ Lee
Elizabeth’s second 

husband. He married 
Elizabeth between 1520 

and 1522—when he 
possibly died, and during 
which time he had with 
her Anne Watson and 

Thomas Lee.

Children 
From an 

earlier wife 
(wives) who 
possibly died 

in infancy.

William Whitlok, 
(Whitloke, 
Whitlock)

Elizabeth’s first 
husband. Died 
August 1520.

Anne
Thomas Watson’s  

mother. Born 
between 1520 or 

1522. She is 
probably the elder 

sibling of her 
brother Thomas, 
according to the 

sequence she 
occurs in in John 

Onley’s will.

Thomas  
Born between 

1522-4. After his 
sister Anne died 
in 1560, he raised
his two nephews

in Oxfordshire. He 
was very wealthy, 
and had no issue
from his only 
known wife 

Mary. He died in
April. 12, 1572.

Maryon

An unnamed 
daughter

John Onley
Born 1476. Married an earlier 
wife or wives before Elizabeth 

Onley.  He had Edward and 
Jane by these wives. He mar-
ried Elizabeth on January 14, 

1529. He died on 11 
November 1537.
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Appendix D 
Anne Watson’s Will 
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Appendix E 
William Watson’s Will 
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Appendix F 
Thomas Lee’s Will 
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Appendix G 
Richard Corbet’s Complaint  

Against William Watson 
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Appendix H 
William Watson’s Replicacon to  

Richard Corbet’s Complaint 
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Appendix I 
Remainder of William Watson’s Replicacon  

to Richard Corbet’s Complaint 
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Appendix J 
Agnes Berden’s Will 
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Appendix K 
Elizabeth Onley’s Will 
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Appendix L 
John Onley’s Will 
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Appendix M 
Robert Wade’s Will 
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Appendix N 
William Whitlok’s Will 
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Appendix O 
Dame Blanche Forman’s Will 
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Appendix P 
The Probatum of Dame Blanche Forman’s Will 
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Appendix Q 
William Forman’s Will 
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Appendix R 
Robert Palmer’s Will 
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Appendix S 
Thomas Watson of Staverton’s Will 
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Appendix T 
Dame Joan Laxton’s Will 
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Appendix U 
John Quarles’s Will 
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Appendix V 
Transcript of Anne Watson’s Will 

 



In the name of god amen the viii of March anno domini 1560 in the third yere of the 
raigne of our sovraigne ladie Quene Elizabeth.  I Anne Watson of London widdow 
dwellinge in the parish of Saint Toolys in the tower warde beinge whole of mynde and 
perfect remembraunce thanks be unto god, but sicke in boddie doe make and ordaine this 
my laste testamente and will in manner and forme followinge that is to saye ffirst I 
bequth My soule to almightie god my master who hath not spared his only sonne who 
hath not spared his only sonne Jesus Christe to the painefull death of the crosse for me 
and all the worlde in whose death and passion is my whole trust in salvation my boddie to 
be buried as nere to my last husbande William Watson draper as conveniently maye be. 
And my corpse honestly to be brought to the churche by the discression of my executors.   
Thirdly as followinge forhe worldly goods as hit hath pleased god to endue me with I 
bequeathe and give them as followith ffirst my mansion house standinge in Marke Lane 
in London I give and bequeathe hit to my sonne William Watson and to the heires of his 
boddie lawfully begotten.  And yf he sholde dye before he come to lawful age as god 
defende, then I will the same house to goe to my sonne Thomas Watson and to the heires 
of his boddie lawfully begotten. And for lack of the same to be solde for the most 
advantage by my executors or by the executors of them or either of them. And the money 
thereof to be reparted equally between my children then lyvinge too saye Elizaabeth 
Mandlen Mary and Elizabeth and fowerthly I will that all suche debts as my late 
husbande William Watson and I doe owe and can be duly and justly proved shalbe payed.  
And more I give and bequeathe of my goods to the three hospitalls, to saye Christchurch 
Saint Bartholomeus and Saint Thomas either of them vi L a pece in money and to the 
prisoners of the kingesbenche Liii S  vii d  And to the prisoners of the marshalsea Liii S  
vii d. to the prisoners of Newgate Liii S vii d.  To the prisoners of Ludgate xxvi. S  vii d 
and to the ij coumpters xxvj S vij d  a pece.  To the poore of the parishe that I now dwell 
in iij L vj S viij d.  To my cosen Elizabeth Canon vj L xiij S. vij d. To my father in law 
John Watson vj L  To the fouer children of Barbara Watson xl.S  a pece.  To John 
Watson x L  and to Anne Watson x L.  so that after this tyme they nor none for them doe 
troble me nor my executors any more and yf they doe, this my bequest to them to be 
voide and no gift.  To the servants of my house to saye to saye to Ezachias Beaste I give 
xl S. and a gowne.  To Apliayrd my servante xl S. and a gowne.  To Thomas my servante 
xl S  and a gowne.  To Anne Claypont xl S.   and a Cassock To Eysly xx S.   To Leuce 
and the boye xx S. a pece.  To goodwyef Cutberde xx S. and a gowne and to her 
husbande a gowne and I forgive to Roger Bodenham the ij third parts of all such debts as 
he oughte to my husbande and me.  And I give hym more in money xx L.  and a gowne.  
To xij. poore folks dwellinge within the same parishe that I nowe dwell in xij. gownes.  
To Mr Scotte and his wyef eache of them a gowne.  Mr. Cragge and his wyef eache of 
them a gowne Mr howlet and his wyef eache of them a gowne Mr Welles and his wyef 
eache of them a gowne.  John Watson and Anne Watson each of them a gowne.  To Mary 
and Elizabeth Barton each of them a gowne.  All my lynnen to be putt in certaine Chests 
and so kept till soche tyme as hit may be reparted to my children at theire laufull age or 
daye of marriage at the descression of my executors and overseers.  Item I doe will and 
desire that my daughter  



Elizabeth maye be with my lady Laxston and she to have her porcon puttinge in suerties 
for the same till she come to lawfull age or daye of marriage. Item I will and desire that 
my daughter Mandelyn maye be with mysteres Lodge and he to have her porcon in lyke 
manner, and soe my debts beinge payed my legate and funerals discharged the rest of all 
my goodes, plate and juells reddie money and other I doe holy give unto my six children, 
to saye William Watson Thomas Watson Elizabeth Mandelyn Mary and Elizabeth 
Watson my daughters to be reparted equally amonge them porcon and porcon like.  And 
yf any of them dye before they come to lawful age or daye of marriage, the porcon of 
them so deceasinge to be equally devided amonge the aforesaid my children then lyvinge 
porcon and porcon lyke.  It I give to my brother Thomas Lee a hundred marks and to 
have the bringinge upp of my sonnes William and Thomas Watson with their porcons 
puttinge in suerties and to have more thereafter of my house in Mark Lane duringe the 
tyme of the vantage of the said William towards the sindinge of them both to lerninge and 
bringinge upp. And the same my brother Thomas Lee I doe make my executor jointly 
with John Quarrles draper, to whome for his paynes I doe give x L and a gowne to hym 
and his wyef. and overseers of this my last will and testament I doe make and ordaine 
John Calcrope draper to whome I doe give for his paines x L and a gowne to hym and 
another to his wyef and jointly with hym I doe make make my ouerseer of the saide will 
William Albany with merchaunte taylor of London to whom I doe give vj L xvj S vij d  
and a gowne to hym and another to his wyef. Item I doe give to the company of the 
drapers towards a dynner vj L.  And more I give to misteres Pratt a kirtle of blacke satten 
and a gowne garded with wroughte velvet and edged with fringe and lined with fustian.  
Barbara Haselfote a gowne.  Tom s Skotte eldest daughter a paire of Hollan sheets alonge 
hollan table clothe and a towell and a dozen of napkins.  To the goodwyef Cutberds 
eldest daughter, a browne talle clothe a dozen of napkins and a towell and half of garnish 
of vessel of that in the kitchin.  To Richard Craggs daughter xl S.  Item I doe give to 
George Daner a hundred poundes to be putt in a chaine and so given hym to werefor my 
remembrance I doe saye that the proffitt of the ij porcons of my sonns William and 
Thomas to be given to my brother for their kepinge, ffor the money of Baraberaes 
children putting in suerties to have hit her sellf otherwise not till they come to age.  To 
Bradshaw and his wyef and to Clarckson and his wyef gownes. In witness hereof the 
partes hereunder named have setto their hands the daye and yere about said Tom s Baptist 
and Mr Barckelet eache of them a gowne to Bawdwyn and his wyef the goode wyef 
Smyth eache of them a black gowne.  And more to Thomas Spratt and his wyef.  A black 
gowne a pece. Hughe Bodie and his wyef ij gownes.  Tom s Ffissher and his wyef ij rings 
of xx S  pece.  Item to Mr Beron a gowne and a noble.  Anne Watson by me John Graff 
by me John Huwlande by me Richarde Cragge. 
     
  
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Appendix W 
Transcript of William Watson’s Will 

 



In the name of god the tenth daye of November in the yere of our lorde god after the 
course and recominge of the church of England 1559, And in the second  
yere of our sovereign ladie Elizabeth by the grace of god Quene of Enlgand, Ffrance and 
Ireland of faith ymmediately under god of this church of England and Ireland the 
supreme governor.  I William Watson cyttizen and draper of London being visited 
through the grace and mercie of allmightie god of sickness, nevertheless beinge in parfect 
remembrance, laud & prayse be given to a brighter god, do make and ordaine this my 
present testament contayninge herein my last will in manner and forme followinge: that is 
to saye first and principally and above all yerthly things I give and bequethe and 
commend my soule unto all mightie god my maker savior and redeemer by the merits of 
whose bitter and paynefull death and passion I faythfully trust and stedfastly do believe to 
be saved and to be partaker of his most blessed and glorious kyngdome of heaven And 
my bodie to be buried where it shall please all mightie god to appointe to the savier and 
after my bodie to be buried I will and devise by this my present testament and last will, 
that all and singular suche debts duties and sommes of money which of righte I doe owe 
for everie person or persons shalbe firste well and truly contented and payed or putt in 
good order to be payed and after my debts payed or putt yn order to be payed I will that 
all and singular my goods chattalls, plate Juells Redy mony and debts after my debts 
payed shalbe equally and indifferentlie devided in to iij equall and indifferent parts 
wherof I doe give and bequeath one third parte to my entirely beloved wife Anne Watson 
and one other third parte therof I doe give and bequeath to and amongest my children that 
is to saye my daughter Barbara now the wyef of Thomas Hasillfoote Blanche Watson, 
John Watsonn Anne Watson Elizabeth Watson, Mandelin Watson Willm Watson Thomas 
Watson, Marie Watson the younger, Elizabeth Watson, to be equally and indifferently 
divided amonge them  
 
And the third parte thereof I doe reserve to perform this my presente testamente and laste 
will And these I give and bequeathe herin contayned as followeth.  And if it happen any 
of my saide children to die or decease oute of this present will is, before they shalbe 
married or accomplish their full age of xxi yeres then my will is, and I do devise by this 
my present testamente and laste will that the parties and portions of hym her or them 
overlivinge equally and indifferently amongest them to be devided.  And yf his happen or 
fortune all my saide children to die or decease oute of this present worlde before they 
shalbe married or before their full age of xxj yeres. Then I will and doe devise by this my 
laste will that all theire parts and portons by me to them given and bequeathed shall fullye 
remayne to the saide Ann Watson my wife and to the children of my saide doughter 
Barbara equally betwene them to be devided.  Item I bequethe to my entirely beloved 
father John Watson xxj £ warrante money of Englande.  Item I bequeath to my sister 
Elizabeth the wyef of Richarde Mawdeley tenn pounds and a black gowne.  To John 
Dymocke, and his wife to everie of them a blacke gowne.  To John Scotte and his wife.  
To Mr Holland Salter and his wife to evry of them a blacke gowne.  To Thomas Ffloyde 
and his wife to everie of them a blacke gowne.  To Robert Roffe [or Rosse], and his wife 
to evry of them a blacke gowne.  Item I bequeath and my will is that there shalbe 
distributed and given shortlie after my decease vj£ xiijS iiijd amongeste the poore 
maydens within the countie of Shropsheire where I was borne towards theire marriage by 
xS a pece or more at the discression of my executors and oversers hereunder named.  



Item I give to everie of my servants yonge and olde that shall happen to duel in my 
service at the tyme of my decease xlS a pece.  Item I give and bequeath towards the relief 
of the poore ympotent and deseased persons within the new hospital within London x£.  
Item I give to and amongest the liverie of the drapers yn whereof I am a member for a 
repast to be hadd amonge them vj£ xiijS iiijd.  Item I give and bequeathe to ande amonge 
the prysonars of Newgate the kingsbench and marshallsey to redeem suche as lye for 
their fees and otherwise to their relief x£ The same to be bestowed and distributed by the 
discression of my executors and overseers.  Item my will and mynde is that upon the daye 
of my decease, and buryall or soone after as convenientlie maye be delte and distributed 
amongst the poor aged and ympotent persons dwellinge within the parish of Saint Olaffe 
nighe the tower hill of London, and elsewhere as moste need shalbe by the discression of 
my executors vj₤ xiijS viijd  And where I stande seased yn revercon after the decease of 
Dame Blanche forman widowe of all messuage, or mansion place with thapprtemme sett 
and beinge besides the stocks wherein Sir William Garrard Knight Alderman of London 
whiche hath byn Mayre of the same cittie of London as appereth by a dede therof made 
from the said Dame Blanche unto me and Jane som tyme my wife and to the heres of 
ower bodies lawfully begotten.  By whom I had issues, the saide John Watson my son 
and my saide ij daughters Blanche and Anne, to whome also the same is intayled, as by 
the same dede inrolled of Recorde in hustings of London more plainly maye appere my 
mynde ys that the same shall remayne after the decease of the saide Dame Blanche to my 
saide sonne John Watsonn and to the heirs of his bodie lawfully begotten, and for lacke 
of issue of his bodie the same to remayne to his saide sisters accordinge to the tenor 
preporte, and effecte of the sayde deed.  Item I give to Ann Watson my wife all suche 
plate of sylver as  
 
cam unto use and her by the decease of her mother Elizabeth Onley wydowe amountinge 
by estimation to the number of v lbs xvj ounces.  The residue of all and singular my 
gooddes chattels and debts after my debts payed funeralls donne and this my present 
testament in all things accomplished I give and bequethe to the saide Anne my wyef 
whome of this my testament and laste will I ordayne and make my sole executrix .  And 
for my overseers Mr Thomas Lee and Robert Rose cloth makers of the countie of Suffolk 
dwellinge within the parishe of hadleighe.  I doe ordaine and make to th ende that every 
thinge contained yn this my testament and laste will be performed accordinge to the 
minde and true meaninge of me the saide Willm Watson.  To whom I give every of them 
twentie nobles for theire paines takinge.  And of this my laste will beinge witnesses ther 
psons herunder named whiche have them ____ subscribed, and written theire owne 
names per me Willm Watson draper of London, X me J Dymocke X me Baldwynn 
Watson Sir Acte per me Thomas Pratt per me Austen Porter, __ to ___ me Thomas Lee. 
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Watson’s Antigoné 
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